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This report describes research directed at designing
and evaluating instructional systems which are able to use
their knowledge to mimic some of the capabilities of a Rood
tutor such as being able to construct/infer structural
models of a student's reasoning strategies and to identify
his underlying misconceptions. Our basic research
methodology has been to construct several highly modifiable,
prototype systems, each of which emphasizes some aspect of
our intelligent CAI paradigm. By carefully choosing
restricted (but representative) domains of knowledge for
these prototype systems, an information processing framework
comprising models of expert reasoners, adaptive tutors, and
students has evolved.

This report is broken into three sections. The fir.;t

section descri.bes two paradigmatic instructional syst;ems
buiit around a decision making 4nd a gaming environment.
Each of these systems illustrates some of the needs and
techniques for automatically inducing and using a structural
model of the student's reasoning strategies. The second
section moves away from these elegant but simple domains of
knowledge and explores some of the issues of building
intelligent instructional systems over more complex domains
of knowledge, such as remedial mathematics. The last
describes some research related to the general issue of how
to design robust intelligent systems.
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INTWJPIICTlurl

We are at the threshold of a dramatic advancement in
computer technology which should change the way computers
ire employed in instruction. This technological advance
will decrease uhe cost of computer hardware to the extent
that each studert will have available computational
resoJ-ees which are currently restricted to a few elite
users. The greatest challenge facing educational
Lechnologists is to productively harness the increased
availability of computational power to provide an equally
dramatic improvement in the quality and cost-effectiveness
or ir.structional systems. Traditional computer-assisted
instruction (CAI) paradigms were developed under the
assumpt:- that computational power is a scarce resource and
these ,.radigms are, for the most part, incapable flf

exploiting the latest technological advances. To
effectively use the increased availability cf computational
power requires a re-evaluation of the role of the computer
in instructional paradigms.

This report describes research directed at
understanding and designing instructional systems which take
fuller advantage of the computational power afforded by new
technology. This new kind of instructional system will be
able to do more than spew forth its knowledge as factual
information. It will be able to use its knowledge to form
structural models of a student's reasoning strategies, to
determine his strengths and weaknesses, and to identify his
misconceptions. Once it forms nh a model of the learner,
it will then use this know1PdrP to determine when and how to
provide remediation, heuristic recommendations ("hints") , or
Curther instruction. To expect in instructional system to
mike such decisions solely on the basis of its own knowledge
represents a substantial shift away from the basic notion of
rixed instructional (linear or branching) sequences toward a
-rre autonomous, truly adaptive, individualized instruction.

Our basic methodology for understanding the design and
Dperation of such instructional systems is to construct
everal highly modifiable, prototype systems, each of which

emphasizes some aspect of the overall adaptive approach. By
carefully choosing restricted (but representative) domains
pf knowledge for the prototype system, we have begun to
uncover a viable information processing framework of
"intelligent" instructional systems, comprising models of
expert reasoners, adaptive tutors, and students. This
reneral framework will guide us in coping with less
restricted domains f knowledge and in increasing the
tutorial capabilities over the limited domains.

-1-



Phioh to tho ro:;ohreh described in this report, we have

on:Itrueled CAI .y[Items that use their built-in intelligence

to evaluate a student's answers and construct

counter-examples to his hypotheses <Prown et al 70. From

le:',o systems, arose the need for tutorial initiative on the

part or the system to interrupt the student and comment on

srne riiling in the student's behavior. For any but the

mel'.t trivial domain, it is clear that such interruption had

to be based on an accurate "model" of the particular student

in order to avoid inappropriate or irrelevant comments. One

of the aims cf the research performed under this contract

was the development of such models. From this research we
discovered the difficulty of constructing a system that can

automatically formulate a model of what the student is doing

which succinctly represents his reasoning and knowledge to

the extent necessary for isolating his fundamental

Tiyleonceptions. To complicate the development task further,

tho "Intelligent" adaptive tutor must then be able to take

i!vrintag.e of the synthesized information (e.g. structural

models of the student's reasoning and knowledge) in order to

(70nerate pedail'ogically sound criticisms or hints.

This reprt is broken into three sections. The first

[oction (chapters one and two) begins with an explanation of

t.he need for a fundamental change in point of view with

reo:rd to the design of complex CAI systems. The remainder

r chapter one and chapter two describe two paradigmatic

instructional systems which were constructed to investigate

(ml establish the fonndation for) a new viewpoint for CAI.

In the proposed r. dig,m the instructional system itself

centains an "intelligent" tutoring module capable of

automatically inducing and using a structural model of the

student's reasoning strategies. Chapter one describes a

system to monitor a student's decision making activities

aver the domain of "attribute blocks". Chapter two

describes a system to enhance the educational effectiveness

-)f* a Plato drill-and-practice game. In addition to the

tutoring modules, both systems contain expert

problem-solving modules which assist th.. tutoring module in

constructing the model of the student and assist the student

when help is requested. The subject domains of these

--3vstems were necessarily restricted to being structurally
"ideal" or simple in order to expedite the investigation.

The second section (chapters three and four) moves away

Chem these elegant but simple domains of knowledge and

the problem or building intelligent adaptive

:nstructional systems over more complex domains of

knr'wledge, in particular the domains of electronics and

remedial mathematics'. Chapter three (on electronics)

r,00uses primarily on a '^gical theory of troubleshooting and

-ffers a precise information processing model of how an

-2-
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expert troubleshooter reasons. This model will play a

fundamental role in the design of any complete "intelligent"
instructional system for teaching electronics via the
troubleshooting methodology. Chapter four addresses the
problem of teaching procedural knowledge (as opposed to the
axiomatic knowledge underlying basic electronics). For
these initial investigations we have chosen the large and
mostly unspecified procedural knowledge that underlies the
ability to solve high school level algebra problems. By
making explicit all the tacit or implicit knowledge
comprising the procedural skills of algebra simplification,
we will achieve the first step in creating an instructional
system that can isolate and remediate "bugs" or mistakes
contained in a person's internal representation of these
nrocedures (skills).

The last section (chapters five and six) describes some
research related to the general issue of how to design and
use intelligent instructional systems. Chapter five focuses
on the use of the "intelligence" or knowledge base embedded
in the instructional system to achieve a new dimension in

man-machine communications. Chapter six sets forth some
general guidelines for the design of intelligent computer
assisted inst,-uctional systems. As such, this last chapter
establishes a theoretical cornerstone for a wide range of
instructional systems which can fully exploit the
computational powers of tomorrow's computers in order to

achieve higher quality adaptive instruction.

A word of caution to the reader. Each of these
chapters contains many technical details of prototype
systems which carry out their designated tasks. As

Weizenbaum demonstrated with his FLIZA program <Weizenbaum
66>, the external appearance of programs can be very
deceptive and the merits of programs attempting something as
complex as tutoring cannot be understood by its behavior.
Much of what is novel and '.nteresting in this report is
immersed in details of how tasks are performed. We

therefore encourage the reader to pay more than passing
attention to technical aspects of each chapter. Only those
portions the systems which illustrate either useful
techniques or points of view on system organization are
described. It is all too easy to talk ah)ut structural
models of a student and it is all too hard to understarJ
what is involved in actually constructing them -- evr?ri olier
simple knowledge domains.

8
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CHApTI;Fi

ADAPTE" IN;;THUCTfUN ANP COMpLp.x KNOWLEDGE-BASED CAI*

In r('':'eht years, the cost computer hardware

dramatic drop in cost of the
very rapid1V, The most obviou manifestat

Pocket

the like)

calc

has
ion or this is the

(central
been decliningprocessing un6 memories.and

possible to buy 3 fairlY versatile microcomputer (the
ulator. It is now

Hewlett rakard HP 65) departm
in ent stores for a price,c_ ,comparable Lo expensive sue t'eo rece iver, There is every

indication that this trend will continue, and that we will
he see inV,omPuters of much i-eate power available in this17,

Price ro",'e. Even large .5cale computer&3 sw : as the FDP-10

itriiet5nnt,thebtctgl%
t hAelaverw =="001 system. xpoecc

will be ava,i,lable at a price well

more and particular, itsystems t° beeome more com plex. In

the field of .artifiC'ial intell
use or techniques

igence, whose
seem:7, res.7.0nble to expect areater
developed -11

applicabilluy has been limited by the ir use of features
nvailable, until rentlY, i h

sophisticated computer installations.
and mostcen te estonly larg

on the whole, a CAI s ystem is iustifiable only if it is
doing something that cannot be done. equally wellwithout the
use of a ''orTIPuer. The most

unique capab ility of the
computer 1 its ability to

make very rapid decisions
regarding wu:7. ls Possible,at to do next. Because of this, it
in pr inciPle, to desic'n a F,Ystem witil an adaptive Capability
that responds rapidlY to the needs an individual student.
In the earlY days of

f
CAI, there was great optimism regarding

system wod be able to provde equivalent or a personal
ent. In much cur

it was claimed that a CAI
ul i

this kind o capability. Infact,

tutor for every stud rent CAI, however, this
capabilitY h,a, somehow falleh the wayside! This is
partly bee ause humans are r.00d adaptive devices, in their
own fash1011. In fact, there ar: systems as TICCIT in

,ire siLuatlons where the com
reasonatLe to ask why such uses have not been developed

puter superior,
able to suppose that there

such

and it seems

which the adaPtive component is left entirelY up to the
user. HoWever, it seems reaon

extens...]V.
pre.-,-?titly accepted view ()J._ ad

A major component
, of the

aptive instruction.
an swer

classl

lies in the

cally
The

pre: .em (- adaptive insH'ucLion has been
form late:-,s the Ilbranching Problem!! or specifying when, in

is the wrong view of the problem and that
wronp;

We willan inucJo'lonal seouence, a b!'nch should occur.
argue tilt this
there is somethinF with

the whole notion of an
"instruct ional

seouenceu,.....
(*)Thj.s cOpter is a prelim' nary draft of a paper
Brown and R'Irtdh whi v),T3^h Presented bY Groen a

conferenc'
ljthroAM



verelon this classical formulation ir

r.11ec in Viva:re 1.1 olroen ", Atkinson 6b>. The basie

idt'"/ was that tho instructional proeess could he broken down

irto 1
sequence or :11.;11,:e. Fach stac-e consisted of a set of

lisplavs to which the student responded. The system had

tee basic oomponents: a history, consisting of A

t't '1A.*::,:t11 'I I ()fl ,)f. 1 he responses made by the st, udent;

motel or the student's learning process; and a decision

Procelpre which enabled the system I. decide, OH the basis

history and the model, which stimuli were to be

Preson'e'l during the next stage. Inherent in the approach

wls notion that, given a preeise enough model, and a

-)7.o.ise enough criterion, an optimal decision procedure

' round.

Atki n has demonstrated in his more recent work ,

'Pis ih a reasonable framework for looking at vocabulary

ielre:hg 'nfd oossibly certain kinds of drill and practice.

How, r. it does not extend to more complex situations!

Hiere :he at least three reasenr Cnr

Ho simplistic notions or "stimulus" and "response"

the expressive poor needed to describe large, complex

,:itowledlte structures .1d the processes which manipulr.tto

them.

Hovelcping alquate mathematiell models for complex

infermation processing tasks is extremely difficult And

-e,y not be possible.

' rl-w diagram notatiPn, with its strict flow of

-ontrol is not a realistic representation or the

-:tartive systems employinm mpre crmplex structures.

example or such a complex system is shown in Figure

. which is taken 2rom a depription of a system f)r

tec the programm:n! langua:'e Clearly, it is

separate cut the dytiamis implied by a diagram

11!-, this Hit- a strict :,,T,(71.1ence ,T,r stimulus and response

,om ',That we need aro technipues for making such ,a

.7,,,i;pt,,nt, so that we ean isolate aspects of it,

:'hstruot mpdels Cer it, 70, up desirable criteria and

ievise satisractPrv procedures Cor meeting these criteria.

IP the case sf the paired associate learning tasks (for

whica the simple flowcharts Figure 1.1 Were appropriate),

researchers were -1Ple .rer't,c within the framework of a

paradlgmatic scenario. The problem in creating

adaptive intelligent '7Al at 're present time is to formulate

such a paradigmatic scenario. The duestion which must be

ahswred pesitively if therc to t),-. any rationale for the

'tf a-laptive flAT systems is whether such paradigmatic

pr :7:items xist. The remainder ef this chapter will
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be devoted to exploring a specific instance that provides an
example of what we mean by a paradigmatic system.

A prerequisite for a paradigmatic system is a subject
domain which has a simple and elegant structure. The domain
must have a logical formulation which is both well-defined
and easily specifiable. Its logical structure must also
support natural mappings (analogies) into the kinds of
complex and real world domains 'nat instructional systems
are intended to handle.

A domain which appears to be ideal for this purpose
derives from that part of the world of manipulatory
mathematics known as Attribute Blocks. Although Attribute
Blocks can be used to explore a rich variety of interesting
common sense reasoning principles, we will focus on just one
application, a game which combines the notions of logic,
decision making and hypothesis formation iz:to an interesting
exercise on how to ask optimal questions and how to draw
inferences from the answers.

Description of the Game

This game is played with the 32 attribute blocks, a

deck of attribute cards and 2 looped strings. Each block
has three attributes:

SIZE: small or large
COLOR: red or yellow or green or blue
SHAPE: triangle or square or circle or diamond

There is one block in the set of 32 for each possible
combination of the values of the three attributes.

The deck is made up of 18 cards. Written on each card
is an attribute value or the negation of a value.

1. LARGE 7. TRIANGLE 13. NOT YELLOW
,2. SMALL 8. CIRCLE 14. NOT GREEN
3. BLUE 9. SQUARE 15. NOT TRIANGLE
I. RED 10. DIAMOND 16. NOT CIRCLE
5. YELLOW 11. NOT BLUE 17. NOT SQUARE
6. GREEN 12. NOT RED 18. NOT DIAMOND

The student takes the two looped strings and overlaps
them like:

I ri

-9-



4

This arrangement of the looped strings has created four

areas. Area 1 is inside the string on the left (loop A) and

outside the string on the right (loop B). Area 2 is inside

loop B and outside loop A. Area 3 is inside both loops.

Ar,,,a 4 is outside both loops.

The ,res labelled Card A and Card B in Areas 1 and 2

represent /o cards which the teacher chooses from the deck

of cards. The student is NOT told which cards have been

chosen. The object of the game is for the student to guess
the attribute value written on these two cards. To do this

the student chooses blocks one at a time and asks the

teacher where the block goes (according to the rule that a

blc,ck is placed inside of loop A only if it satisfies the

value on Card A, and inside of loop B only if it satisfies

the value on Card R, e.a. if Card A=SOUARE and Card B=NOT
BLUE, then the Large Yellow Square goes in Area 3). The

student continues choosing blocks, asking where they go, and
placing them there Antil he believes he has placed enough

blocks to uniquely identify (i.e. deduce) what both of the

cards are.

What can a computer do for this environment?

Manipulatory math tools represent, in our opinion, one

of the best uses of simple, inexpensive technology that we

have encountered. It was therefore with some trepidation

that we considered contaminating this otherwise simple

lorri7lin with "high technolo,7y". Of course, if it served our

criteria for paradigmatic systems, that might be enouah

justification, but after watching numerous people use

attribute blocks we Celt there were many important tasks

t 6



that could be better accomplishud (and in some cases, only
accomplished) by having a knowledge bas. J CAI system.

Protocols

Instead of providing a theoretical description of the
kind of facilities our system provides for this highly
structured environment, we will provide three annotated
protocols. Each protocol builds on the previous one and
illustrates additional tutoring features which are realized
by having the instructional system contain aduitional
information processing capabilities. However before ce can
meaninafully describe these protocols we must refer to the
basic architecture of this system. Figure 1.3 illustrates
the functional decomposition of the system into the modules
referred to below.

The first protocol stems from a relatively simple
version of Figure 1.3 in which there are only three
monitors, and a tutor which performs no mediation of the
output of these monitors. The first monitor (who heavily
utilizes the "expert") evaluates the student's conjecture
about what a card is and decides 1) if the conjecture is
necessarily correct (i.e. do the blocks placements entail
that card and only that card), 2) if it is consistent with
the known information (i.e. block placements but that there
are still other possibilities for the card) , or 3) if the
conjecture is inconsistent and if so selects a
counter-example. The second monitor determines if the
placement of the chosen block could have been deduced from
the existing blocks, i.e. is it a logically redundant
block. From a strict information theoretic point of view,
such choices reflect informationless questions. Detecting
such questions is an easy task for the monitor to perform
but a difficult one for a human teacher. The third monitor
determines when there is sufficient information (blocks
already placed) to be able to deduce what one of the cards
is.

These monitors are constantly watching the environment
(i.e. student moves) and "wake up" the tutor whenever they
detect something of interest, informing the alerted tutor of
what it was that they found worth waking him up for. Note
that even in this elementary version of the system the exact
flow of control is not easy to specify since it depends on
when and why a monitor interrupts the normal course of
action of the system.
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PROTOCOL 1

Attribute Block Game

This is an example of a student ui a simple version of
the Attribute Blocks system. The lines which begin with
"* " were typed by the student.

WELCOME TO THE ATTRIBUTE BLOCKS WORLD

TWO CARDS HAVE BEEN CHOSEN.
System selects two cards.

- ---CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* LARGE Y SQ

The student tells the system which block he would like
placed. The system will recognize any reasonable
abbreviation of a block description.

PUT THE LARGE 1ELLOW SQUARE IN 1U:LA 3

System tells him where to place his block in accordance
with what the cards are.

- ---CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* SMALL YELLOW SQUARE
PUT THE SMALL YELLOW SQUARE IN AREA 1

YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO DEDUCE CARD B NOW.
4

The monitor watching the possibilities space wakes up
the tutor to tell the student a potentially surprising
fact: There is only one possible theory left for Card
B even though there isn't a single block in AREA 2 and
only two blocks placed! This is an example of the type
of monitoring humans are not very good at.

----CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* IS CARD B LARGE?

Student forms a conjecture. In the non-computerized
version of the game, this question had only two
answers; yes and no. That is, th, conjecture is the
same as the card or it is not. The tutor allows this
to be answered in three ways: Yes, No, or Maybe. In
this case LARGE is the only possible value Card B could



hlve; so the answer is yes.

YES, THAT IS CORRECT.

- ---CHOOSE A BLOCK--
* IS CARD A SMALL?

Student forms another conjecture. In this case, the

tutor finds a counter-example to his conjecture so the

answer is "no and here's why".

NO. IF CARD A WERE SMALL, THEN THE L1RGE YELLOW SQUARE

WHICH I. IN AREA WOULD BE OUTSIDE OY LOOP A.

----CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* LARGE Y DI
PUT THE LARGE YELLOW DIAMOND IN AREA 3

- ---CHOOSE A PLuCK----
* IS CARD A YHLLC?

4

The forms another conjecture. In this case the

tutor ir:orms him that his "guess" is consistent with

the :<nown information but that it is just a guess

because there are still other possibilities. This is

an example of "maybe." Note that a human teacher would

have a hard time distinguiching this fact and would
simply answer yes or no depending on whether Card A was

Yell-)w!

IT COULD EF, BUT IT COULD ALSO BE NOT RED, NOT GREEN,
NOT BLUE, NOT CIRCLE, OR NOT TRIANGLE.

----CHnOSE A BLOCK--
* L R CI
PUT FHE LARGE RED CIRCLE IN AREA 2

This particular block performs a nerfect split of the

hypothesis space, i.e. it rules out NOT GREEN, NOT
BLUE, and NOT TRIANGLE.

- ---CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* L G CI
PUT THE LARGE GREEN CIRCLE IN AREA 2

Rules out NOT RED.
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- ---CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* HELP
CARD A CAN NOW BE
YELLOW, NOT CIRCLE.

CARD B CAN NOW BE
LARGE.

HELP calls the expert to generate the possibilities
le:t for each card. Now the student must distinguish
between the two.

- ---CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* S Y DI
PUT THE SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND IN AREA 1

YOU DIDN'T GAIN ANY INFORMATION BY THAT.

Another monitor decides that the answer to that
question or block placement was deducible from the
known information. Since the block the student chose
contained both possible values for CARD A (it is both
YELLOW and NOT CIRCLE), it necessarily had to fall in

CARD A's area (AREAS 1 or 3), and therefore couldn't
give him any new Information about the value of Card A.

----CHOOSE A BLOCK--
* L Y CI
PUT THE LARGE YELLOW CIRCLE IN AREA 3
YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO DEDUCE CARD A NOW.

This block contains the negation of one of the

hypotheses for CARD A (NEGATION(NOT CIRCLE))=CIRCLE;
and holds che other one constant (YELLOW). This is the
correct strategy for breaking down a hypothesis space.
The tutor tells him that he did just that and now
should be able to deduce the card.

----CHOOSE A BLOCK----
* IS CARD A YELLOW
YES, THAT IS CORRECT.
YOU HAVE NOW GUESSED BOTH CARDS.

--which he does!

2
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Thi ro-(ond protocol reflects a slightly more versatile
tutor. In this version, the tutor performs some services
besides acting as a mouthpiece for a monitor. For example,
when the tutor is alerted that a card can now be deduced, it

tries to get the student to see why this is the case. Also,

whenever the tutor is alerted by the monitor, which is
watching for a student to choose a redundant block, the

tutor, in consultation with the expert, invokes one of
several strateglos fop trying to get the student to realize

i) the concept or meaning of redundancy, and ii) why his
particular choice was redundant.

PROTOCOL 2

Examples of Tutoring

These are examples of the tutorinR which would have

transpired in protocol 1 using the more sophisticated tutor.
The lines which begin with "**" and "> " were typed by the

:3tudent, where "**" represents a student's statement and ">"

represents a student's response to a tutorial query.

Fxample when student doesn't deduce a card:

----CHOOSV A BLOCK--
"LARGE YELLOW SQUARE
Put the LARGE YELLOW SQUARE in AREA 3.

*46. Y SO
Put the SMALL YELLOW SQUARE in AREA 1

The student should be ble to figure out what Card

B is. But instead of :71;rssing it, he Hlaces

another block.

"L Y DI
Can you tell me some possibilities for

> LARGE, SQUARE AND YELLOW

4

.rd B?

The tutor asks the student about Card B. It is

possible that the student has just not considered

it because the blocks both fall in loop A. When

the student gives three possibilities the tutor
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evaluates each giving counter-examples to the ones
which are incorrect.

Card B could be LARGE.
But if Card B were SQUARE then the SMALL YELLOW SQUARE
which is in Area 1 would be INSIDE of Loop B.
And if Card B were YELLOW then the SMALL YELLOW SQUARE
which is in Area 1 would be INSTDE of Loop B.

By taking the initiative, the tutor has gotten the
student to observe that his reasoning is
incorrect.

Put the LARGE YELLOW DIAMOND in AREA 3

Example of tutoring after placement of a worthl3ss block:

**S Y DI

The possible theories are:
Card A can now be YELLOW or NOT CIRCLE.
Card B can now be LARGE.

4

The monitor has noticed that the student is
plac lg a worthless block so the tutor is called.
The tutor tries to get the student to realize that
he could predict where that block will fall.

Where do you think the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND will go?
> AREA 1

lt's true. It could go there.
Is there anyplace else the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND could go?
> AREA 4

If the student thinks there is someplace else it
could go, he must have an incorrect idea of what
Card A could be (since he already knows what Card
B is.)

What value could Card A have which would cause
the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND to go in Area 4?
> NOT CIRCLE
If Card A were NOT CIRCLE, the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND
would go INSIDE of Loop A and NOT in Area 4.

-1 7-



What v:Alue ld card A :Jaye whiQn would cause
tho SMALL YLLiAq DIAMOND to

r'() in Area 4?
> NOT DIAMOND
If Cird A Were NOT DIAMOND then th, LANGE YELLW4 DIAMOND

which if: in Area 3 woulH be OUT.s IDE of LO0P A

What v7ilue cause'culn card A have which woold
the SMALL YELLow DIAMOND to go in Area 4?
> NONE
Is there ahYPlece besides Area th7=t the SMALL

YELLOW DIA mOND could )0?
> NO
When there is only one place a block afl o, it's

not helpin You gur?ss what the carc are.

Put the SALL YELLOW DIA:10ND in AREA
1

Fxample of alter native t utor Ing stra tegy after a

worthless bl°ck:

The possible theories are:
Card A can now be YELLOW or NOT CIRCLE'
Card e can now be LARGE.

**$ Y DIA

when calledAn alternative tutor
monitorthe

is to make the student aware that
ri hypothesis space.block is not
The is to

-'get him to verbalize the
first step

given.eounPossibilities. If

tutor
would be

wrong on ahY of them,
If there were

stud

ter-examples
Mere, the would work with the subset the

ent gives.

Can you tell me some Possibilities Card A?

> Y'...LLOW AND NOT CI RCLE
Poth of th°e are Po ssibilities.

tutor asks
r'1,1ext the

deductio

if his block splits his
Slhce he believes it would, the

IZYpothesis space.
LI.Itor ns to show him

thewalks him throum

Ilfrerently.

Will the c;MALL YELLOW DIAMOND eliminate either of those
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theorio?
> YES
Would the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND go INSIDE or OUTSIDE
of a loop which had a card value YELLOW?

INSIDE
Right
Would the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND go INSIDE or OUTSIDE
of loop which hd a card vdlue NOT CIRCLE?
> I

Right
So you know that the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND goes INSIDE of
Loon A no matter which of those values Card A has.

Put the SMALL YELLOW DIAMMD in AREA 1

That was an information-less block!

The third protocol reflects a substantially expanded
set of monitors. In this version, there are monitors which
watch fDr instances when highen order information can be
logically deduced (besides just the identity of a card).
Such an example might be that, given the current placement
of blocks, one can logically conclude that a card could not
be any SHAPE. These more abstract characterizations of the
remaining possibilities for a card stem from knowing general
rules or principles about the structure of this environment.
For example, one rule about shapes is if there are two
blocks of the same shape with one of them inside a loop and
the other outside of a loop, then the card for that loop
can't be either a positive or negative shape! This is a

non-trivial abstraction and helping students to discover
such abstractions is a worthwhile goal. This third version
has monitors th7it understand all these abstractions and
whenever one is encountered, it alerts the tutor who can
then question the student much as was done in the previous
protocol.

In addition to these monitors, the expert's
capabilities have been expanded to compute the actual and
expected information gain from any particular question (i.e.
block choice) . This information enables the student to
experiment with the effectiveness of different decision
strategies and enables the tutor to provide substantive
hints as to what is the next best question to ask (i.e.
block to choose). This facility in conjunction with the
HELP command, which invokes the expert to compute all
consistent possibilities for each card, provides an entirely
new dimension to this environment -- a dimension that would
be nearly impossible to realize without a computer.



PROTOCOL

Information and Event Monitoring

Thi protocol is the same game that was played in

Protocol 1, i.e. the same values for the cards and the same
sequence of blocks. For this protocol however the

information monitor and the event monitors have been turned
on. The protocol also points out the use of the HINT

command. The st ; nt typed the lines which beain with "**"
which is follcwcd j either a block choice or a request for

"HELP" or a hint.

Cards A and B have been chosen

GHOOSE A BLOCK ---
**LARGE Y SQ
Put the LARGE YELLOW SQUARE in AREA 3
The expected information content of that block was 1.0
The actual information content was 1.0

The unit of information can be thought of a.
number of blocks required to uniquely
both cards". The best block generally
expected .;Iformation of about 1.

**SMALL YELLOW SQUARE
Put the SMALL YELLOW SQUARE in AREA 1

The expected information content of that block was .50
The aotual information content was 1.67

"the
line
has

Notice that in this case the student gambled with

a "bad" block and won. The information monitor
'rovides the student a new tool with which to

compare strategies and choose between alternative
ways of making decisions.

Below are the event monitors which were fired by

the placement ,c this block. In future systems,
these monitors would invoke the tutor similar to

the way the placement of a worthless block does
now. Notice the number of event monitors which

fired -- this confirms the fact that the actual
information gained by this block was quite high.

Card B must be size
C,ird P must be positive ///
Card B can't be shape
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Card
Card
Card
Card
Card
Card
Card

B can't be color
B can't be negative
B can't be positive shape
B can't be positive color
A can't be size
B can't be negative color
B can't be negative shape

**L Y DI
Put the LARGE YELLOW DIAMOND in AREA 3
The expected information content of that block was .41
The actual information content was .21

4

Card A can't be positive shape

**HINT
I think placing a NOT YELLO CIRCLE OR TRIANGLE
would be a good idea.

The HINT command uses the information measure to
determine the set of Blocks with the highest
expected gain. An intensional description of this
set is then calculated and given to the student.
The intensional description allows the student to
see which attributes are critical to the splitting
of the hypothesis space.

**L R CI
Put the LARGE RED CIRCLE in AREA 2

The expected information content of that block was .5
The actual information content was .5

**HELP
Card A (-In now be YELLOW, NOT RED or NOT CIRCLE.
Card B an now be LARGE.

**HINT
I think placing a NOT YELLOW thing
which is not CIRCLE, a BLUE OR GREEN
thing or a NOT RED CIRCLE would be a good idea.

**L G CIR
Put the LARGE GREEN CIRCLE in AREA 2
The expected information content of that block was .46
The actual information content was .29

Card A can't be negative color

**HELP
Card A can now be YELLOW or NOT CIRCLE.
Card B can now be LARGE.
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**S Y DIA
Put the SMALL YELLOW DIAMOND in AREA 1

The expected information content of that block was 0.0
The actual information content was 0.0

**HINT
I think placing a NOT YELLOW thing which is not CIRCLE
or a YELLOW CIRCLE would be a good idea.

**L Y CIR
Put the LARGE YELLOW CIRCLE in AREA 3
The expected information content of that block was .5

The actual information content was .5

Card A must be positive color
Card A must be color
Card A must be positive
Card A can't be shape
Card A can't be negative
Card A can't be negative shape

**STOP 4

It must now he clear that the logical information being

computed for the tutor is approaching information overload

and if the tutor were simply to pass it on to the student

or, for example, query him each time a monitor deduced some
fact, the student would collapse into a hysterical twitching

heap! The tutor is in need of some guiding principles for
determining which of this information is important to a

Particular student at a given moment. But how can the tutor
make any rational decisions along these lines without having
at his disposal a model. of what might currently be important

to the student? Here we have a definite need for a

structural model of the student. In particular, the model
should make explicit which rules or generalizations the

student already knows, which ones he clearly does not know
and which ones he has used sometimes incorrectly.

There is a beautifully simple paradigm for using and

constructing such a model. Associated with each monitor is
a set of rules he could use to derive or achieve its

particular goal (fact). Any time a monitor achieves its

L7oa1s, it need inform the tutor not only of his success

(i.e. Card A can't be any SHAPE) but must also inform the

tutor or the way it deduced this fact.* (This might

necessitate additional calls on the expert.) Then, the tutor

(*)Enr the moment let us assume this derivation is unique.
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can either decide that the student has already shown mastery
of these rules, or if in doubt, he can decide to query the
student about the conclusion. If the student answers the
question correctly then the tutor has evidence that he can
successfully use these rules to derive the appropriate
information. Whether the student answers the question
correctly or not, the tutor has gained new information about
which rules he knows and how he can conbine them. (Of

course, there may be higher-level consideratLons that
dissuade the tutor from asking any question at the moment
that a monitor d!.scovers something.)

Production Rules:

The rules comprising the structure of this environment
can be viewed as production rule schemes in the sense of
Newell and Simon. Similar formulations are currently being
exploited by many cognitive psychologists. As such, the
blocks world provides a nearly open ended range of
possibilities for examining how to induce production rule
based, structural models of a student.

System Description

The Attribute Blocks system has been structured to

allow experimentation with various tutorial and assistance
modules. In this section we will describe the overali
structure of the Blocks system, and the workings and
responsibilities of the individual modules. Figure 1.2

shows the basic organization of proc.esses and data within
the Blocks system.

Executive

The executive has responsibility for the control flow
within the system. The typical control path to process a
student's move is as follows: The executive reads the input
statement from the student and passes it to the natural
language uuderstander. The natural language understander
identifies the intent of the statement and returns its
semantic structure. The semantic structure contains the
pertinent infcrmation for one of the environment maintainers
(Unless, of course, the statement was directed to the tutor
or one of the monitors.) The executive calls the proper
maintenance routine which carries out the proper change to

the environment. Then, before the student is told the
result of his statement (e.g. where a particular block
goes), the "pre-answer" tutor is called. At this point the
tutor knows the student's move and what the result of that

move will be. The tutor can, for example, query the student
about what he had in mind by placing that block (while the

student still has it in mind) or he can point out some
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thing:1 that tho student should have known hut didn't

(because if he had, his present statement would have been
different). After the tutor has finished, the executive
calls the natural language generator to tell the student the

result of his statement. Then the tutor is called again,
this time to further explain the results of the statement or
possibly the ramifications of it. This is also when the

various monitors are invoked.

The executive also maintains the history list of

student interactions. For each interaction, the student's
statement, the result generated by the system, any advice or
tutoring he was given and the context in which the statement
occurred are saved on the history list. The'history list is

used by the tutor to find old possibilities lists and also
to check on the types of tutoririg it has given the student

in the past.

Natural Language Understander

The classes of sentences required by the Attribute

Blocks system to date have been fairly straightforward and

are handled easily by a small semantic grammar based

processor <Brown & Burton 75>. The Blocks grammar has about
15 semantic categories and involves very little complexity.

However the flexibility allowed by the goal directed nature

of the semantic grammar was particularly useful in the.rules

for recognizing descriptions of blocks. Without it, the
understander would have heen much harder to write.

In writing the parser for Blocks, the semantic grammar

framework was extended by the audition of commands.

Commands are one word directives to the system such as HELP,

HINT, STOP, SHUT/UP, EXPERIMENTING, etc. A facility was

added to the parsing mechanism to allow words to be defined

as commands and then recognized in a bottom-up manner which

short-circuits the regular top-down parsing scheme. This

facility has allowed new nemmands to be added quickly and

easily.

Environment maintenance

The Blocks system is built around an environment of a

student playing with attribute blocks. This environment
consists of the values cf the cards, the locations of blocks

which have been placed, and the possible theories for the
cards which are consistent with the placed blocks.* The

tasks involved in the Blocks laboratory are performed by

procedural specialists called environment maintainers.

(*)The list c2f oessibillties crl he recalculated from the

blocks but was deemed important enough to make it part of

the environment.
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These tnsks include placing and removing blocks (including
determining where blocks should go) printing the present
board configuration, setting up the cards to begin a game
and stopping the session. The effect of each of., these
maintenance actions is to change some portion of the data
base which is examined by the other modules.

Monitors

To study the effects of various types of services which
the Attribute Blocks laboratory could provide, several
different types of monitors were designed and implemented.
Protocol 3 presents the same example that was presented in
Protocol 1 but with different monitors in effect.

Remaining possibilities monitor

In order to allow the student to see the effect that
placing certain blocks had on the theory sets for each of
the cards, a monitor was written which calculates all of the
possible values for each of the cards from a configuration
of blocks. Using this monitor, together with the ability to
remove blocks, the student can discover how certain blocks
(Questions) will split a set of possible theories. This
monitor car also wake up the tutoring routines when
worthless blocks are placed or when a set of possible
theories is reduced to one element.

Information Gain monitor

The Attribute blocks world is an excellent domain to
study problems of making decisions such as what makes a good
question. The expected information gain of a block and the
actual information gained provide a valuable metric for
evaluating alternative questions. The expected information
gain of a block is the sum over the four areas of the amount
of information gained by that block falling in that area,
times the probability of it falling there. The amount of
information gained from a block falling in an area is the
logarithm of the percentage of possible theories that block
eliminated (in the cross product of theories for card A and
theories for card B) . The logarithm is taken base 4 since
each question has four possible answers (each block could go
in one of four possible areas). Since the beginning theory
space has 324 members (18x18), the expected number of
questions required to isolate one individual element is
LOG 324 (base 4) or about 4.2. When the total actual
information gain of the student's blocks totals 4.2, he can
deduce both cards. By seeing the expected and actual
informatio gain, the student can begin to develop
intuitions tpout "good" questions.
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b:Vvnt. Munitnr:',

Fvent monitors provide a means of monitoring the

remaining list of possibilities for the occurrence of a

particular event. An event occurs when a generalized class

of values must be the case or can't be the case. For

protocol there were classes monitored for size, shape,

eolor, positive shape, positive color, negative shape,

negative color, positives and negatives. A class is defined
71s a list of theory values. For example the positive shape
class is (TRIANGLE CIRCLE DIAMOND SQUARE). Each time the

student places a block, the new possibilities list is
checked for a change of status with respect to each of the

classes. There are two changes of stdtus which are

considered worthy of note. One is when the possibilities

list no longer intersects class. In this case, that class
has just become impossible. The other important change of

status occurs when the possibilities list becomes a subset

of one of the classes. In this case, that class has just

become required. In protocol 3 the monitors merely evoke
printing functions which herald the event to the student.

In a more ul1 developed system, these monitors would
invoke the tutoring component as is currently done when a

worthless block is placed. The tutor would theh have the
option of exploring the reasons for the event with the

student.

Pre-answer tutor

The "pre-answer tutor" springs into action when either

(1) the student has placed a worthless block or (2) the

student has placed a block when he should have been able to

deduce a card but didn't. The tutor attempts through a

series of pre-stored questions to direct the student's

attention tn aspects of the situation that he may have

missed. Protocol 2 shows several examples of this tutor

intervening in a student's session. At present the tutor
has three strategies, (1) If the student fails to deduce a

card, try to get him to say what he thinks it could be and

show him by counter example where he is wrong. (2) If the

student places a worthless block, try to get him to predict

where it will go and convince him that is the only place it

could go. () If the student places a worthless block, get

him to verbalize some remaining theories and choose a block

which would distinguish between them.

From experiments, we have found this tutoring to be

v;:iluable although at present much too oppressive! When to

tutor and when not to is a very difficult problem whose

solution will require a structural model of the student.

Tho f'ollcwing chapter is devoted to precisely this issue.
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CHAPTER 2
AN INTELLIGENT TUTORING AND STUDENT MODELLING SYSTEM

In this chapter w, describe a paradigmatic CAI system
that was built to investigate the problems of 1) developing
a representation for a logically adequate model of a
learner, 2; constructing actual models of learners in
learning situations, and 3) constructing a tutor which could
use the constructed models to provide (on its own)
well-timed, insightful comments. The interactions between
these three problems dictate that they be attacked
simultaneously. The logical adequacy of a student model
cannot be investigated without specifying how the model is
to be used by the tutoring system. Likewise, there is no
point in inventing a representation for a model which is
structurally more complicated than one which the system can
automatically induce.

In classical CAI, the tutoring behavior is locally
controlled by a predetermined flstructional branching
sequence which, at best, references a coarse model of the
student. This differs substantially from our view, in which
the tutoring module has complete freedom to interrupt the
student at any time and must use its knowledge of the domain
together with the synthesized model to decide what to say
and when to say it. The viability of this approach depends
critically on how well the model represents the student's
reasoning strategies and current state of knowledge. If the
tutor is to deviate from a predete.rmined instruc'tional
sequence, its new course of action must be based on its
reasoning capabilities and the minute details of a student's
strengths and weaknesses!

In order to gain some leverage on building a system
that could actually construct and use a model of the
student, we chose a domain in which we could easily
construct an expert program that the tutor could call on for
evaluating the student's behavior. The domain of knowledge
chosen was the PLATO game "How the West Was Won." A
provocative doctoral thesis by Cecily Resnick <Resnick 75>
describes some preliminary experiments which question the
effectiveness of this game as a learning environment.
Taking her thesis as our starting point, we attempted to
transform this arithmetic game into a highly productive
learning environment by adding a student modeller and an
intelligent, sensitive tutoring program. The tutor's
comments were to be sufficiently insightful and
that students continue to view the game as exciting and fun
but at the same time actually learn something! The problem
in building this system was to make the tutor neither too
vocal -- so that it would neither be constantly babbling ct
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the mouth, destroying the appeal of the game, nor so

reticent that little would actually be learned. We felt

that this could be achieved by bringing powerful information .

processing techniques to bear, thereby opening up an

exci.`,ing new domain of CAI.

Description of "How the West Was Wonfl*

This game is played with two opponents (the computer

usually being one of the opponents) , on a game board like

that in Figure 2.1. The object of the game is to get to the

last town on the map (position 70). On each tu:n a player

gets 3 spinners (random numbers). He can combine the values

of the spinners using any 2 (different) arithmetic operators

(+, * or /) . The value of the arithmetic expression he

makes is the number of spaces he gets *o move. (He must

also specify the answer.) If he makes a negative number, he

moves backwards.

Along the way there are shortcuts and towns. If a

player lands on a shortcut, he advances to the other end

(e.g. from 5 to 13 in Figure 2.1). If he lands on a town,

he goes on to the next town. When a player lands on the

same place as his opponent, unless he is in a town, his

opponent goes back two towns. To win, a player must land

exactly on the last town. Poth players get the number

of turns, so ties are possible.

Why Tutor at All?

A central premise of complex, knowledge-basc.d CAI is

that good tutoring can point out structure in an environment

which might have otherwise been missed, and by so doing

allows the student to enrich his unth.rstanaing of (and

skills in) the environment. In West, an untutored

(unwatched) student may tend to become fixed on a subset of

the available moves and hence miss the pote':'i.al richness of

the game. For example, a student may adopt the strategy of

adding the first two spinners and multiplying the result by

the third spinner, (A+B)*C. Since the third spinner tends

to be the largest, this strategy is close to the strategy of

multiplying the largest number by the sum of the other two

numbers (which produces the largest possible number). If

this strategy is augmented by a rule that prevents moving

off the board (i.e. a seimple end game strategy) it

7enerates a respectable game. Notice, however, that much is

missed. The student is unaware of the special moves such as

bumps and therefore of such questions as, "Is it better to

send my opponent back 14 or get 9 ahead of him?" In fact,

(*)This game was written by Bonnie Anderson for the PLATO

Elementry Mathematics Project.
3
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FIGURE 2.1

Game Board for WEST (from PLATO terminal)

LOCOMOTIVE's Turn:

Your numbers: 1 2 6
Your move 6x (1+2) 4. 1 8

4.1APLexris-NE X T-

Tomb-
Stone

Dodge

Kansas
City

nrit.A-4/NA

Urbana

0

19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11
J

10
VDatiallethy

Dry
Gulch

Santa
Fe

Red-
Gulch

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30

40 41 42 43

1'2

44 45 46 47 48 49

59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50

60
rren.;er

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

70
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since the ::tudent generates only one move, he misses the

whole notion or strategies for deciding between alternative
moves. From an rithmetic point of view, he is performing
ono calculation per move instead of the dozens which he
would have to perform to answer questions such as, "What

numbers can I Corm with these spinners?" or "Can I make an 8

with these spinners?" By interjecting comments and

suggestin7 better moves to the student from time to time
(not too often), the tutor tries to widen the student's view

or the game.

Tutoring by Issue and Example -- a General Paradigm

The parndigm of "issues and examples" was' developed to

provide the tutoring system with the means to focus on
relevant portions of the student's behavior. The important

aspects (skills) of the domain (i.e. what the student is
expected to know or learn) are identified as a collection of

"issues". The issues determine what parts of the student's
behavior are being monitored by the tutor. The issues are

implemented as procedural specialists which watch the

student's behavior for evidence that the student uses or

does not use their particular concept or skill. As the

student plays, a model of how he is performing, with respect
to each issue, is constructed. When he makes a "bad" move a
tutorial component uses the model to decide why the student

did not make a better move, that is, which issue he missed.
Once an issue has been determined, the tutor might decide to

present an explanation of that issue together with a better
move which, illustrates the issue. In this way, the student

can sen the usefulness of the "issue" at a time when he will
be most receptive to the idea presented -- immediately after

he has thought about the problem.

Figure 2.2 presents a diagram of the modelling/tutorial
process underlying the paradigm. The first major component
of the process is the construction of a model of the

student's behavior. The model is constructed from an

environment in which the student is solving a problem (in

this case, a move in a game). Within this environment the
student exhibits a certain behavior (such as making a move).

The important aspects of this behavior (the issues) are
abstracted into the model by the issue "recognizers". This

abstracting is also done with respect to the behavior of a
computer-based "Expert" in the same environment. The two

abstractions are compared to provide a differential model of

the student's behavior, which indicates those issues on

which the student is weak. Notice that without the Expert
it is not possible to determine whether the student is weak

in some area or whether the need for that skill has arisen
infrenuently in the student's experience.
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The seeond major component or Figure 2 is the

"Tutor". When the student makes a less than optHal move
(as determined by (omparing his move with those of the
Expert) the Tutor uses the iscue "evaluators" which sc:in the
student model to create a lint oC issues on which the

student in weak. From the Expert's list of better moves,
the tutor uses the "issue" recognizers to determine which
issues are illustrated by better moves. From these two
lists (the "weak" i!7qU,:::3 and the better move issues) , the
tutor selectfl an issue and a good move which illustrates it.
The selected issue and example are then passed to the output
.-enerators which produce the feedback to the student.

Wc would Like to strebs two points in the above

process. One is the necessity of the Expert, and the other
is the importance of identifying the critical issues. The

Expert provides a measure for evaluating the student's
behavior in unpredicted situations. The issues define those
structured or conceptual components of the environment which
the stiAent is expected to learn and they provide a handle
to structure and direct the exploration of the environment.

Protocol

Before discussing the modelling/tutoring process in

greatr detail, we present in Figure 2.3 a protocol of a
student playing WEST. The tutoring component has been

accelerated to generate more feedback than normal. In

particular, the normal paced tutor seldom hassles the

student two moves in a row. In the protocol, all lines
typed by the student begin with "c> ". The lines which arP

indented 5 spaces are information determined by the model or
the tutor and are not seen by the student. Annotations are

indented.

FIGURE 2.3

Welcome to "How the West Was Won".
What is your name?
r.> Debbie
flo you want to go first?
r.> Yes

It's YOUR turn.. Spinners are: 1 2 2
What arithmetic expression did YOU form?

14'2+2

What numher does that give you?
7.> 4
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THO numbcr that eoLld have been fri;)(L weve:
(' -1 0 4 b 1

"best" move is :,112)1.
delta-ways: 1-i-1, 10-8, 6-1, 4-5, "i-P,

Move ranks 11 which I. FAIR

The indented information above is generated by the
EXPERT module on each turn. This information is not
seen by the student but is used by the TUTOR, MODEL
EVALUATOR and STUDENT MODELLER modules. It is
included here to indicate the complexity of
information that is used by the system to follow the
student's b(savior. The first line gives the railge
or numbers that .ould legally be made using the
spinners. The secona line gives the "best" move
according to the metric of maximizing the difference
between you and your opponent. (These two pieces of
information are available to the student through the
"hint" key if she wants it.) The third line
(beginning "delta-ways") represents the legal move
space. The first number in each pair gives the
number of spaces aheaL the student would be (i.e.
delta). The second number is the number of different
arithmetic patterns which could have been used to
achieve that lead. In this case there is one move
which would have pot Debbie 13 ahead (making 5 and
taking the shortcut), eight moves which would have
put her 10 ahead (making 0 and getting advanced to
the next town), one that would put her 6 ahead, etc.
Her move (4 ahead) ranked 11 because there were 10
better ones. 1+(2*2) is considered the same as
(2*2)+1 when determining the rankings. For the rest
of the protocol only the Rrik of the student's move
will be shown.

Debbie is at 4 -- the COMPUTER is at 0

It's MY turn.. Spinners are: 1 2 3

My expression is: (1*2)+3
Which gives ME 5
I took a SHORTCUT
the COMPUTER is at 13 -- Debbie is at 4

It's YOUR turn.. Spinners are: 2 1 2

What arithmetic expression did YOU form?
z.> 2*1+2
What number does that give you?
.7> 4

Debbie makes another less-than-optimal move but two
moves is -,00 early to start tutoring.

Move ranks P which is FAIR
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Debbie -- th M1'Ulih Is 1 1

It's MY turn.. 4i11 ners are: 1 1

My expression (1+1)*:
Whieh gives ME N
the COMPUTER is at 17 -- Debbie is at 8

It's YOUR turn.. pinners are: 1 1 ()

What arithmetic expression did WU Corm?
7.) 1*15
What number does that give you?

6

Move ranks which in GOOD
The ISSUE:i aro (PATTERN PARENJ STRATEJ

These are the tntorable issues which have been

determined by considering the student model together
with the moves which are better. Debbie's first

three moves h3ve all had the same pattern, ailb+c
which (loes not requiru parentheses; whereas the hest
move uses a different pattern which does require
parentnerlen s the issues of PATTERN and PARENS are

noticed. The issue of PATTERN was chosen because it
is more specific than PARENS. The STRATEGY issue

indicats that there is no coherent pattern arising
for the student's moves, as will be discussed later.

It's beginning to seem like you stick to the same old
standard pattern in your move. The really expert players
try a whole hunch or nossibilities. An example of a good
expression would be: (1+1)*5, which is a pretty good move.
So vT)ii could have been at 18 with ME finishing up the turn
at 17.

After the presentation of a better move, the student

may be allowed to retake her turn. This usually
makes the student more receptive to the advice. In

this case Debbie decides not to put herself in front
of her opponent.

Would you like to take your turn over?
.-=> No
Debbie is at 14 the COMPUTER is at 17

It's MY turn.. SPinners are: 3 2

My expression is: (32)*3
Which gives ME 15
the COMPUTER is at 32 _- Debbie is at 14

It's /OUR turn.. Spinners are: 3

What arithmetic expression did YOU f9rm?

?+%*,



What number does that give you?
=> 23

Move ranks 7 which is FAIR
The ISSUES are (PARENS ORDER STRATEGY)

In this case the tutor picks on the issue of
parentheses use. ORDER (using the spinner in a
particular order) was not a issue last turn because
none of the better moves required changing the order.
(In a less condensed session, the tutor would not
comment on two moves in a row.)

I notice that you don't use parentheses very often. I think
you could win more often if you tried using parentheses.
For example, you could have made the expression: (3+4)*5,
which is alright for an amateur! So you could have been at
49 and I would only have been at 32.

Would you like to take your turn c7er?
=> Yes

In this case Debbie retakes her turn. The players
are put in their original position and the spinners
are the same. Retaking a turn allows the student to
go thru the motions of the suggested move for
themselves and makes it easier to remember.

Debbie is at 14 -- the COMPUTER is at 32
It's YOUR turn.. .9pinners are: 3 4 5

What arithmetic exT-ession did YOU form?
=> (3+4)*5
What number does that give you?
=> 35
Debbie is at 49 -- the COMPUTER is at 32

It's MY turn.. Spinners are: 2 2 1

My expression is: 2*(1-2)
Which gives ME -2
I landed in a town.
the COMPUTER is at 40 -- Debbie is at 49

It's YOUR turn.. Spinners are: 1 2 3

What arithmeti_ expression did YOU form?
=> 2+1*3
What number does that give you?
=> 5

Move ranks 13 which is POOR
The ISSUES are (DIVIDE MINUS STRATEGY)

Up to this point the only operations Debbie has used
are addition and multiplication, so division and

-35--
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subtraction become issues because there are better
moves which use them.

You shouldn't forget that it's alright to divide, so long as
the answer comes out evenly. Especially when there is a
good move not too far away, you should consider division as
a way to make the right number. This expression is a
typical example: (1+2)13, which would have resulted in a
TOWN! Then you would have been at 60 while I would have
ended up at 40.

Debbie is at 54 -- the COMPUTER is at 40

It's MY turn.. Spinners are: 2 4 2
My expression is: 2+(4/2)
Which gives ME 4
I took a SHORTCUT
I bumped YOU
the COMPUTER is at 54 -- Debbie is at 40

It's YOUR turn.. Spinners are: 1 2 2
What arithmetic expression did YOU form?

1+2*2
What number does that give you?
z> 5

Move ranks 11 which is POOR
The ISSUES are (BUMP SHORTCUT ORDER STRATEGY)

You don't seem to be bumping very much. Bumps are hard to
get but are usually a good idea. One good example would be
the expression: (1*2)+2, which would give you a SHORTCUT
and a BUMP!! So you could have been at 54 while I would
have ended up at 40.

Debbie is at 45 -- the COMPUTER is at 54

It's MY turn.. Spinners are: 1 2 1

My expression is: (1+1)*2
Which gives ME 4
the COMPUTER is at 58 -- Debbie is at 45

It's YOUR turn.. Spinners are: 2 0 7
What arithmetic expression did YOU form?

The hint command (it is actually a single key)

provides the student with three levels of help.
First it tells the student what numbers are possible
thereby allowing him to pick one for himself. If he

wants more help, the system will pick one for him.

Finally the system will tell him what expression
would make that number. Some students use the first
level of hint as a check that they have though of all
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the numbers.

=> Hint
The numbers you should be able to make are -14 -9 -2 2
5 9 -7 7 14 0 -5

What arithmetic expression did YOU form?
=> Hint
I think moving 5 would be a good idea.

What arithmetic expression did YOU form?
=> Hint
You can make 5 by the expression (0+7)-2

What arithmetic expression did YOU form?
2*0+7

What number does that give you?
=> 14

The WEST system also contains a simple arithmetic
expression diagnostician which looks for mixed up
precedence.

MULTIPLICATION is done before ADDITION so 2*0+7 is-equal
to (2*0)+7 not 2*(0+7).
Would you like to change your expression?
=.> Yes

Spinners are: 2 0 7

What arithmetic expression did YOU form?
=> 0+2417
What number does that give you?
=> 14

Move ranks 3 which is GOOD
Debbie is at 59 -- the COMPUTER is at 58

It's MY turn.. Spinners are: 3 1 3

My expression is: (1+3)*3
Which gives ME 12
the COMPUTER is at 70 -- Debbie is at 59
I win.

The COMPUTER has won 382, lost 26 and tied 98
Debbie has won 0, lost 1 and tied 0

Hope we can play again sometime.
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Issues

As stated earlier, the issues define those aspects of

the environment which are abstracted into the model. The
issues currently modelled over the West domain are:

order of spinners

parentheses:

backwards:

special moves:

subtraction:

division:

pattern:

strategy:

the spinners don't have to be used in
any particular order.

the use of parentheses is allowed
and frequently valuable.

if the result of a move i4 negative
the player moves backwards which
can sometimes lead to a special move.

trying for towns, bumps, shortcuts
is part of a good strategy.

subtraction is legal and sometimes
useful.

division is legal and sometimes
useful.

the operations can be used in any
order, i.e. mole than a small number
of move.patterns should be used.

a strategy for looking for moves
should be used, and alternative
moves should be considered.

Each issue has procedural information associated with it.

For each issue there is a function (called the recognizer)
which determines whether a move exhibits that issue. The

recognizers are used by the modeller to update the model on
each turn and by the tutor to determine 1) if any of the

most recent turns exhibited that issue and 2) whether any of
the good examples exhibit the issue. Each issue also has an
evaluation specialist associated with it (the evaluator)
which can look at a student model and determine whether the

student is weak in that issue. In addition, each issue also
has a output generation function (called the speaker) which

explains the issue to the student i.e. "I notice that you

seldom move backwards".

4 4
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(RANKS

FIGURE 2.4

QUALITIES (OPTIMAL 3 GOOD 2 FAIR

PATTERNS
(WFF1 (OPTIMAL
(WFF2 (OPTIMAL
(WFF3 (OPTIMAL
(WFF4 (OPTIMAL
(WFF5 (OPTIMAL
:WFF6 (OPTIMAL
(WFF7 (OPTIMAL
(WFF8 (OPTIMAL
(WFF9 (OPTIMAL

0 GOOD 0
0 GOOD 0
1 GOOD 0
1 GOOD 2
0 GOOD 0
0 GOOD 0
0 GOOD 0
0 GOOD 0
0 GOOD 0

FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR

4 POOR 0 ERROR 0)

1 POOR
0 POOR
0 POOR
3 POOR
0 POOR
0 POOR
0 POOR
0 POOR
0 POOR

(WFF10 (OPTIMAL 0 GOOD 0 FAIR 0
(WFF11 (OPTIMAL 0 GOOD 0 FAIR 0
(WFF12 (ODTIMAL 1 GOOD 0 FAIR 0
(WFF13 (OPTIMAL 0 GOOD 0 FAIR 0
(WFF14 (OPTIMAL 0 GOOD 0 FAIR 0
(WFF15 (OPTIMAL 0 GOOD 0 FAIR 0
(WFF16 (OPTIMAL 0 GOOD 0 FAIR 0

ORDERS

PARENS

(ORIG (GOOD 4 POOR 4)
REV (GOOD 0 POOR 0)
LMS (GOOD 1 POOR 0)
SML (GOOD 0 POOR 0)
OTHER (GOOD 0 POOR 0))

POOR 0
POOR 0
POOR 0
POOR 0
POOR 0
POOR 0
POOR 0

ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 2)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 4)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 4)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 2)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 3)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 1)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 2)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0)
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 21
ERROR 0 MISSED/BEST/MOVE 0))

(NECESSARY 2 OTHER 0 NONE 7 ERRORS 0)

DIRECTIONS (FORWARD (GOOD 5 POOR 4 WAS/BEST/MOVE 9)
BACKWARD (GOOD 0 POOR 0 WAS/BEST/MOVE 0))

SPECIALS (TOWN (TOOK 3 WAS/BEST/MOVE 5)
BUMP (TOOK 0 WAS/BEST/MOVE 1)
SHORTCUT (TOOK 0 WAS/BEST/MOVE 2))

STRATEGIES (SPECIAL 3 MAXDELTA 3 MAXVAL 3 ENDGAME 1 MAXNUMB 1 OTHER 6)

ARITHMETIC/ERRORS 0

TOTAL/MOVES 9

GAMES/PLAYED (WON 0 LOST 1 TIED 1))
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Model

The model maintained ty the West system is a record of

how the sturlent has performed with respect to a particular
set of issues. It is built incrementally after each move by
the issue recognizers. Figure 2.4 shows Debbie's model at
the end of the protocol. In this section we shall discuss
Debbie's model in detail and explain how it is constructed.

The model is broken down into sub-parts which are
maintained independently by the recognizers. The major
parts of the model deal with the general quality of the

move, the form of the move expression (pattern), the order
of the spinners, the use of parentheses, the possible
strategies, and the use of special moves.

Rank and Quality

Each move that the student makes is judged and given a

ranking and a quality class. The general criterion for
judging a move is how it compares to what the

(mathematically optimal) expert would do in the same

situation. This expert works by generating all the possible
moves. Each of the mcves is then simulated to find the
ending positions of both the player and his opponent. For

the legal moves, the difference between the player's final
position and his opponent's final position (called the delta

or difierence) is calculated. For example if a player
starts at 5 and his opponent at 25, the delta for a move of

5 is -5 since the player would finish his turn at 20 (after
getting a town) while his opponent would remain at 25. The

legal moves are ordered from largest delta to smallest
delta. The rank of the student's move is its position on

this list (1 being optimal).* The quality of a move is a
further classification of the RANK as OPTIMAL, (Rank=1),
GOOD (Rank=2-6), FAIR (Rank=7-20) or POOR (Rank>20).** Both
the rank and quality of each move are saved in the model.
This information is used by the tutor to determine the
general "strength" of a player so that "weak" players are

not criticized for making GOOD (as opposed to OPTIMAL)
moves.

(*)If the same number could have been calculated several
different ways, all of the possibilities excluding
commutativity of addition and multiplication, are included

on the list. This has the effect of ranking the moves
according to the number of ways of getting a better move,

e.g. even though 8 was the only number the student could
have made that was better than the 5 he made, if there are

six ways of making an 8, the student's move ranks 7th.

(**)The total number of legal moves can vary greatly but it

is typically on the order of 35.

46
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Patterns

The pattern recognizer deals with the form of a

student's move expression. A move is classified into one of
16 possible patterns (WFFn) according to the operations used
in the expression and the order in which they are performed.
See Figure 2.5. For example, WFF1 corresponds to taking the
difference of the sum of two numbers and the third number.
The mapping between the 16 well-formed expression numbers
and the specific operations and order of evaluation is given
in Figure 2.5. Once the WFF number of a move has been
ascertained, the appropriate pattern counter is incremented.
The "goodness" of the move determines which quality class
subfield to increment for that pattern. This provides a
profile of the student's use of each pattern. Debbie's
model (Figure 2.4) indicates that she favors WFF4 (X+Y*Z).

Figure 2.5

WFF Number Form Needs Parentheses

WFF1 (A+B)-C No
WFF2 (A*B)/C No
WFF3 (A+B)*C Yes
WFF4 (A*B)+C No
WFF5 (A+B)/C Yes
WFF6 (A*B)/C No
WFF7 A-(B+C) Yes
WFF8 A/(B*C) Yes
WFF9 A/(B+C) Yes
WFF10 A-(B*C) No
WFF11 A+(B/C) No
WFF12 A*(B-C) Yes
WFF13 A-(B/C) No
WFF14 (A-B)/C Yes
WFF15 A/(B-C) Yes
WFF16 (A/B)-C No

In addition, for those moves in which the student's
move was not optimal, the MISSED/BEST/MOVE field for all of
the patterns which would have given an optimal move are
incremented. This information points out areas where a
student may be weak and can also be used to avoid
criticizing the student about issues which were never to his
advantage to use.

The pattern section of the model is an example of
several different issue evaluators using the same
recognizer. For example the subtraction evaluator knows
which of the patterns use subtraction and can thus find a
profile for the student's use of subtraction. Similarly the
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division evaluator knows which patterns use division. The

parenthesis evaluator can also use the MISSED/BEST/MOVE
field of the pattern section !:o determine if the lack of
parentheses has affected the student's performance.

Orders

The ORDERS field of the model keeps information about

the order in which the spinners appear in the student's

move. The order of a move is classified as one of the

following: (1) ORIG the spinner in the expression occur in

the same order as they were given; (2) REV, they occur in

the reverse of the order given; (3) LMS, tt-ly occur in

decreasing order; (4) SML, they occur in increasing order

of (5) OTHER, they occur in some other order. Within each

class, the moves are kept in two subfields, GOOD and POOR.

This information is used to make sure the student realizes

that he may change the order of the spinners. For example,

Debbie's model shows that she used the original ordering in

8 out of 9 moves.

Parentheses

The PARENS part of the model records the student's use

of parentheses. Each move is classified as having no

parentheses (NONE), as having parentheses which were

NECESSARY as in (13)*4 or as having unnecessary parentheses

(OTHER). In addition, a count is kept of the number of

parenthesis errors the student makes while trying to form

her expression. From this information, the evaluator can

tell if the student understands the purpose of, and feels

comfortable using, parentheses.

Directions

The DIRECTIONS part of the model records directional

(forwards or backwards) information about the student's

moves. Each move is classified as forward or backward and

the appropriate sub-field (GOOD or POOR) is incremented

(depending on the quality of the move.) The optimal move is

then classified as forward or backward and the WAS/BEST/MOVE

subfield of the appropriate field is also incremented.* From

this the evaluator can determine if moving backwards has
ever been the best move to make. Notice that in the two

Sames Debbie played, moving backwards was never the best

move. If a situation which exhibits an issue refuses to

come up, it would be feasible within the tutoring/modeling

(*)As is the case in several parts of the model, there may

be several different "best" moves which would classify

differently. In most cases we have opted for picking one of

the best ones and using that under the combined assumptions
that (1) it will average out and (2) that field in the model

is not used for anything critical enough that the difference

will be significant.
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paradigm to have the tutor try to set up "interesting"
situations. For example, the spinner values could be
(temporarily) dynamically biased to increase their
likelihood, or hypothetical cases proposed and discussed
with the student ("What would you have done if...").

Specials

The SPECIALS section of the model monitors the
student's performance with regard to special moves, i.e.
towns, bumps and shortcuts. There is a field in the model
for each type of special move which records both the number
of times the student made that type of move, and the number
of times this was in agreement with the optimal strategy.
It's primary use is to ensure that the student is aware of
each type of special move.

Strategies

The recognizer for the strategy issue keeps track of
possible strategies that the student might be using. It
does this by recording for each of the student's moves, the
strategies under which that move is optimal. At present
there are five strategies that are recognized; 1) SPECIAL,
always try to make a town, bump or shortcut 2) MAXDELTA,
always try to maximize the value of your position minus your
opponent's, 3) MAXVAL, always try to get the farthest along;
4) ENDGAME, get to 70; 5) MAXNUMB, always try to make the
largest number possible. These strategies are not exclusive
and any particular move may be optimal under several
different strategies. However, if the student is
consistently using one of the strategies, it should begin to
show up. Any move which is not optimal under any of the
strategies is stored under the field OTHER. As a rough
approximation, any time OTHER becomes greater than any of
the strategies, the student is not playing any particular
strategy.* Debbie made six non-strategic moves, but she made
three which were optimal under all three of the strategies
MAXDELTA, SPECIAL and MAXVAL. The fact that these were her
last three moves would not show up in the model and is one
reason why the model must be augmented with a history list.

(*)The picture is complicated by the other issues. As an
extreme case, if the student doesn't use subtraction
division or know about towns, bumps and shortcuts and
doesn't know how to use parentheses, her strategy would

. probably show up as OTHER. This does not mean that the
student does not have a coherent strategy just that her set
of possible moves is very limited. For this reason strategy
should be one of the last issues to be pressed (which
emphasizes the need for ordering the issues.)
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Other

In addition to the major sections previously discussed,

other information is saved in the model. Such information
includes the total number of moves made by the student, his

won-loss record, and the number of arithmetic errors he has
made.

History List

The history list in West contains a complete temporal

record of what has occurred in the session. This includes
for each move, the spinners, the expression entered by the

student (both parsed and linear forms), the results of the

move (bumps, towns, etc.) and the final poition. In

addition, a record is maintained of all the errors made by

the student and the advice given by the tutor. At present

the history list is used to check the recent moves made by

the student. This prevents the tutor from "hassling" the

student about an issue with respect to which he has

performed satisfactorily in the last (say) three moves.

Another possible use for the history list deals with

the problem of "changing the point of view" of the modeller.
The modeller evaluates a move based on its comparison to an

expert's move in the same situation. This expert must use

some strategy to decide which move is best. (For example,

is it better to get one farther or to be on a town?).
Whatever strategy the expert uses, (it currently uses the

maximum delta strategy) , it may not be the same strategy
emplciyed by the student. When this is the case, the

student's moves won't be evaluated correctly using the

expert's strategy. Since the reason for tutoring the

student is not necessarily to teach him our notion of
strategy, but instead to see that he is aware of the range

of issues, it might be beneficial to criticize the student

within his own strategy. If we discover that the student is

playing a coherent but different strategy (either by asking
him or by noticing patterns in his model') the modeller can

try to re-model the student using the history list and an

expert who plays under the student's strategy. If we are

correct about the student's strategy, this new model should

indicate a better player. (At this point, if we verbalize

this strategy to the student, we can make him aware of it

and hence willing to consider alternatives. This gives him

a purpose to the arithmetic practice; i.e. a tool in

studying strategy.)

(*)The types of patterns in the model might be a large

number of moves which are optimal in a strategy, together

with general strengths in other areas, i.e. when the

student is making less than optimal moves which can't be

explained by the issues.



The Tutor

In the previous sections we discussed the structure of
the student model that is constructed. In this section we
shall see how this model is used by the evaluators to
determine when to tutor the student.

Patterns

The PATTERN evaluator checks the student model to :see
if the student is varying the form of his move. As
mentioned earlier, the pattern recognizer classifies each
move as one of 16 patterns depending on the operations and
their order of operation. Thus if the student iq always
forming A+B*C, the WFF4 field of the Pattern section will
have a large portion of the moves. Notice, however, that
constant use of a single pattern does not necessarily
indicate that the student is stuck. It may be the case that
in these particular situations, the student made the best
move. For this reason, the evaluator looks at the
non-OPTIMAL subfields of each WFF to determine how often the
student used a form when it was not the optimal thing to do.

joThe actual algorithm it uses (which is subject to change) to
determine if the student is stuck in a pattern is "Has the
student used this pattern non-optimally more than 75% of the
times that he has not used it optimally."

Orders

The ORDER evaluator checks to see if the student is
trying to use the spinners in alternative orders. Again,
the important factor here is how the student's behavior
compares with the expert's, i.e. how many times has the
student used the same order when he could have done better
with a different one. Currently, the student is judged weak
if he has used the original ordering on more FAIR or POOR
moves than if he has used any other ordering. This also has
the effect of quickly informing the student in case he is
unaware that he is allowed to change the order of the
spinners.

Parentheses

The PARENTHESES evaluators check to see if the student
uses parentheses. For this issue, the student is judged
weak if he has used parentheses less times than he has not
used them. This is one area in which the evaluator should
be extended. The pertinent question here is not "Does the
student use parentheses", but "Does the student use
parentheses when they are required". A more complicated
evaluator could determine this from the MISSED/BEST/MOVE
subfield of each WFF form in the PATTERN section of the
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model. The sum of those subfields for the WFF forms which
require parentheses is the number of times the student has
missed an optimal move which required parentheses.

Strategies

The evaluator ch.?.cks to make sure the student

is playid --,ome type of strategy. The present system will
only criticize the student when he appears to have no

coherent strategy. That is, it will not criticize a

student's strategy, only his lack of one. A student is

judged to lack a strategy if he has made more moves which

are not optimal under any one of the recognized strategies

than moves which were optimal. A more extensive version of
tne strategy evaluator should be able to deduce precisely

what strategy the student is using. In addition to the

first information about the five strategies that the

recognizer has been explicitly monitoring, the Strategy
evaluator can use the information in the PATTERN section to

confirm more complicated strategies. Once the student's

strategy is discovered, the comments by the tutor can

contrast the new example 'with the student's present

strategy. This would lead to much more pertinent and

correctly individualized comments. In addition, if the

system knew the student's strategy, this would feedback into

the model building process by conditioning the recognizers'

view of a move.

Directions

The direction evaluator checks to make sure the student

is aware that moving backwards is both legal and sometimes

beneficial. Since it is possible that a student who has

played two or three games of West has never been in a

situation which called for a backward move, knowing the

expert's behavior is essential to avoid unfair criticism.
Using the expert's behavior (the WAS/BEST/MOVE subfield),

the student is judged weak only if he has moved backwards

less than half the number of times it was optimal to do so.

Specials

One of the things which we discovered by conducting

experiments with early versions of West was that students

often overlooked towns, shortcuts and bumps when they

played. Prior to this discovery, these moves were grouped

together under the class SPECIALS. The process we went

through to increase the complexity of the modelling/tutoring
system in this area provides some idea of the ease with

which new issues can be added. The recognizer, for what had

previously been specials, was extended to keep records by

the type of special move (for both the student's move and
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the expert's.) Similarly, the evaluator had to be changed to
consider towns, bumps and shortcuts separately. But the
same function which performs the decision (e.g. "Has the
student done x at least half of the times it was optimal to
do so?") could be used in all cases. Also the predicates
which were used by the recognizers to determine if the
student's move used a town (for example) had to be made
available to the tutor to filter the list of possible
examples (better moves). Finally three speakers had to be
written to print appropriate comments to the student (e.g.
"You shouldn't be afraid to bump me. I don't get mad,"
etc.) In all the whole conversion took about two hours
(within the already established framework)_.

The Speakers

In the WEST system the speakers are very simple. Each
has three or four possible phrases for each of three or four
parts of an explanatory paragraph. This implementation has
the advantages of being easy to build and providing a
reasonable variety of comments. However, there are problems
using speakers which are too simple. The main limitation is
that a speaker is not aware of the context in which it must
"talk" (i.e. player positions, moves, etc.) and must
therefore be overly general or risk making inappropriate
comments.

Methodology and Ex2erimental Data

When we began designing this system we faced
uncertainty about what should go into a student model and
how to guide the tutcr into making insightful comments at
relevant, and only relevant, times in the game. Because of
the total lack of any comprehensive theory for how to
develop and use these models, the system was designed so
that it could be easily and drastically modified. That way,
we could run subjects on the system, observe the systems's
behavior and the student's reactions, and eventually compare
the system's behavior to that of human tutors (ourselves).

Several hundred hours of subjects have now been run
using the system, culminating in an experiment with 18
Boston University summer school students (from the School of
Education). On a day by day basis, over the two months of
our initial experiments we constantly changed and expanded
our system, taking into account the flaws that were
manifested by the results of the prior day's experiments.
We also did some fine tuning of the strategies of the tutor
to make it coincide more with our own intuitions. These
initial experiments included a substantial variety of
subjects ranging from ten-year-olds (mostly from the
Montessori School), professionals and subjects closely
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resembling POD trainees.

Initially, the system would only print out the student
model at the end of each experimental run. However, it
quickly became clear that incremental changes in the model
were nearly as im portant as the end product. Consequently
the .ystem now "dumpsu a complete model of the student every
four moves. In addition, the system dumps most oT the
information computed by the "expert" along with whatever
tutorial comments were made. This expert-produced
information provides a substantial tool for helping us

evaluate the tutor.

During the first week in July, after we decided that
our system had reached a fairly competent L, age of tutoring,
we ran the 18 student teachers (from Boston University).
After they finished using the system we asked them to fill
out a questionnaire. In addition we held a one hour
discussion in which the students discussed their reactions
to our system.

Questionnaire

Of the 18 People involved in the experiment, 12 filled

out and returned the questionnaire. The following comments
apply to this sample.

All but one subject received advice from the tutor.
The general feeling about the Tutor was quite favorable.
Nine subjects stated that the Tutor's comments were
appropriate to what they were doing. Of the two who
disagreed, one said that the Tutor was offering a strategy
which he didn't feel he should follow because it would leave
him "vulnerable to attack". Eight out of 10 students found

the comments helpful in learning a better way to play the
game and nine out Of 10 felt that the Tutor manifested a

qood understanding of their weaknesses! One subject
commented "I misunderstood a rule; the computer picked it

up in the 2nd game.

We are quite encouraged by these results. Not only did

the subjects sense the "intelligence" of the Tutor in
knowing when to offer appropriate suggestions, but from the

discussion that followed they seemed to enjoy the Tutor's
support.

Two of the questions asked them to verbalize rules that
they were using. The first asked if they could state the
rule that, given any 3 numbers (other than 0), gives them

the mathematical expression which evaluates to the largest
number possible. Seven subjects stated the rule fairly
precisely (sum of the two smallest numbers times the
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largest) . The others gave incomplete descriptions like
"Add, then multiply". and "Sum of 2 numbers times the 3rd
number." One subject could only express the rule using an
example: (22)*4. From the discussion that followed, it
appeared most of the subjects could perform this biggest
number operation, but had difficulty stating exactly what
they were doing. This further confirms our belief than an
intelligent monitor who can deduce the rules under which a
student is operating is superior to one which requires the
student to verbalize what he is doing.

Tn the second question we asked what strategy they used
when they played WEST. Amazingly, only three subjects were
able to give completely coherent descriptions. Most seemed
to be suggesting the following: "I would usually maximize
my move, but would always try for a town first. I guess I
had a hierarchy of moves. Distance - If I was behind, or
far enough ahead of the computer. Towns - if I could get to
it and jump a town. Shortcuts - if applicable. It really
depended on my position at the time. Safe towns looked
mighty good. I always would bump back the computer if
possible." One subject said she used the strategy "Tried to
get to 10's to go from town to town," although her actual
play did not mimic this verbalized strategy.

No one had played WEST on PLATO before. In fact no one
had played WEST at all before, so comparisons with other
systems couldn't be made. 5 out of 12 felt that the
computer sometimes cheats, a result Resnick found in her
studies of children playing WEST. This is especially
apparent when the student is losing. The student feels that
the computer is not choosing its spins randomly, but is
dealing itself bigger numbers. In fact, our version of WEST
is set up so that the Expert biases its moves when the
student is falling far behind. It limits itself to, at
most, 3 on the last spinner when it's ahead.

Because most of the subjects were elementary school
teachers, we asked them on the questionnaire and in the
discussion afterwards, for comments or suggestions about the
tutoring aspects of this game for their own students. The
response was enthusiastic. The group felt that their
students would love playing WEST: "Even high school
students would love the game." It is interesting to note
that this was in response to our version of WEST that
includes tutoring (which all but one received). We had
wondered whether the tutoring aspects would make WEST lose
its game appeal. Our fears seemed to be unfounded.

One subject felt that "some students would lose sight
of the math and get cauRht up in one response set." He
thought "the Tutor can eliminate this fault if it can detect
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(and it parently does) when the same mode is repeated."

An interesting aside about adult subjects who are
unfamiliar with computers concerns how free they feel to
explore the terminal: We labelled one of the keys HINT. We

did not tell them that they could press it or what would
happen if they did. Only 2 people pressed it even once.
It's clear to us that making use of all the facilities of a
system, at least with adults, does not come without
explicitly instruction.

Conclusions

The overall sense we had from building and

experimenting with this system is that it is so easy to talk
about student models and yet it is so fantastically
difficult to actually construct a system that can grow an
insightful model of the student and then use this model in a
sensitive way to tutor the student. The pedagogical value
of drawing tutorial examples from the student's work seems

beyond reproach, yet the intelligence the system must have
to successfully act on its own is considerable.
Constructing a tutor who is constantly criticizing is

relatively straightforward. The point is to ma-ce one that

only interrupts when a skilled human tutor would and then

generates a succinct remedial comment.

We feel that our WEST system provides the beginning of

a theory of how this can be accomplished. It also provides
a glimpse of technical issues which must be confronted in

actually constructing an operational system that can grow
and use student mcdels in a provocative way.
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CHAPTER 3
STRUCTURAL KNOWLEDGE IN TROUBLESHOOTING

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS*

Introduction

This chapter is an investigation into the structural
knowledge required to troubleshoot electronic circuits. Of

particular interest will be the ability for a system to

utilize this knowledge to discuss troubleshooting as it
takes place. This ability would include debugging a circuit
and giving a reason why each measurement was taken or just
giving comments on other suggested measurements. Such a

system could function as the basis for modelling the

knowledge of an expert troubleshooter, for construc'ng a

structural model of a student's reasoning process ano state
of knowledge in electronics, (i.e. by restricting the
techniques of the expert until his "simulated" behavior
coincides with the student's), and for having a tutor
converse with a student

Natural vs. Unnatural Inference Schemes

There are many approaches to building P computer based
troubleshooting system varying from troubleshooting by
synthesis to formal theorem proving. Some of these methods
are convenient for enabling the computer to generate
explanations of its decisions, but with others it is almost
impossible to generate explanations. An example of a

successful troubleshooting strategy which cannot generate
very good explanations is troubleshooting by synthesis. A

circuit simulator is used by faulting components to see what
the measurements would be like, and then comparing these
Values to the observations made in the circuit with the

unknown fault. This generates a list of possible faults
implied by the measurements taken so far and suggests future
measurements. The problem with this strategy, as with many
others, is that con.clusions for troubleshooting are reached
using unnatural inferencing rules, (i.e. such as in

SOPHIE). Unless the inferences made by the troubleshooting
system are reasonably understandable by humans it is not
useful for purposes of explanation or for modelling a

student! Unfortunately this constraint makes the
troublrshooter-modelling (program) very complicated.

The position this chapter takes is to study how peoEle
reason in troubleshooting and then to formalize our findings
by constructing a system to produce troubleshooting

(*)This chapter is based on a paper presented by Johan
Dekleer at the Canadian Society for Computational Studies of
Intelligence Workshop.
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explanations, models of experts and models of particular
students. This research also provides a formal
representation of the knowledge and strategies actually used
to qualitatively understand electronics and to perform
troubleshooting. As such, it might also serve as a formal
methodology for determining the kinds of strategies and
knowledge that should be taught in intermediate level
training courses in electronics.

An Overall Perspective of Troubleshooting

Electrical Engineering provides a vast amount of
information about mathematical relations between quantities
in electronic circuits. In fact, for the kind of circuits
studied in C.lis chapter, one can calculate the voltage and
current at any point in the circuit using sufficiently
complicated mathematics. The use of such complex
mathematics is never seen in actual situations! Most often
the only mathematics one uses in circuit troubleshooting and
understanding is of a very simple type such as in the
application of Kirchoff's laws. For more complex situations
it becomes more useful to model only those aspects which are
interesting, ignoring other aspects. This will of course
simplify the problem, but on the other hand we must discover
just what these interesting qualities are and be aware of
the fact that they ignore certain details (so in certain
contexts they can behave incorrectly) . This type of
analysis is most useful for studying the behavior of
collections of (connected) components. We will call such an
interesting collection a device. A device is a set of
components or other devices interconnected in a particular
way to achieve a certain effect. Electronics already has a

language for describing the behavior of devices and the
handling of exceptions.

There are two approaches to understanding circuits. the
quantitative (Kirchoff's laws) and the qualitative (e.g.
amplifiers) . Each provides different information and is
used in different circ,Imstances. As we shall see later in
the chapter thesetwo approaches require radically different
troubleshooting strategies.

Towards a Structural Theory of Troubleshooting

The way to obtain new information about the circuit is
to make a measurement. In troubleshooting, new informal.:ion
is provided by coincidences. In the most general sense a

coincidence occurs when a value at one particular point in
the circuit can be deduced in a number of different ways.
Such a coincidence provides information about the
9e:mmptims made in the deductiens. A coincidence can occur
in many different ways; it can he the difference between an



expected value and a measured value (e.g. expected output
voltage of the power supply and the actual measured value);
it can be the difference between a value predicted by Ohm's
law and a measured value; or it can be the difference
between an expected value and the value predicted by the

circuit designer. There are numerous other possibilities.

In general, a troubleshooting investigation into a

particular circuit proceeds primarily in two phases. The
first involves discovering more values such as currents and
voltages occurring at various points in the circuit, and the
second involves finding coincidences. The usefulness of

coincidences is based on the fact that nothing can be
discovered about the correctness of the circuit with a

measurement unless something is known about the value at
that point of the circuit in the first place. If nothing is
known about that point, a measurement will say nothing about
the correctness of the components. One actual measurement
implies many other values in the circuit. The first phase
of the investigation involves discovering many such values

in the circuit, antf the second involves making measurements
at those points for which we know the implied values so that

f;e can see whether the circuit is acting as it should, or if
something is wrong.

We will call such an implication a propagation and the

discovery of a value for a point we already know a

prooagated value for a coincidence. When these two values

are elual we will call such a coincidence a corroboration
and when they are different we will call it a conflict.

Information about the faultedness cf components in the

circuit can only be gained through coincidences.
Propagations involve making certain assumptions about the

circuit &nd (hen predicting values at other points from

these. These assumptions can be of many kinds. Some of

them im!olve just assuming the component itself is working
correctly. For example, deriving the current through a

resistor from the voitage across it. Others require knowing
something about 1-,ow the circuit should work, thus predicting

what values should be. For example, knowing the transistor
is acting as a class A amplifier, we can assume it is always

forward biased. Coincidences between propagated values and
new measurements provides information about the assumptions

made in th propagation.

Coincidences between propagated values and values

derived from knowing how the circuit should work requires a
teleolcgical descriptic.: of the circuit. As indicated

earlier, this chapt.er does not investigate these latter kinds

of assumptions. Tnstead, this chapter investigates
propagations employing only assumptions about the components



themselves. Although, at first sight, the teleological
analysis of troubleshooting is the more interesting, it
cannot effectively function without being able to propagate
measurements in the circuit! Also, human troubleshooters
use less and less teleological information as they narrow
down to a particular fault, and even in the narrowing down
process there is constant switching from using
teleological values and propagating them in non teleological
ways. So every theory of troubleshooting must include
knowledge about local and nonteleological deductions.

It may appear that in fact this local kind of circuit
reasoning is essentially trivial and thus should not be
investigated. This chapter will show that the issues of local
nonteleological reasoning are, in fact, very difficult.
Some of the problems are specific only to electronics.
Others have a very broad range of application to the
structure of knowledge. However, if we want to understand
troubleshooting all these issues have to be attacked, not
just the more interesting teleological ones.

Some of the problems arise partially because the
nonteleological knowledge should interact with the
teleological knowledge. A particular difficult problem
which will arise again and again is the question of how far
to propagate values. Often the propagations will be absurd,
and only a small amount of teleological knowledge would have
recognized these situations. Part of the effort of this
chapter is directed into determining what other kinds of
knowledge and interaction is required, aside from the
nonteleological, in order to troubleshoot circuits
effectively.

The sections that follow present an evolution of the
knowjedge required. The first sections will present a
simple theory about local reasoning and troubleshooting.
Then the problems of the approach will be investigated, and
some of them answered by a more sophisticated theory. Then
the deficiencies of the theory and how it must interact with
more teleological knowledge will be discussed.

The only constraint we will impose on the proposed
theory is that the explanations for propagations and
deductions it makes about the faultedness of components be
easily understandable. To achieve this there are two
options. The first is to ignore the explanation problem,
attack the the troubleshooting problem in any possible way
and then approach the problem of explanation separately.
The second approach is to design the inferencing schemes the
troubleshooter uses to be very close to that which humans
use or could understand, thus eliminating the explanation
problem. The former approach is tempting because there
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exist complete troubleshooting strategies which cannot
generate explanation. An example of such a troubleshooting
scheme is troubleshooting by synthesis: a circuit simulator
is used to search for all possible faults that explain the

current measurements, then a similar search is made to
identify all useful measurements. Unfortunately, the

process is extremely time consuming and it is inherently not
able to produce explanations of any kind. For these

reasons, as well as interest in the study of reasoning
processes, this investigation will take the latter approach.

Simple Local Analysis

The domain of electronics under consideration will be

restricted to DC circuits. These are circuits conbisting of
resistors, diodes, zener diodes, capacitors, transistors,

switches, potentiometers and DC voltage sources. All AC

effects will be ignored although an analogous type of

analysis would work for AC circuits. It will be assumed
that the topology of the circuit does not change so that

faults such as wiring errors or accidental shorts will not
be considered as possible faults.

In this section we will present a simple theory of

propagation. Initially, only numeric values will be

propagated. Interacting local experts produce the local

analysis. Each kind of component has a special expert

which, from given input conditions on its terminals,

computes voltages and currents on other terminals. For

example, the expert for a transistor might, when it sees a

base emitter voltage of less than .55 volts, infer a zero
current through the collector.

In order to give explanations for deductions, a record

is kept as to which expert made the particular deduction.

Most propagations make assumptions about the components

involved in making it, and these are stored on a list along
with the propagated value. Propagations are represented as:

(<type> <location> (<local-expert> <compc -int> <arg>)

<assumption-list>)

where:

<type> is VOLTAGE or CURRENT.
<location> is a pair of nodes for a voltage and a

terminal for a current.

The simplest kinds of propagations require no

assumptions at all, these are the Kirchoff voltage and

current laws.



T/1

T/2
T/3

nZ n3

The circuit consists of components such as resistors and
capacitors etc., terminals of these components are connected
to nodes at which two or more terminals are joined. In the
above diagram T/1, T/2 and T/3 are terminals and N1, N2 and
N3 are nodes. Currents are normally associated with
terminals, and voltages with nodes.

Kirchoff's current law states that if all but one of
the terminal currents of a component or node is known, the
last terminal current can be deduced.

(CURRENT T/1)
(CURRENT T/2)
(CURRENT T/3 (KIRCHOFFI N1) NIL)

Since faults in circuit topology are not considered
KIRCHOFFI makes no new assumptions about the circuit.

Kirchoff's voltage law states that if two voltages are
known relative to a common point, the voltage between the
two other nodes can be computed:

(VOLTAGE (N1 N2))
(VOLTAGE (N2 N3))
(VOLTAGE (N1 N3) (KIRCHOFFV N1 N2 N3) NIL)

As with KIRCHOFFI, KIRCHOFFV makes no new assumptions about
the circuit.

One of the most basic types of the circuit elements is
the resistor. Assuming the resistance of the resistor to be
correct, the voltage and current can be deduced from each
other using Ohm's law:
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RI

n2

(CURRENT R1)
(VOLTAGE (N1 N2) (RESISTORI R1) (R1))

(VOLTAGE (N1 N2))
(CURRENT R1 (RESISTORV R1) (R1))

(In all the example propagations presented so far it was

assumed that the prerequisite values had no assumptions,
otherwise they would have been included in the final

assumption list.)

These three kinds of propagations suggest a simple

propagation theory. First, Kirchoff's voltage law can be
applied to every new voltage discovered in the circuit.

Then for every node and component in the circuit, Kirchoff's
current law can be applied. Finally, for every component

which has a newly discovered current into it or voltage
across it, its VIC is studied to determine further

propagations. If this produces any new voltages or currents
the procedure is repeated.

This procedure can be easily implemented as a program.

Strategies need to be developed to avoid making duplicate
propagations, the basic way to do this is to only consider
newly discovered values for making new deductions. For each

component type, an expert can be constructed. We have

already seen the resistor and Kirchoff's laws experts. A

uniform interaction between the general propagator and the

experts can easily be developed.

The curren through a capacitor is always zero, so the

current contribution of 3 capacitor terminal to a node can
always be determined.

(CURRENT C (CAPACITOR C) (C))

Similarly, the voltage across a closed switch is zero.

(VOLTAGE (N1 N2) (SWITCH VR) (VR))
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The remaining kinds of components are semiconductor
devices, these devices are very different from the
previously d cussed kinds of components. Transistors,
diodes and zener diodes have discontinuous regions of
operation. Semiconductor devices have different regions of
operation, and each region has a different VIC so that a
region of operation must be determined before any VIC can be
used. The transistor has an added complication in that it
is a three terminal device.

The diode is the simplest kind of sem,conductor device.
Basically, the only thing we can say about it in our simple
propagation theory is that if it is back biased, the current
through it must be zero.

(CURRENT D (DIODEV) (D))

For the zener diode we can propagate more values. If
the current through a zener diode is greater than some
threshold, the voltage across it must be at its breakdown
voltage.

(VOLTAGE Z (ZENERI) (Z))

If the voltage across a zener diode is less than its
breakdown voltage, the current through it must be zero.

(CURRENT Z (ZENERV) (Z))

Transistors are the most difficult of all devices to
deal with. This is both because it has discontinuous
characteristics of a semiconductor device and because it is
a three terminal device. If the current through any of the
transistor's terminals is known, 'the current through the
other terminals can be determined using the beta
characteristics of the device. Furthermore, if the voltage
across the base emitter junction is less than some threshold
(.55 volts for silicon transistors), the current flowing
through any of its terminals should be zero also.

(CURRENT C/Q1 (BETA Q1 B/Q1) (01))
(CURRENT C/Q1 (TRANOFF Q1) (Q1))

Having experts for each component type as has been just
described makes it possible to propagate measurements
throughout the circuits. As an example, consider the
following circuit fragment:
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n15 n1G n24 n25

n14

Assume that the fault in this cirrlit is that D4 has a

breakdown voltage too low and Uhe measurements of output
voltage and voltage across D5 have just been made. The
propagations that can be made are:

(VOLTAGE (N15 N14))
(VOLTAGE (N16 N''' (KIRCHOFFV N16 N14 N15) NIL)
(CURRENT R5 (RESISTORV R5) (R5))
(CURRENT D5 (ZENERV D5) (D5))

the voltage across the zener D5 is less than its breakdown

"rIRRENT R4 (KIRCHOFFI N16) (R5 D5))
LTAGE (N24 N16) (RESISTORI R4) (R4 R5 D5))

,VOLTV:E (N24 N14) (KIRCHOFFV N24 N16 N14) (R4 R5 D5))
1:OLTAGE (N24 N15) (KIRCHOFFV N24 N16 N15) (R4 R5 D5))
(CURRENT D4 (ZENERV D4) (D4 R4 R5 D5))

the voltage across the zener D9 is less than its breakdown.

(CURRENT R3 (KIRCHOFFI N24) (D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N24 N25) (RESTSTORI R3) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N25 N14) (KIRCHOFFV N25 N24 N14) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N25 N16) (KIRCHOFFV N25 N24 N16) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N25 N15) (KIRCHOFFV N25 N24 N15) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))

The propagation proceeds one deduction at a time;

never is it necessary to make two simultaneous assumptions
in order to get to the next step in the propagation chain.

The propagation can always go through some intermediate
step. t66 0
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A Simple Theory or Trouble:mooting

This section examines how the propagation strategy
the previous section ce,n be used to troubleshoot the
circuit. The idean of conflicts and corroborations between
propagation will be used to show how the propagator can be
used to help in troubleshooting the circuit. In this simple
theory we will assume that coincidences only occur between
propagated values and actual measurements.

The meaning of the coincidences depends critically on
the kinds of assumptions that the propagator makes. For the
coincidences to be of interest every assumption made in the
derivation must be mentioned, and a violation of any
assumption about a component must mean that component is
faulted. Then, when a conflict occurs, one of the
components of the derivation must be faulted. Furthermore,
if the coincidence was a corroboration all the components
about which assumptions were made are probably unfaulted.

The usefulness of the coincidence depends critically on
how many faults the circuit contains. Thc usual case is
that there is only one fault in the circuit. Even the case
where there is more than one fault in the circuit, the
approach of initially assuming only a single fault in the
circuit is probably a good one.

If there is only onr fault in the circuit, all the
oomponents not mentioned in the derivation of the conflict,
must be unfaulted. if a coincidence occurs, all the
(-omponents used in the derivation can be assumed to be
uufaulted. In a multiple fault situation these would be
invalid deductions: in a conflict., only one of the faulted
components need be involved and in a corroboration, two
faults could cancel out each other to produce a correct
final. value.

If, in the propagation example of the previous section,
the votage between N25 and N14 was discovered to conflict
with the propagated value, one of R3, D4, R4, R5 and D5 must
be faulted. But, if the values were in corroboration, all
the components would have been 'ietermined to be unfaulted.

Now tat the fart. has been reohiced to one of R3, D4,
R4, R5 and D5, the propagations can be used to determine
what measurement should be taken next. The best sequence of
measurements to undertake is, of course, the one whic will
find the faulted component in the fewest number of new
measurements. Assuming that rYt-ic relative probability of
which component is faultJ2i ls not ...)wn, the best strategy
is a binary search. This iF Thne by examining all
brPpagations in the eliminating from their



assumption lists eomponents already determined to he

oorrect, and picking a measurement to coineide with that

propagation whose number of assumption:1 is nearest to hal:
the number or possibly faulted components.

In the example there are 5 possibly faulted components,

hence the best propagations to choose, ar6 those with 2 or 3
assumptions. That means either measuring the current

through R4, voltage across D4, the voltage across R4 or the
voltage between N24 and N15. All the other measurements, in
the worst case, can eliminate only one or the possibly
faulted components from consideration.

Proceeding in this scenario the current through R4 is

measured. This coincidence is a corroboration, so RS and
Are verified to be correct. Therefore one of R3, D4 and R4

must be faulted. At this point there are tco few possible
faults to make a binary search necessary. Any measurement

which would coincide with any propagation having R3, D4 or
R4 as assumptions, but not all three at once, is a good one.

One such measurement is the current through D4. This

conflict would indicate that -4 is faulted.

This kind of circuit analysis can be used for simple

kinds of troubleshooting. Of course, the troubleshooting as
indicated cannot really begin effectively until the first

conflict has been found. However, in a more teleological
framework, teleological assumptions can also be used in the

propagations. (This transistor is a class A amplifier so

its base emitter voltage must be about .6 volts.) When

teleological assumptions have to he made, the derivations
will of course no longer be complete. That is, a conflict

or cerroboration will not necessarily say anything about the

components if some teleological assumption was made in the

propagation. But, as with assumptions about components,

conflicts and corroborations will still comment on the

validity of the teleological assumptions in an analogous

way. The information provided by a conflict or

corroboration with a teleological assumption needs a special

kind of knowledge to make use of it.

Unexpected Complexities of the Simple Theory

The discussion of the previous section presents an

interesting and, on the surface, a very simple scheme for

troubleshcting. Unfortunately, the entire approach is

fr,:lught with difficult problems! This section deals with

Forr ,-. of these problems and attempts to pi.ovide a solution to

thec within the original framework. Such ar investigation
will eirifv the deficiencies of using only .ocal circuit

kncw:e7,- rcr roubleshootini7.
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Basically, three kinds of problems arise. First, the
handling of corroborations and conflicts leads to faulty
assertions in certain situations and thus they should be
examined much more closely. Second, it will be shown that
the propagation scheme, the knowledge contained in the
experts and the troubleshooting strategy are all incomplete.
All of them cannot make certain kinds of deductions which
one might expect them to in the framework that has been
outlined. Finally, accuracy is a problem; all components
and measurements have an error associated with them (if only
a truncation or roundoff error) , and these cause many kinds
of difficulties in the entire strategy. (In the remainder
of this chapter it will be assumed that the circuit under
consideration contains only a single fault.)

The nature of corroborations requires closer scrutiny.
It has already been shown that every c mponent which a
derivation depends on is in the assumption list of that
derivation, and so a conflict thus localizes the faulted
component to one of those in the mentioned assumption list.
For corroborations, the simple troubleshooting scheme used
the principle that a coincidence indicated that all of the
components in the assumption list were cleared from
suspicion. This principle must be studied with much greater
scrutiny as there are a number of cases for which this
principle doesn't hold.

In order to do this we must examine the precise nature
of the propagations, and, more importantly, examine the
relation between a single value used in a propagation with
the final propagated value. Consider a propagated value
derived from studying the component D, let the resulting
current or voltage value be f(D). The propagator is
entirely linear, so the propagated value at any point can be
written as a linear expression of sums of products involving
measured and propagated values. For every component,
current and voltage vary directly with each other and not
inversely. Hence, in the expression for the final
propagated value, f(D) can never appear in the denominator.
So the final value can be written

value = f )) * b + c

where b and c are arbitrary expressions not involving D.

The relation between f(D) and the final propagated value is
characterized by b. By studying the nature of component
experts, the structure of b can be determined. Every expert
either multiplies the incoming value (we will denote this
value which i. used by the component expert to derive f(D),
v(D)) hy a parameter, or applies a simple less-than or
greater-than test to the incoming value v(D) to obtain a
propagated value. Since many components of this type can be
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involved in a single propagation, each propagation of this
kind has a predicate associated with it indicating what
conditions must be true for the propagation to hold. With
both kinds of propagations, there is a problem if b is zero.
In that case, f(D) has no influence on the final value and
so a coincidence indicates nothing about the validity of

f(D).

In the case where a predicate must hold for the

propagation to be made, a corroboration only indicates that
the incoming value v(D) is within a certain range, thus

3aying little about the assumptions which were used to
derive v(D). Note, however, that in a conflict situation
the predicate is violated, and thus the possibility of V(D)

being incorrect cannot be ignored. Any single propagation
makes many assumptions, some of them may involve predicates,
others may not. In a corroboratory coincidence the only

assumptions which cannot be substantiated are those which
were made to determine the v(D) which the component expert
for D only used in a test, all the remaining assumptions can
be handled with the usual corroboration scheme. We shall

call such assumptions, which corroborations do not remove
from suspicion, the secondary assumptions of the

propagation, and the remaining, the primary assumptions.

The situation for which b is zero can be partially

characterized. Using tn, same assumption more than once in
a propagation is relatively rare. In such a single

assumption propagation b must be a single term, consisting
of a product of parameters (resistances, betas, etc.) or

their inverses, and since no circuit parameter is zero, b

cannot be zero.

Every occurrence of an assumption about D in a

propagation introduces another term to b. Each of these
terms must still be a product of parameters. Unfortunately,
at this point in our research we cannot give a proof why b=0
is impossible, but only an appeal to a somewhat heuristic

argument. Consider the case where b is zero. It has

already been shown that b is a product of circuit
parameters, and so is independent of any measurements. That

means whatever value f(D) has that value, no matter how

extreme, has absolutely no influence on the final propagated

value. That seems absurd, so b must.. never be zero.

What makes this i_scussion ,,, an argument and not a

proof is that:
(1) Any manipulatio- on the cuit to alter the actual

value f(D) must also shift c and value. (just changing the
specifications of D results in r.:,thing - one interprCuation
of the argument is: no matter what specification D has, in
this particular propagated value it has no influence.
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(2) The idea of b=0 as being absurd is extremely difficult
to formalize and it is intimately dependent on the exact
nature of the component experts.
In conclusion, it should be noted that we have not been able
to discover any propagation (in a coherent circuit) for
which b was zero, and so it seems a workable hypothesis that
b cannot be zero. Of course, if b is very small, accuracy
issues become critical, but this will be discussed later.

The propagation scheme cannot make all the propagations
that one might reasonably expect. Incompleteness of this
type manifests itself in two ways; yet, in both certain
obvious propagations are not made. One is just a problem of
circuit representation, and tile other is an inherent problem
of the propagator.

Kirchoff's current law can apply to collections of
components and nodes, not just single components and nodes.
Recognizing relevant functional blocks in the topology of
the circuit is a tedious (yet performable) task. Circuit
diagrams usually present a visual organization so that such
functional blocks (and teleological organization) become
clear.

The process of propagation as outlined consists of
using a newly discovered value to call an xpert which can
use that value to make new discoveries. The called expert
then looks at the environment, and from this deduces new
values for the component about which it is an expert. The
communication with the environment always involves numeric
values. Experts cannot communicatc with each other-

,

neither can they handle abstract quantities. Furthermore,
propagation stops when a coincidence occurs, and iteration
toward an accurate solution is never attempted. This can
become a severe limitation in certain feedback situations.

This entire scheme is motivated by what we see in human
troubleshooters. The strategy .has some very surprising
limitations. The fact that only one expert is invoked at
any one time means that only one assumption can be made at
any step in the propagation process. This means that
propagations which require two simultaneous assumptions
cannot be made. Most propagations which require more than
one assumption do not require simultaneous assumptions since
they can be derived using some intermediate propagation
(e.g. all the previously discussed examples).

One such case requiring simultaneous assumptions is the
voltage divider.

7 1
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Suppose V and i are known, the current through R1 (and hence
through R2) can be propagated by simultaneously assuming the
correctness of both R1 and R2.

= i1 R1 + i2 R2
i = i1 - i2
i1 = (V - i R2)/(R1+R2)

Admittedly, the voltage divider is an important enough
entity that it should be handled as a special case pattern,
however, problems of this kind of incompleteness will arise
in other situations, and it will not be possible to design a
special case pattern for each of them.

If multiple faults are allowed, simultaneous
assumptions must be handled with even greater caution. For

example, a propagation involving a simultaneous assumption

can propagate a correct value even though both components
which the assumptions were about were faulted. In the case
of a voltage divider, the resistance of both R1 and R2 could
shift without affecting the voltage at the tap, yet the

voltage divider would present an erroneous load to the
voltage source to which it was connected.

In order to illustrate some other

propagations requiring simultaneous assumptions can be

characterized differently. If a measurement is made for

which a propagation can be made to coincide with the
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oriFrinal measurement, a previously incomplete propagation
has been completed. The coincidence indicates that if the
propagator could have made an abstract hypothetical
measurement and used a relaxation or algebraic method, the
actual value for that point could then have been determined
without making the measurement '1 the first place. However,
since the current propagatio scheme cannot make such
hypothetical measurements, a later measurement m:ght play
the role of generating the hypothetical measurement.
Unfortunately, the coincidence rarely occurs at the exact
point of the measurement; all propagations proceed in a
breadth first direction from the original measurement point,
and even if this was modified, it would not 'alleviate the
difficulty because the new measurement might only cause a
later propagation some distance away from the original
measurement point which plays the role of a hypothetical
measurement. The problem then, is that coincidences need
not be between propagated values and measured values, but
can also be between two propagated values.

Conflicts and corroborations between propagated values
must then be considered. If one of the propagations has no
unverified assumptions, the coincidence can be handled as if
it were between a propagated value and an actual
measurement. However. if both propagations have unverified
assumptions, the coi:-.^i.lence becomes far more difficult to
analyze. The effects of such coincidences depend critically
on whether the intersection of the unverified assumptions in
each propagation is empty or not. First we will examine the
case in which the intersection is empty. A conflict reduces
the list of possible faults to the union of the assumptions
used in the propagations. The corroboration between two
disjoint propagations indicates that this value is the
correct one, hence it can be treated as two separate
corroborations between propagated and measured values.

The case of a nonempty intersection is the most
difficult. If the coincidence was a corroboration, a fault
in the intersection could have caused both propagations to
be incorrect yet corroborating. Yet, what can be said about
the nonintersecting assumptions in the propagations? If
there was a fault in one of the nonintersecting primary
assumptions it must have caused a conflict, so all the
nonintersecting primary assumptions can be verified to be
correct. If the coincidence was a conflict, the list of
possibly faulty components can be reduced to the union of
the assumptions. In this case it is very tempting to remove
from suspicion all those components mentioned in the
intersection, this would capture the notion that correct
propagations from a single (aloeit incorrect) value must
always corroborate each other or, equivalently, that each
point in the circuit has only two values associated with it:
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a correct value and a faulted value.

In the eountevev,-mple, an emitter current is propagated
through a transisr,or .:cp obtain propagated values for the
base and collctor currents. The base emitter junction of
thic transLstor has shorted and consequently both these
propagated values will be in conflict with the actual values
jn the circuit. These two values will also conflict with
ea.:.h other.

Consider the circuit fragment:

n3 n4

The circuit is faulted with the base tnlitter junction of Q

shorted, with the collector termir.al open. Thus far the
voltage at N2 and N5, and a current into N2 has been

measured. Next the emitter current of Q is measured from
which the base and collector currents are propagated. The

initial measurement did not coincide with any propagated
value, yet a conflict will occur within the propagations
caused by this measurement. Furthermore, the values of the
conflicting propagations conflict with the actually measured
value. The exact point at which this conflict will occur
depends on internal details of the propagator. Two obvious
points at which the conflict can occur is at the voltage at
N3-NLI and the current through the base of the transistor.

7 4
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(VOLTAGE (N2 NO))
(VOLTAGE (N5 NO))
(CURRENT E/Q)

(CURRENT B/Q (BETA Q E/0) (Q))
(CURRENT C/Q (BETA Q E/Q) (Q))
(CURRENT R2 (KIRCHOFF N2) (Q))
(CURRENT R3 (KIRCHOFF N5) (Q))
(VOLTAGE (N4 N5) (RESISTORI R3) (R3 Q))
(VOLTAGE (N3 N2) (RESISTORI R2) (R2 Q))
(VOLTAGE (N3 NO) (LOOP N3 N2 NO) (R2 Q))
(VOLTAGE (N4 NO) (LOOP N4 N5 NO) (R3 Q))

This results in two conflicting voltages at N3-N4, one ishigher than the actual valuc in the circuit, and the other
is lower.

All measurements in the circuit and all circuit
parameters have errors associated with them. Even if weassumed perfect measurements, truncation and roundoff errors
would cause problems. One way to view the problem is to
study the size of b relative to the error in c. If b issmaller than the error in c, a large error in some f(D)
could go detected. Ac-ain we see the greatest problem lies
with corroborations. In a corroborating coincidence we mustmake absolutely sure iiat an error in any of the verified
assumptions could have been detected in the value (i.e. b
is not too small).

The solution is quite simple; instead of propagating
numeric values through the circuit, we propagate values and
their tolerances, or just ranges of values. Each
measurement and circuit parameter could have a tolerance
associated with it, and the arithmetic operations could be
modified to handle ranges instead of numeric values.
Instead of computing b and its tolerance, the propagator
could note whenever an error in some incoming value could be
obscured in larger errors in other values (remember, errors
in parameters and measurements are usually percentages, and
thus adding a large value and a small value will often
obscure an error in the small value). Since such problems
occur only with addition and subtraction of ranges,
KIRCHOFFV and KIRCHOFFI are the only experts which need to
be directly concerned with the accuracy issue.

Assuming that errors in values are roughly proportional
to their magnitude, those propagations involved in a sum
whose magnitude is less than the error in the final result
should not be verified in a corroboration of the final
value. (As this assumption is not always true, some
assumptions may not be verified in a corroboration when they
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should be.) KIRCHOFFV and KIRCHOCFI can easily check for

such propagations. Fortunately, a category for assumptions
which should not be verified in a corroboration has already
been defined, these are the secondary assumptions. So,

primary assumptions of the incoming values into a KIRCHOFF

may become secondary assumptions of the final result.

As usual, this theory of handling accuracy has subtle
problems. If the only possible effect of a particular f(D)

was described in a propagation, then no matter how

insignificant its contribution was to the final value, a
coincidence should verify D since it wouldn't matter in such

a case if D were faulted or not. Furf'ermore, the

propagation through certain components is so _iscontinuous

that no matter how insignificant its propagatory
contribution is, a fault in the final value would so greatly

affect the propagation that the assumption in question
should really be treated as a major assumption. An example

of the former is a switch in series with a resistor, and an
example of the latter is a zener diode contributing zero

current to a node.

Consider the case of a rsistor in series with a

switch. The only contribution of that switch to the circuit
is in the voltage across the switch and the resistor. A

voltage across a closed _ditch is zero, so unless the

resistance of the resistor is zero the swil.ch becomes a

secondary assumption of the final voltage. Unfortunately, a
corroboration with that voltage should indicate the switch

was acting correctly.

Similarly, a zener diode contributing zero current to a

node will always become a secondary assumption of the

KIRCHOFFI propagation. But, a corroboration should indicate
that zener was functioning correctly. That is because the
propagation would not even have been possible if the voltage

across the zener was near its breakdown. A heuristic
solution to this problem is not to secondarize propagations

with zero value which were just propagated from

discontinuous devices. This, of course, makes the

teleological assumption that the discontinuous component
makes a significant contribution whenever it is contributing

a non zero value, as is almost always the case with the
switch, diode, zener diode and transistor.

Accuracy brings along other problems, testing for

equality between ranges becomes a rather useless concept. A

simple workable strategy is to use a rough approximation
measure such as accepting two ranges as equal if the

corresponding nndpoints of the two ranges ape within a

certain percentage of each other. More satisfactorily, the

actual width of the range should also enter into
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consideration so that if one end of the range is extremely
small relative to the other, a much more liberal percentage
is used to compare the smaller endpoints. One certainly
would want the range [0 , 1] to be roughly equal to [10E-6

,

1]. Using the percentage of the endpoint largest in
ma7nitude as a fixed range to compare the smaller endpoints
appears to be the best strategy. A coincidence can be of
three kinds, the ranges can be approximately equal (or just
significantly overlapping) which is a corroboration, the
ranges can be disjoint which is a conflict and the ranges
can overlap, but not significantly which provides no
information at all.

'davinc the the propagator propagating ranges brings up
the idea of allowing components to individually propagate
higher and lower limits in the circuit. Every diode could
propagate a non-negative current through itself. A voltage
could be propagated at every part of the circuit whose upper
limit was the magnitude of the sum of all the voltage
source in the circuit. More interestingly, it could handle
the problem of having a range propagated over a
discontinuous device: a [-1 , +1] current range into
diode should have its lower limit modified to 0 (i.e. [0 ,

+11). Interesting as such new kinds of propagations may be,
they require separate derivations for the upper and lower
limits for each range, and thus introduce incredible
difficulties for handling coincidences.

When a significant propagation occurs which overlaps a

test poir. of a discontinuous coonent the best strategy is
to interpret that measurement to have too wide an error
associated with it and stop the propagation there. In
general, when ,rror tolerances in propagated values become
absurd (a significant fraction or multiple of the central
value) the propagation should be artificially stopped.

There remain certain characteristics of the devices
that are not captured in the propagation scheme. These are
ustlally the maximum ratincrs of the components. The base
emitter voltage of a Lransistor cannot exceed a certain
value, the voltage across a capacitor cannot exceed its
breakdown voltage, the voltage across a zener diode cannot
exceed its break-Hwn voltage, the rower dissipation in a
resistor onnot exceed its wattage rating, etc. These, in
fact, can be quite easily captured by simple modifications
pf the component experts. Each expert could check whenever
it was invoked whether any ratings about the compon,nt were
exceeded. Such situations of excess can be of two kinds,
the final value calculated to compare to a rating may or may
not involve the component itself as an assumption. If the
component itself was used as an assumption, the situation
can be treated as a conflict with the calculated rating.
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Otherwise, if the component itself was not mentioned in the

assumptions, the situation must again be handled as a
conflict, except that the component in question must not be

removed from suspicion.

Often a component which is considered possibly faulted
because of a conflict can really be eliminated from

suspicion by examining exactly what kind of fault the

conflict implies the component might have. (i.e. all the
currents in the transistor must shift so that Kchoff's law
is violated, or, a more trivial case (whic, should be

handled differently but nevertheless serves a. a good

example) a capacitor for which the fault of -)c) low a

current is entertained).

In order tr determine the kind of faults a particular
conflict implies, it must be known whether the value is high
or low. This can only be determined for conflicts with

measured values. For conflicts between propagated vaiue
there is no convenient way of determining the possible

faults except by hypothesizing all the possible high/low
combinations and using the intersection of all the results.

We must tackle the problem about .ow to scan back

through the propagation to determine what faults in the
components could have caused the final conflict. Of course,

a straightforward way to do this would be to compute b for
every component f(D) involved in the propagation. For every
two terminal component the possible fault can be immediately
determined from b (unless of course WQ have the inaccurate

case where the range for a spans zero). The only three
terminal device, the transistor, requires a more careful

examination as it has many possible fault modes, and a

sini-le consideration of a propagation from it may not

uniquely determine the fault mode.

Continuing in the spirit of the original propagation

scheme, a method different from computing b should be used.
A simple scheme can be derived, which has difficulties only

in certain kinds of multiple assumption propagations. The

conflict indicated that the propagation was in error by a

certain shift in value in a certain direction. This shift

can be propagated backwards through ll the experts except

KIRCHOFFI and KIRCHOFFV. The Kirchoff's laws experts

involve addition, so each of the original contributors to

the sum must be examined. For those contributors whose
(unverified) assumption list does not intersect with any of

the other assumption lists, the shift can be propagated

back, after adding the appropriate shift caused by the

remaining contributors. For those contributors with
intersecting contributions, it must be determined for oach

of the intersecting compcnents whether all contributions of
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all the possible faults do not act against each other (e.g.
will a shift in the resistance of the component both
increase a current contribution to a node and decrease it
through another path?). For such canceling intersections,
nothing can be said about the intersecting component. In
actuality, all this does is capture qualitatively whether
the signs of the ter's of b are different and thus
canceling. It should be noted, that if it really turns out
to be the case that b can be zero, such a scheme could be
used at least to eliminate faulty verifications from taking
place, again at the cost of sometimes not verifying probably
unfaulted components.

Incompleteness in the propagation scheme introduces
incompleteness in the troubleshooting scheme. Even if the
propagation schP,me were complete, the troubleshooting scheme
would be inc'mplete. The earlier answer to what is the
next best measurement is inaccurate. The measurement which
reduces the list of possible faults by the greatest number
is not necessarily the best measurement. Future
measurements must also be taken into consideration, a poor
first measurement may set the stage for an exceptionally
good second measurement.

The choice of best measurement depends of course on
what is currently known about the circuit. The most general
approach would be to try every possible sequence of
hypothetical measurements and choose the first measurement
or the best sequence as the next measurement. Again, that
would be an incredible, and unnatural computation task. The
current troubleshooting scheme does not try to generate all
possible sequences and only considers making those
measurements about which it already knows something (so to
produce a coincidence).

Since only measurements at points about which something
is explicitly known are considered, the information provided
by coincidences between solely propagated values cannot
enter into consideration. Thus the basic simple paradigm of
the troubleshooter is to make no hypothetical measurements
and only those propagations with unverified assumptions.
Unexpected information, such as that provided by
coincidences between propagated values, is not considered.

Issues of accuracy are sufficiently captured by primary
and secondary assumptions. The binary search for the best
measurement must of course be reorganized. Since a

corroboration may eliminate less components from suspicion
than a conflict could, the search is not purely binary. A

workable solution is to just take the average of the number
of components which would be verified in each case as the
measurements rating. Then that measurement whose rating was
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nearest to,half the number of faulted components could be

chosen as the next measurement.

There remains the issue of generating an explanation
for this choice. Although the above argument for deriving a
future choice of measurement could be made understandable to
humans it does not always generate a very good explanation.
A large part of the explanation for a future choice of

measurement involves indicating why a certain component
cannot be faulted (incomplete understanding by the student).
Once a component is eliminated from suspicion for any reason
it is never considered again. However, a later measurement
might give a considerably better explanation for its

unfaultedness. The problem of generating good explanations,
of course, also must take into account a model of the
student and what he knows about the electronics and the

particular circuit in question. This is a topic of current

investigation.

On the topic of selecting the most comprehensible
choice from a number of otherwise equally good measurements,
something can be said. The above scheme for selecting

measurements does not take into account how "close" the
mea:-arement is to the actual components in question. For

example a voltage measurement across two unverified
resistors is just as good as a measurement many nodes away

which also has only those two resistors as unverified

assumptions. Fortunatoly these can be easily detected:

just remove Crom the list nf porlsible measurements all those

which are propagated from other elements on the list.

The Necessity and Utility of Other Knowledge

In this section we will attempt to characterize where

and why 'local and nonteleological reasoning fails. Indeed

many of these failures have already been demonstrated. Our

method of attack will be from two directions. First,

inherent problems in the earlier propagation scheme can be

alleviated with other knowledge about the circuit. Second,

many of the kinds of troubleshooting strategics we see in

humans cannot be captured by even a generalization of the
proposed scheme. One of the basic i,ssues is that of

teleology. The more teleological information one has about

the circuit, the more different the troubleshooting process

becomes. Currently, most of the ideas presented in this
paper so far have been implemented in a program so that much

of the discussions derive their observations from actual
interactions with the program.

Observing the .,ropagations the propagator makes, the

mcst arresting observation is that it cannot propagate
values very far, and at other times it propagates values
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beyond the point of absurdity. Examining those propagations
which go too far, the most dominant characteristic is that
either the value itself has too high of an error associated
with it, or that the propagation itself is not relevant to
the issues in question. The rormer problem can be more
easily answered by more stringent controls on the errors in
propagations. The latter requires an idea of localization
of interaction. This idea of a theater of interactions
would limit senseless propagation, however, it requires a
more hierarchical description of the circuit. More on that
later.

The idea that every measurement must have a purpose
points out thE basic problem: uur troubleshooter cannot
make intelligen .easurements until it has, by accident,
limited the number of possible faults to a small subset of
all the components in the circuit. After this discovery has
been made, it can make fairly intelligent suggestions.
However, as such a discovery is usually made when the set of
possible faults is reduced to about five components, it only
can intelligently troubleshoot in the last few (two or
three) measurements that are made in ,he circuit.

Clearly, many more measurements rslre before this
discovery and the troubleshooter , do anything
intelligent during this period. It will bL shown, however,
that the propagation scheme and the ideas of corroborations
and conflicts can be effectively used even during this
period.

The only way intelligent measurements can be made
during this period is by knowing something about how the
circuit should be behav,_ng, or just how it behaves. This
requires teleoloical information about the circuit. For
example, just '7..o know that the circuit is faulted and
requires troubleshooting requires teleology. In the
situations where the propagator did not propagate very far,
the problem usually was that some simple teleological
assumption could have been made. The voltages and currents
at many points in the circuit remain relatively constant for
all instantiations of the circuit, and furthermore many of
them can be easily deduced (e.g. knowing certain voltage
anH current sources such as the power supply, knowing
contributions by certain components to be small, etc.).
Propagation can then proceed much further. Of course, the
handling of coincidences requires modifications, and a new
kind of strategy to deal with f--'-ological propagations
needs to be developed.

If sufficient teleology about th, circuit is known so
that the transfer functions of certn groups of components
are known, assumptiPn of the form "assuming x is in the
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correct state" or "assuming x is working correctly" can be
made. Issues dealing with structuring such a hierarchical
and teleological description are being investigated <Brown &
Sussman 74>.

The pr,)agation sCheme of the previous sections can be

used to understand the implications of these assumptions by
propagating them in the circuit, and to determine all the

isomorphisms of a particular set of measurements so that the
'appropriate values for the teleological description
mechanisms can be discovred no matter what measuremehts are
made.

However, as indicated earlier, a new procedure has to

he made to handle coincidences. At a low level,

coincidences can be used quite simply. When it is

discovered that a certain voltage is lower than it should
he, a search can be made in the topology of the circuit in

order to locate faulty components which might have caused
such a shift. This would work most of the time, except in

cases where complex feedback paths were present.

Coincijences and corroboratons involving assumptions

concerning collections of components need to be handled

differently. If an entire collection of components is

working correctly, all the components inside of it can be
assumed to be working correctly. But, if a collection of

components is possibly working incorrectly, a measurement
must be made within the module which can best determine what

could be wrong. Whil. tbr, previous deduction required

extrinsic knowledge ;It ,nodule, the search for such a

fault within a module quires an intrinsic description of
it.

When ing for reasons why a certain value is not

teleologi': what it should He, it is important to note
tnat wherT examining the behavior of a particular component

or module uhat the reason for its apparent faulty behavior

can lie ther _th itself, or what it is delivering values

to, or w_at is upplyirg values to it.

Future Reear

Altr uch the discussion of the previous section

sketches rIt the necessity for teleology, more basic

research has to be done into the nature of teleology and

more work has to be done on the local analysis to even use
the little we do know about teleology.

Once a propagation has been made, it is currently

impossible to remove it. This raises many problems. For

example, if' telenlogy told you that a voltage at a

particular point war, 10 volts and you measured it and it
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turned out to be 20 volts the strategy would be stuck.
There is no ability to forget the original 10 volts and its
propagations. In our simple single fault theory this is not
fatal; a clear conflict occurred, and the single fault has
been found -- teleology! Similar problems occur in purely
local analysis. Suppose a zener-diode is off, then we could
propagate a voltage less than its breakdown voltage across
it. Unfortunately, if at some later time we would measure
the actual voltage we would only be able to tell if the
diodes breakdown voltage was perhaps too high. The original
bropagation could not be forgotten.

The necessity is for anoTher assumption type which,
when conflicted with, will merely cause another assumption
to be chosen instead of concluding faultedness. This would
help both the problem of int7racting with teleology and of
repropagpting better values. Sussman & Stallman are using
this idea for circuit analysis. Arbitrary assumptions are
made about.the the states f the devices in the circuit and
when conflicts occu.. different states are chosen. This
proceeds until a consistent assignment of states has beon
found. The current troubleshooting strategy could ,oe

extended this way. It is probably a poor idea to choose
states arbitrarily, since that would be extremely time
consuming. A state should be chosen only if some reason I.as
been discovered for it. This strategy is workable for
troubleshooting because many more values are known about the
circuit than in circuit analysis where the point is to
discover,these ,,alues. In t:-oubleshooting, extra faulted
states should be modele_ so that when a contradiction occurE
components should be forced into different faulted states.
This would be done by forgetting the VIC of the old tate
and assuming the VIC for the faulted state.

Forgetting a propagation is in general nontrivial. Tf
a propagation is forgotten, all the propagatms that ensuer;
from it have to be forgotten also. Unfortunately,
forgetting this propagation is simple compared to the other
forgetting that has to be done. Namely, all inferences
about the circuit, not just those directly about
measurements, have to reconsidered. For example,
coincidences and their implications on the faultedness of
components have to be modified. Most difficult of all,
deleted propagations may have blocked the further
propagation of ,-)ther values (for example in coincidences).
These blocked propagations must now be allowed to proceed.

Forgetting will have to be implemented by storing the
assumptions o' every deduction in a data `:-!,,se so that
whenever an assumption is deleted all deductions depending
on that assumption be deleted also. The simple solution of
a CONNIVER context mechanism is not useful in this
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applic because the context mechanism can only be used
effectiv, if one knows, a priori, what things might need

to be ''('cgotten and that a total ordering for these

assumpYr- is known. Both of these conditions are

impossble to meet.

With such an ability to forget, more versatile local

propagations can made, multiple faults can be handled and

teleology h mut eventually be added can begin to be

handled.



CHAPTER 4
T(IARDS 1EAC1IING MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Introductin

There are two intertwined long term goc,ls that
motivated the research reported in this chapter. The first
goal is to establish the theoretical foundations and a
procedural know1Pdge bHse for an "intelligent" generative
tutorial system for mathematical literacy*. The second is
to gain insight into how to build better information
processLng models of tutors for this and other domains of
knowleC:o.

Before proceeding with the technical discussion, ;,ie

iLlclude below a hypothetical protocol of a student using the
kind of tutorial system we are working toward. The protocol
will provide a glimpse of the kinds of tutoring we expect
our rinal system to be able to provide by using its own
built-in reasoning strategies. At the outset we stress that
construeting a machine to solve algebra problems is
relativ v straightforward, as i is to construct a system
to cnedk tie validity of each step of a proposed solution.
The challenge, however, is to exploit these techniques to
enahle instructional system to make sense out of what a

student is doing. That is, the system mus' be able to
t.alyze his solution paths sufficiently deeply that detected

orrors can Ue succinctly and meaningful described,
inoropriate hints can be given, and automatic remediation
and problem generation can be performed. These rcluirements
reflect the subtleties or the kind of tutoring which is
possible when the tutor can .nduce a model of how the
st cier is reas_ning, and what his underlying "bugs" or
t)Diflt,S ^onfusion are.

This and the next chapter will describe our efforts,
thus far, in undern.tanding, lesigning and implementing such
a stem.

Basic Assumptions inderlying thI icsearch

Onc or our basic assumptions is t''at a major
breakthrough in the effectiveness of CAI wili be achieved
flonstrue ing svsteT th' aan' follow all of the
intermedl:te ...:,teps that student is berforming while
solving giv-n exerc:se. F: having sufficient built-in
generative "intelligence", the system can constrict an

41) .athematical I I racy concerns the procedural skills of
mathematics 71f-.; opposed to its axiomatic theory, (e.g. the
kil of knowledge needed to enable students to comfortably
mat flulate lnd understand the mathematical formulas
en -)untered in basic courss in mechanics, navigation,
rli-ht dyna :. es. electroni7t.s.)
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PROTOCOL

WELCOME TO THE COMPUTER BASED ALGEBRA WORKSHOP!
WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

AS I RECALL, WE WERE WO. SING ON REDUCTIONS INVOLVING COMPLEX FRACTIONS.

YOU WERE HAVING A BIT OF DIFFICULTY DECIDING WHEN TC MULTIPLY OUT A

PRODUCT, OR FACTOR IT FURTHER. ARE YOU READY TO TR'" A NEW PROBLEM?

>>yes

OK, THIS ONE IS A IITTLE HARDER THAN THE LAST ONE.

The system n-Teds to c;11.- T a met-ic for the problem complexity which

ref7ts, not onZy sorle absolute notions, but also a knowledge of which

ruZs .:qd heuristics '26, student has mastered.

PLEASE REDUCE:

{. A C(2.A eVaA I6)]) + Y.
YOU flAN WRITE ON THE TABLET NOW.

-y,) A A [(A 36) WO]
THAT'S A GOOD START. YOU HAVE CHAN, ''' ONE ")F ciVISI)NS Tn A MULTIPLI-

CATION, AND THE OTHER TO FRACTION LP.MAT. YOU ALSO COT 1:7D OF THE BRACES,

WHICH WEREN'T REALLY NECESSARY. ?LEASE CMTINUE (BOT DON'T .ORGET

THE 1/2)!

Occasionall;1 the s:istem corm nt ezwn on c0irec7t woPk, ensuing t;-!at

the sequence ef $ teps wk.:c;-4 WelY ::21-forme is made, ex:.)Zicit. Notic

tizat a slystem which constan thc stud,70-., 'You must alsc, 2opy

'IP!" bu frustrat?..ng

A -t--

I
Note that the system ;,1st be awar- of common notatirmal variation6

ambi. iiti(7s, such as ower/upp,n case for litraZ.

=

b
onl:; rhe "atteled" parts of ('n (:-1-)ressicil have been

writ. , while unchanging papts are not -opi2.1 t Liter, can lv--:quire

con: rable problem roloing.

A j--
a_ - 5 b)

3

I AM AFRAID THAT'S NOT QUITE RT(::..V, MAX. D: YOU 1,,HEEE vrrj HAVE MADE A

SLIGHT MISTAKE?

f_hsier3tarli an ,PPOP mer-Y:o -1.olating it Zccat:',on in (.ression

(and wiu-!n it occil :n th p74.-path), catgorizing it as oe of a

common eror tsr2c:., and Pei ng it te the student model,.

7> no

`,7; 0



PERHAPS Iv YOU I,OOK AT THE LINE ABO.E. ON TiiAT DINE, YOU WERE MULTIPLI.iE.
OUT IN THE HENoMINATOR. NOW IN THIS LINE, '{OU HAVE TRIED TO PACTOR IT
AGAIN, RIGHT?

int,racts the students are 12,71pe,-'
t:Jze,' i CrPOPfl f)c,.;;.

,>> yes

u'xpression is a rai. )n,2I form
T, z. 11'1J probtem -solving sti-ateics,

path r ), :.,articular operational errors.

PUT INSTEAD OP HAVING THE 2' S THE RIGHT, THIS TIME YOU BROUGHT IT OUT
To THE LEFT DOES IT MAWER ORDER YOU DO THE MULTIPLYING?

:s is t;b-? :)hic:, justifies the claim that the
non-;,roductivc.

>">ot- courtto not!

PUT THEN?

j> L quess i left out a 2 in (2a-n) -

,.;00D! LET'S INTINUE WITH YOUR NEW PROBLEM, As IF WF, HADN'T NOTICED THE
MISTAKE, AND WHAT DEVELOPS.

?ti:wt .!IPt1 to r(J,vni:; mistakes, :;!" developing higher-order
'110Y ,Oi./ C1100 to sense when something seems

letting him sometimes proceed,
Pt' rcJefined the problem. Since our

"un rJrandin:)", It can simply solve this new probl,m
i; ofpotcutial interest Ln Zetting him procee(i

1 5,i0rent :0k:718, the system
:. /.0 harL,7e the new 7ro1l..0''P7

WHAT 1 ED YOU HAVE WANTH To DO NP:T?

IV).)

b
.

0 AHEAD FROM THEHt.

>

>>

3 6 I

I

(0.- 3 b)

3 ID 4- I

a (&- b)
.

,2.1%tql

0 -tile



'OP. )1' 115 1'1 . 4.
WELL, YoN CERTAINLY EINfSHED THAT ONE OFF FAST! UNFORTUNATELY, YOUR

WORK IS NOT QUITE RP't THERE WAS A LITTLE ERROR UP ABOVE, BUT THIS

LINE HAS A BIC MISTAKI, WHICH LOTS OF PEOPLE GET CONVHSED iOUT. DO

YOU SEE IT?

>:>wo11, wasn't suru if thu denominator should be (a-0)=a, or (a-1).

"t)::cuJo-rule:J" to handle unusual (or f)rgott,'0

tohl,th U15 iwau:, of other 0P0'003.

YOU'RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK. WHAT IF THE PROBLEM HAD BEEN:

s 6 ?
0

'ED THE ANSWER HAVE BEEN 1=1, OR
6-

= UNDEFINED?
1

>> i t-. wou Id be 1 .

(,;00D NOW SUPPOSE YOU WERE TO EVALU E THE FIRST F:PRESSION IN THAT LAST

LINE, REFORI CANCELLING 3h, WHEN a=1 AND b=2. WHAT WOULD YOU GET?

justificr..11on for Lorredtss of algebraic ruZec is part o.'

semant. ,..teral:3 In :gebraic formula:3 reprsent numi.crs.

,?tL2c3 OPO o.ci, to prciisc;r1N, ovcr

o

7 7

1
WHAT ABOUT THE SECOND, , WHEN a=1?

a

100 '10 c!hoc);; /Mc; t.;; num( 'Plaal examr

(1007.7..tIc:."

SO THE FIRST TERM

1 ri

10

aZ Z of

IS NoT THE SAME AS THE SECOND, RIGHT? WOULD

ANY IITTER?

zrtic UP 11 01 ,

ut:01

>) nu

SO WHAT FOES EHAT Et1PLY?

>) it can't ht., either of

>> ib wrong.

1002'0(?t POZi:

i fn f0n1.. the uni(2r1,7ZnI

i am beginning to In ink t thing (2'.

.7 7
rIO 07,11.

TIIEUi, iS. YOU CA'T CANCEL O'T THE UNLESS THrv ARE cuMMON FACTORS OF

EVERY 'CER: :N TIE: NUMERATOR AN:: DENOMINATOR,SINCE THAT IS NOT THE

CASE HERE, 7uU HAVE CHANGED THE 'ALUE OE ME EXPRESSION.

'1 stu!,-,> t r; "tru,:,;



GOOD. NOW LET'S BACK UP A BIT. HERE IS WHAT YOU WROTE BEFORE:

3 In t
= [--

SINCE IT WAS .ILLEGAL TO CANCEL TIE "3b"'s, WAS THERE ANYTHING ELSE TO
BE DONE?

1-7!.ustrYn thc rclJtionship of the crror to the rzrticular context in
whiA it oeoured.

i don't think so.

161A
.;HT. SO THE ANSWER WOULD BE PERHAPS YOU FELT THAT IT WASN'T4(a.- sbY

SIMPLE ENO" H TO BE THE FINAL ANSWER. THIS MAY HAVE ENCOURAGED YOU TO
RESORT TO "SHADY TACTICS"! BUT WHEN THE ANSWER ISN'T SIMPLE, IT MAY BE
BECAUSE OF AN ERROR YOU MADE BEFORE -- OR IT MAY JUST BE THAT SOME
PROBLEMS HAVE "MESSY" ANSWERS. WHICH DO YOU THINK IS THE CASE HERE?

Jrawing a general leason aboo ,roblem solving heuristics.

)well, since we changed the problum way back in the beginning, it could
,)I.Ayo a messy ans r.

THAT'S TRUE. WE REDFINED THE PROBLEM. BUT THERE IS ANOTHER ERROR -- GOING
FROM:

3 6 i"

(Ck 3 ) a

b +To
b )

SINCE YOU USUi,LLY DON'T MAKE THIS SORT OF ERROR. I'LL JUST TELL YCj WHAT
IT IS: YOU FORGOT TO MULTIPLY THE NUMERATOR OF THE 1/2 BY THE (-7-:-.7TOR,
(a-M), WHEN YOU COMBINED THE TWO FRACTIONS. PO YOU SE. WHAT I .AYING:

a t:ea(!1-1IN rati:vj too! spooiczlly when -:;-e

fiolmr:,ztal. Put th,? (Ic;3cri;Hon mu:;t be in t vis r:Iat

1 un*:10oczn,i!

>>ye:-;

SO WHAT SHOULD COME AFTER

3 6

(e, - 3 1->)

GO ON...

:sit))

3 6

.)Ja 36)

THAT'S FINE.

3 6 +
o ?

I (a- 36)

a (0, .5 6)



i.euri'e model ,)r steps which the student performed
then identify ahd

rundamental errors that wore committed, an

simply evaluating whether or not the answer in

(ineloiing
criiluue th
oppose(1 to
0OrrOOt.

impliett operations), and

It is also a;:-3sumed that the effectiveness of a tutor
can he greatly improved by constructing a detailed model or
the eurrent state of each student's entire set of problem
solving procedures for the domain, and by taking that model
into oonsideration when formulating tutorial comments
appropriate to the studeHt's problem solving behavior.

Another assumption
particular remedial st

inereased by constructing
p!; 'he nature of the erro
-;;;d! particular error shou
ih:-tance or a category
oreurrence of each class o
indirative or specific
lin Ire tanding. T,torial a

weaknesses.

is that the effec
rategies can be
:and using a detailed
r which occurred. Tu

ld be seen by the
of re ited error ty
f errors would be see

weaknesses in t

ssisthce is to be ke

tiveness or
significantly

explanation
is means that
tutor as an

as:d

n in turn
he student's
yed to Lile

A final assumption, implicit in our goals, is Lh-A it

possiblo_ an! ;--times desirahle to lhstruct stude-s in
nrecedural, h; do it" type of knowledge of ;

heiaoi rig the formal theory underlying that
we requ're that our system

o:.:plain algebra from tne point or view, not
f;,-.)ica structure or the knowledge. but or

learn(r_ ooiented structuring of 000 he
:ge for solving algebra Oro:

ms- or hee as:Thmpt

im-noc!le implication of our approae

n ,

cloHain.
understand ahd
of the abstraet

neorEani zeri ,

is to use the

if it in to
practicl educational technology -- in that

.fleation a detailed representation or the path or
i steps whirm thr student must nave

eyous stao-, hm tit-rent put,
t..he stoic mi algebra in

be i-ne Mo:ontly. :urthermore,
feasible to -_!enstruct

simuLylable model or the student's overal
po:edres. This ran be armiev

rs;m vilual Problem solving protocols,
expe-ti,tious based upon '-'- -T;tem'n own

; an ,i-rstanding of common er

trace'l out,
and

general), wlll need
it mut. be

rough,
'nowic.,-e of

abstra,ntiniz,
-onjunction
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Moreover, in order he tutoring system to he widely
upplieable to students with different backgrounds, the

taxonomy of errors muit reflect universal kinds of
misunderstandings, rather Laan artifacts of partLA, -P
teaohing styles or techniques.

The expert system for algebraic manipulation must
represent and process algebraic entities in a natural,
human-like way. At each step, the system must be capable of
generating ex2lanations for its actions, in terms of a
uetwerk or procedures, which embody the pe&i gically
reorganized knowledge.

ynthetic Approach

Or approach to constructing such a system has taken
two forms: synthetic and analytic. The synthetic approach
concerns the design and partial implementation of
collection of modules (programmed in LISP) to analyze and
critique a student's solution pa_h. We have run a limited
set of experimenics- on the operational portions of thes-
modules. The purpose oC these experiments is to predi t the

computational behavior or the modules with respect to

dif:erent formulations ad roduction rules <Newell 72> whlch
encode chunks of algebraic know-how. In particular we hive
been concerned with und rstandinr the combinatorics or the

search space ini:olved in ft. I ic in the missing steps in a
student's pre; oer n, aHd in characterizing exactly
what is wronp wi h a tudont's answer. Such an

under. iandinr is ::rucial in detern:iihinr the extent to which
brute-force searTh strategies over the set of produetion
rW-s must hr, mplanted by mere sophisticated heuristic

uidaes.

As the st.uilnt becomes mure proficient, the

oomtinatorial hatrre or the search space seems to warrant
more hebristioa. since students oerform an

increasinr number f aigebraia manipulati.ons "in th i-

hoads: We h-a:o olreadv given a rood deal of thought to

ourmounting these problems, abd a few of ou, ieeas seem
oromising. A Listincion tetwon strategics (higher order
rules whiah Iet:mrrine t order of (i-asic)

flplicationsh ab' the i3et (primitive and ,qro)

operations whiTh tb otudint i- known to he using, greaily
'2:onbtrainr the se-sch space. Without it, any sequence of

on-rations wou a noosibHity. Fur: ermore, rules lre
hil7irorohicaily Lured one need not expand sub-rules

level sol Yiaa plan has been discoverecL This
;imilar to the use 0 M;:::ROPS in the ARSTRIPS system

amirt I equivalence checking, based upoii
al-7- thm eooribed by Martin <Martln



t r (.m w; I j ii

Or error ()peril! I

the search by eliminating consideration

Uso of Production RUIeS

In rotrospeci., n me of the design decisions which wore
made in our preliminary efforts seem somewhat
unsatisfatory. For example, the organization of the system
around -olatively simple rewrite or production rules may
have been unwise. A more general form o!' r-oduction rule,
or "schca" now seems preferable. Such a liema might take
a Form sueh as:

[pattern + conditions => action => new pattern]
in which the right hand side can represent an entire class
or expressions -- such as might be generated by one of the

mmon error categories. Moreover, there should be a

ptvision for higher order, or "meta-rules" for recognizing
tcam:Corm,a.tionr. On the basis of introspection, such rules
ar«: frequently e:iployea by skilled tutors. Examples might
be something like the following*:

(a) LF MA!:CH <initial-expression>
((!/i10IGNP #20NUMBFRP VIGNP iiiMUMBERP)

AN1, MAFCH
(!C)(SIGNP #06NUMBERP),

THFN conclude that RULE Wis
"Adaition-Of-Two-Signed-Numbers"

with the following
-AVEAT: If' #6 is no' in the appropriate relation to

" and iftLf, th di propose that studerit error occured.

Tf MAICH <initial-expression> WITH
(!#1AXPRP '= !#2AXPRP)

ANP MATCH finl-expression> WITH
(#.DLTTATOMP '= !#$PAXPRP)

[HEN ('olude that RULE wis
"Colve-For-1,itatom" with the followinirt,

CAVEAT: IF the value
are PEPLACE-d

corresponlimt value

of
v

of

81,
,

1/2,

when
is
thcr,

all
NOT

a

occurrohoes of
EQUAL to the
stud-nt error

-;Pcurre:. Su.pect the ,dh-rcles:
"tranpose all ter':-,,t. involving ,?i1 to :ft";

?) "tParliDon all terr not involvir; #1 the

h t

(?) "add like .erms ri 2,T]ch side".

ttines should 1. he constr,cted whi:sh provide a

deseripti-m of the rherences beteen wo

.xhressims. These rih he 67,red ')t-i such feattv'es

1Iffereht numhc's : r ,lifferen or

7111 Me oc7i,.7 for th vptic 7)tterr-match

!CL:



terms: different numbers
presonee of "=" signs; etc.

Analytie Approach:

Lambda (bound) variableb;

The other ,proach (i.e. analytie) that we have been
pursuing concerns a careful analysis of the knowledge to be
embedded in the tutoring system. It also includes a

specification of the kinds of logical tasks the.system will
have to perl'oim in analyzing and critiquing a student's
solution. These investigations have been empirically driven
in the sense th:tt we have run several exper4ments and
performed (by hand) detailed protocol analyses (akin to the
methodology (f Newell & Simon) of the solution paths and
errors generated by students.

In order to provide an intuitive grasp oc the kinds of
knowledge and reasoning involved in ccnstructing a

:tructural model of a student's behavior i solving an

algebra problem, we have annotated an actual bubjeotts
solution path to one oC our experimental problems. This
indicates the kind of reasoning required to construct such
models. We stress, again, that it is relatively
straigh-Corward to have a c, 'puter system generate a

reasonable solution to this probl 7. The enallenge is to

adequately formalize the reasoning strategies and knowledge
that 'utors ase in understanding what a student is

(probly) doc, n that similar' strategies can be employed
by a computer program to enable it to figure out the

student's reasoning processes and Hints or confusion.

The alw.ebraic problem this subject has been asked to

solve is to reduce an algebraic expression j,ine LO below)
to a minimal Corm (i.e. t) a single reduced Craction). L-t

us proceed to genel'ate a hypoth tical explanation or what a
J,00d tutor mirTht be thinkinr, whi e grading or unde 'o.oding

this subj t's sciutions

[Lo] A

[LH

IT,21



The analysis of LO through 1,2 is straightforward, but

the transition to L3 is puzzling. The inversion operation,
which brings the "36" into the numerator, suggests a

moderate degree of sophistication. But the (very common)
illegal cancellation indicates considerable confusion.
There are some clues which help to refine the description,
narrowing the range of contexts which would be likely Lo

elicit this :mror. Note he subjec did not perform,
(2A-3B)(2A/3B) , which is a very simlar mistake. The

difference appears to focus on whethor the sum of terms
occurs in the numerator or denominator.

'1 A

-1 1

4-

In going from L4 to L5, the exponent of "A" is lost.

This could be attributed to either a copy error, followed by

a 1H;;L,1_ factoring, n- a factoring error. A flag should be

set to watch for further occurrences of the latter, but
there is not enough information here to ':),? certain,

-= A -

L6 is truly remarkable. The first expression, (to the

left of the first "=") was p'rived at by "multiplying
through" L5, by 2. This is an in. ance of the more general

difficulty, or,erating on expr L;ions as if they were

e_quations. Onc /ionders whether :h..; "c" was written first

;se that its presence triggered the error), or, whether the
invocation of the (inappropriaL.e) rule, (since correct

use occurs in equations) , triggered the sequence of "c"

signs on this line! The second expression, 2A-1+(2A-1),

could be either a "multipl.ing through", but an abort.ve
attempt to combine into a sing fraction, ,:sing an LCD-like

rule hut forgetti,g the denominator. The boxed answer,
must have see-e-: strange as the subject continues on

te 'actor" it, introduen- 'et another (sign) error.

[L7]
A )

What can be made of L7 Clear
and the subject returned t L5.

.i'emputer te he sensitive clues

,ed incorrect,
Thtice ie need for the
fp!: i;a-:ktracking: L7



!Llt. V bcbri t. ten rCom 1.6 by any 1.!i.:WIlDle ileuer,ob
tiot1:1; the boxed answer, Followed by additional

wek ; awl the 1oloi 1. hi story int'orrnntior repetition
bnevioun line.)

11131 ()A I 1

A

A I

i. ' norrobora to the c 1. aim th a t t he .'11,11) oc t has
1,1 etri: with combinini-T, Tractions! Prot ably, he

rb. Hed In sim 11 arity to 1,6 and abandoned the ef rort.

w t n,ut. mn1Ebini the line. This analyn: is supported by
th ;nioat has backtracked as Car as 2. His lack of

conTidenee in the subsequent work (1,3-1,8) 10 sound -- he has
notu; nod , ici)rrect solution path with no errors rthove

lean the "problem behavior r:-aph" .

1,1 b I
! -

2 \ e.

[1,1.1
A

'1 V

tivr- s1.eb forward; L11 is leP;ai ,

t- t was appia neat y wure the
i -nnhi n r. I -- He; ionatei y?) iThr)c ri florlt,

'
H Hi moandf t s st ra te
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Qualitative impressions

One overriding impression we got from this experiment
was a sense that each person approached solving the problem
as if by "rote", with most people failing to see explicit
decision points in the solution space. Many people found
this task very difficult. For example, out of ten college
students presented with the simplification task, three just
"threw up their hands" and said they couldn't do it at all.
The other seven tried, but none succeeded in correctly
solving the problem. Nevertheless, the problem is well
within the bounds of high school algebra in difficulty,
especially for students who do not instantly panic at the
sight of such expressions, realizing, instead, that the
problem can be decomposed into a sequence of rather simple
steps.

It was also interesting to discover the wide range of
answers to the problem (indicating the futility of attempts
to specify ahead of time a comprehensive set of incorrect
answers) . Also the few people that solved the problem
correctly (approximately 25%) generated an incredible
variety of correct solution paths. The high error rate (or
the low mean free time to an error in a solution) also
indicated the ineffective use of student time, when the only
feedback concerns the validity of the answer, as opposed to
commentary on the intermediate steps which were performed.

Figure 4.2 below shows the range of answers generated
for the problem and Figure 4.3 shows a typical solution path
leading to the correct answer. Figure 4.4 shows an
annotated solution to the problem which points out some of
the decisions that could lead to solving this problem in an

"optimal" way.

[insert Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4]

Final exam data:

The analysis of the final exam data from two college
level remedial math courses involved using several
strategies. For both groups of exams, every problem on
every exam was re-graded (they had already been graded by
the teacher) in order to understand some of the heuristics
used (and errors made) by graders in real world situations.
The solutions for three randomly chosen students were
analyzed in detail for every problem, carefully describing
and accounting for each error. Furthermore, a single
problem was selected and analyzed across all students, in
order to estimate the range and variety of rules and errors
which can occur in even a short exercise.
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FIGURE 4.2

Some Typical "Answers"

A 1 1

2A-3B
2-3(

3B

A 2A

1 1 3B+1 1 1 1

4A-6B 12AB 18B2 -2-

3B+1 3B 1 A 1

4A-6B 2(2A-3B) 2 4(A.A)-9(13.13)
+

1 -A A 1 A
-

") 9B 2A(1-3B) 2 2(A-3B)

3B
-1

2A+3B A 1 1 )

4A-6B 2A-6B 2 3B

±-2A

A 1 1+(2A-3B)

2A(A-3B)
+

2 2(2A-33)

3B
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Pir,ure 4.3

This is a typed replica of a subject's solution path

Reduce:

,

1m 7 Ll2A-3B)(2Ai-3B)]) + 1
2

2A
(2A)

3B
2A
--(3B)
3B

4A'-6AB
3B

3B
A-CIA-6B)

3B 1

4A-6B 2

3B
P(2A-3B)

3B 2A-3B
2(2A-3B) 2(2A-3B)

2A
2(2A-3B)

A

2A-3B

9 9
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Plrure 4.4

A 1 [(; W)A-)(;?Ai-B)) +
.

We first, transform the problem int) a two-dimensional format.

A 1

(2A-3B)(
2A

)

2

3B

2A
At this point we could either distribute the (--) across the3B
:)A.-.;B) term or cancel the A's. Cancellation is cnosen.

1

T-2--A-3B)2

3B

2
Again we could distribute the 2 or but we decide not to since

1
the matches the on the other fraction. Hence to accentuate

this '--Jobal match we move the 3B up.

3B 1

(2A-3B)2 2

We are now in a position to combine these partial fractions into

one fraction. Taking advantage of the 2 in the denominator of

L,ach fraction we can combine them as:

3B+(2A-3B)
(2A-3B-)2

2A
which leads to (2A-3B)2

and then to
A

(2A-3B)



ome global observations about this data are in order:

(A) People are incredibly bad at algebraic
manipulation. In some sense, we were aware of this
before we started -- but our estimate of how bad was an
order of magnitude too naive. An example may help to
illustrate: 1

On their final exams in the college rw,medial
algebra course, sixteen students were given the
following problem:

3
(-3X)

2
(2X)

Not one student in the course obtained the correct
answer, "72k5". The most common answers (four
students each) were "72X", and "-65X5" Other
variations were: "-36X", "17X5", "-216X'", "-72",
"-72X2", "-72X", "-108X21t , and "-16X2+6X3". Results
for this problem reached by students in other courses,
from other schools, were similar.

(B) A close look at examinations which had already been
graded by algebra teachers has indicated fundame-tal
inadequacies of traditional grading techniques. By this is
meant that the ranges of scores which would typically be
assigned on the basis of right, wrong, and partial credit
answers are only crudely correlated with any reasonable
metric one might wish to apply to the knou'ledge structures
in question. Suppose we describe in detail the knowledge
which we desire for the student to acquire and use. This
might be formalized as a set of procedures, operators and
heuristics. Perhaps the student has accurately learned all
but one of, say, fifty procedures. But in applying this one
"buggy" procedure he consistently makes some simple mistake.
If there are only a few problems which require the buggy
procedure, the score will be high. However, if the faulty
procedure applies at a "low level" or -- is called by higher
level procedures - (which by contrast implies that the
student's high level knowledge may be quite sound), the
procedure will be needec: in many problems, and the resulting
score will be low. Similar themes are elaborated upon by
the following examples:

(1) A common test grading heuristic (necessary if
there is a poor faculty/student ratio) is to examine
the student's work in detail only when the final
answer is incorrect (usually to determine whether any
partial credit should be assigned). Those problems
for which the correct answer has been obtained are
only cursorily exmined (usually to ensure that no
cheating has occurred). This claim is based on
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carerul regrading of tests previously graded by

algebra teachers for the purpose of determining final
credit for a course. We can provide examples of

students who were passed on the basis of this

heuristic, whose algebraic skill appears to be

inferior to that of some students who did not. (Other

grading techniques also led to the opposite

situation.) Two trivial instances should help to

illustrate how this can occur. According to a rough

statistical analysis, one student alwnys guessed when
assigning the sign after an algebraic 1,ransformation.

Since the correct answers reflected even parity about

9s often as odd parity, this strategy was remarkably

successful on short problems with few intermediate
results. This student did almost as well as several

others who systematically applied "almost right"

procedures. A second, very common confusion which, in

more difficult situations can lead quickly to compound

errors, involves the relative precedence of the

various arithmetic operations. Students who

consistently misapply use of precedence and

consistently make inappropriate use of (or fail to

use) parentheses frequently end up with correct

answers, even though many of their intermediate steps

are incorrect!

(2) Very often, multiple errors will occur in the

solution of a single problem. This reflects a number

of weak areas in the student's knowledge. For

example, the work may indicate use of the following

faulty rules: "X -:- 0 => X", "(XY+Z) Y => X+Z",

"A/B + C/D => (A+C)/(B+D)", and so on. But the exam

score may be only slightly worse than that of a

student who only manifests the last difficulty, since
the first rules may only be invoked in problems where

the last is also needed.

Additional points that have emerged from our

empirical analysis include:

Some of the exams were "uniform graded" by algebra

teachers. This means that the same problem was graded by a

Riven teacher across all of the exams, but different

teachers would have graded different problems by the same

student. This provided an excellent opportunity to assess

the effectiveness f analysis which can be achieved by

humans in the absence of a detailed student model (on the

assumption that constructing an adequate model would require

analysis of more than a single problem). In fact, there

were many instances where a more global view of the

student's strengths and weaknesses would have facilitated,

not only the assignment of credit for the problem, but the
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utility or remedial comments which could have (or ourht to
have) been made. Whereas many students would actually be
required to repeat an entire course because of their poor
scores, a global view of their work on the examination
indicated that a few sessions of precisely planned
remediation might have sufficed.

It would be fruitful in teaching algebra to maintain n

distinction between two separate phases of transformin9: an
expression. The first phase consists of procedures for
parsing the two-dimensional notation into an unambiguous
internal representation (i.e. perceiving the structure of
the expression). The second phase consists of the
application of "algebraic" (as opposed to "perceptual")
procedures to the internal representation. Many student
error:- which we have seen can be more succinctly
characterized as the result of misparsing or misperceiving
the external notation, than as incorrect applications of
algebraic procedures per se. Consider the following very
simple example. The student is asked to evaluate "XY", when
X=-3, and Y=-5. The student writes, "-8". This can be most
simply understood (especially in the context of many similar
errors) by assuming that the student performed (perhaps only
in his head): "-3-5 => -8", not having understood that the
notational distinction between concatenated literals and
concatenated signed numbers constrains one to employ
additional parentheses during substitution. Note that
little is ever explicitly taught about how to proceed in

parsing (or, for that matter, carefully and unambiguously
synthesizing) algebraic notation! As a corollary, when
understanding student moves, the system's internal
representation must not lose the (geometric) information
needed to propose that such an incorrect parsing may in fact
have occurred. Another example of an error that most likely
relates to a perceptual-learning problem rather than as a
difficulty with the mathematical pro.edures per se is that
manifested by a subject's work shown in Figure

[insert Figure 4.5]

It must be emphasized that the tutoring system must
embody sufficient algebraic expertise to deal with fairly
complex, unanticipated situations. It is quite common for a
simple error to convert an elementary problem into a

relatively difficult one. For example, one student, when
confronted with:

Solve for X:

wrote:

3 4x
+ 2 -

x+l x+l

3 2x+2 4x
+ =

x+1 x+1 -x-1
0
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lo I p;u re it

(A) Student's work: (49E1

(B) Explanation as a description/perceptual-learning problem:

2 / x + 3 / y

fx,

4 - 2 / xy

(This is conventional parse)

(This is student's parse.)
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in which a single sign error has converted an elementary
linear equation into a quadratic, which could easily overtax
the student's abilities. Such transformations occur
frequently, and, moreover, provide the contexts in which
student expectations lead to further mistakes (which tend to
restore the situation to something "within normal
bnundaries"). The following student's calculation is a good
example:

Solve f'or x, x + 9 - 3x = 2x + 1

2x + 9

-2x

= 2x + 1 (commits a sign error)

-2x

x + 9 = 1

-9 -9

= 8

(his subtraction is in-
correct but'is explain-
able see text)

In order for the system to intelligently field such events,
its algebraic competence must be extensive enough to

recognize the student's dilemma, and not limited, say, to

hand coded solutions for pre-arranged problems. This is
only one of the ways in which intelligent CAI needs to be

"generative". In this narticular case this expertise must,
indeed, be fairly extensive, encompassing a "theory" of how
expectations -- established by the input patterns for a
procedure -- can affect one's quick perception cf the

problem. In this problem, there is little doubt (having
viewed the students' previous work etc.) that he "knew" that
2X-2X=0. That is, if he had been given the problem to
evaluate "2X-2X" in isolation, he would have given the

correct answer without hesitation. However, this same
problem in a context which sets up powerful expectations
(coucerning the pattern for solving such equations) led him
on the one hand to conclude 2X-2X was X and on the other
hand that it was 1.
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A very kirge proportion or the errors which we have

encountered can he accounted for by at most several dozen

error schemas; in other words, a relatively tight error

taxonomy can be employed. Our categorization of common

errors seems to be almost universal. Our data strongly

suggest that the occurrence of the various error types in

independent of the student's particular background (such as

which high school was attended), as well as of the

examination score, within a fairly wide range. Of course,

very poor students turned in virtually blank exams, which

did not manifest these errors at all. Likewise, those

students whose scores were almost perfect (there were one or

two) made onl'T those errors which could be described as

"simply caruiess". But for the overwhelming majority of
students in the middle range, the following sorts of errors

were typical:

(a) [anything * zero => anything'. e.g.,

5(-5)
2

(-4) - (-5)(-4)(0) = ?

-500 - 20 --> -520

(b) [a + bc => (a + b)c]. e.g.,

4A
2 - 6AB

ZA 3B(--11:) --> 3B
(c) [anything -:- zero => either zero or anything].

e.g.,

(7(-5))
2 1225

gr--5) TOT
> 1225->

o

r a _._ c_
a c

(d) L d d J. There are several

subvarieties of this form, but this is typical:

1 3 5 1 5 3 5

(f) 6 -->f 6 5

(e) Illegal cancellations of the form,

xytzw =>

of which a typical instance was:

5 6 8
-24x_y z -8x

2
y
4

-3
3x

3
y
2
z
8
-9x

3
y
2
z
8

(f) incorrect versions of fractional addition,

taking forms such as:

-1 On -

1 k;



cl+c

d b+d

Thi L; one or the most (OMMon dirr:eulties, And so
there Are many variations; apparently they rerleet
in attempt to reconstruct the regotten, eorreet
form on the basis or primarily syntacti('
considerations. Student example:

2 3 " -1x-1 x+2 1.

(g) Partial distributions such as: [A(ii +/- C) .7>

AB +/- C], which include.s the special case:

-(3x-w) --» -3x-w

()) Confusion of arithmetic operators. Example:

(-1)
3
--» (-3)

Note that several of these (such as b, e, and h) can be more
easily explained as attempts to provide interpretations for
notation with wl,ich the student is unfamiliar (or has
forgotten). This list is illustrative, but by no means
exhaustive. A more complete list should provide the
domain-specific basis for the system's remedial stratevV.

Experimental Exam

The results of analyzing the final exams of the two

remedial math courses raised some serious doubts as to
whe,her the kinds and frequency of errors we discovered were
due, in part, to the lack of any semantic basi: for the
mathematical procedures (or "how to do it" type material)

used in these courses.

Partly 1,:n explore this possibility, we designed an

experimental test comprised of problems from each or the two
exaris ised in the special remedial classes. Tlis test was

then given to a groun of college students (fr)m a diff'erent
collee) who came from aiverse backgrounds and high schools
in which a variety of teaching styles and ;ext books had
hp used.

The data of this experiment were subjected to the same

!,-;.1 DC analysis as was used in analyzing the remedial math
xams. From this analysis w2 discovered that, in fact, the

hnd to a considerable , xtent, the relative frequenci2n
,f the rrors encountered on ris experimental exam were the
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student performs in ,his head while solving a problem, nd b)
to characterize and generalize the underlying cause of an
encountered error. These preliminary studies indicate that
a problem-solving component with such capabilities is well
within our reach given the kinds of errors and error types
we have encountered and classified. Our next step is
therefore to build this component and to couple it to our
various tutoring strategies.

109
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Figure 4.6

INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL ALGEBRA QUIZ

This quiz is being given to you as part of an experiment to

understand how to teach algebra more effectively. Your "score" will

not affect your average in any courses you may happen to be taking.

SIMPLY DO THE BEST YOU CAN. No particular weighting will be assigned

to the problems, although they range (in order) from easy to fairly

difficult. You will have one hour to work on the exam. You are not

expected to be able to complete it in this time. Try not to spend a

great deal of time on any one problem - if it seems too hard, go on

to the next. There are four pages, not counting these instructions.

Although not everyone will have the exact same vezeion of the quiz,

they are all about equal in length and difficulty. Do not attempt to

work the last two problems unless you have considerable time left

after completing the others, and checking your work. Please curn in

all of your work! Thank you for participatiny!
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1. (-3X)
2
(2X)

3
= ?

2. (-5)(-3)(0) = ?

3. (-2)
4

- 2
4
= ?

4. X

5. TRUE OR FALSE: When X=2, Y=1, and Z=-3,

X(Y-Z)(Y+Z) = -16 ?

6. TRUE OR FALSE: (3+4)
2
= 9+16 ?

7. Solve for X:

CI 3X + 24 = 18 - 3X

-3X
= 12

5

0 -2X-7X
-3

1 = 2

8. Multiply:

() XY(-2X+3)

0 (X-1) (x+5)

0 (X-3)
2



9. Factor como]ctely:

0 X + 5X + 4

3X - 4X + 1

10. Reduce to lowest terms:

XY
2
Z

X
3
YZ

4X-4
2

X -X

0 -24X
5
Y
6
Z
8

3 2 8 3 2 8
3X Y Z -9X Y Z

11. Combine:

2X+W 3X-W

3Y 3Y

2 3

X-1 X+2

12. Evaluate, when X = -5, Y = -4, W = 7, and Z = 0

5X
2
Y XYZ

0 (WX)
2

2
5XYZ

13. Perform indicated operations and simplify:

315 .

7 4

5

6



14. Solve for X:

3 4X
+ 2 =0 X +1 X+1

3X+1

15. (OPTIONAL) Reduce:

(A [(2A-3B) (2Az.-3B))) + 1/2

16. (OPTIONAL) Solve for X and Y.

X-Y = 2

Y2-2X = 4



FINRE LL7

STUDENT PROBLEM #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

#1

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-1
3

+6

6

#2

72x
6

72x
5

72x
5

72x
5

72x

54x
5

-6x
5

72X

-6x 5

8X
3

9x
2

5

54x

-6X
5

0

-6x
5

72

#3

-6x
2

-2x

-2x(3x+8)

-2(3X
2

+8x)

-6x
2

-16X

-3-(118+7X)

-3x
2

+8x+3

-6X
2

-16X

-(6X
2

+16x)

-6x
2

+2x

-2x(3x+8)

2

16X+6X

3

77 -49X

-21x
2

25x-9X+2

15x
2

-21x+-6

#4

1

-5

-3-1/2

-9- - 2
-1

1

2 2

+15

2

-4 -3

#5

1

1

1

1

1

a

o

or 0

1

1

1

1

1

1

a

la
3

a

#6

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

#7

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

18

-9

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

#8

3

1

1

1

2=2

-10

#9

3

-2x
2

y+3x

-2x
2

1+3x

-2x
2

Y+3X

-2x
2

y+3x

2

-2x +3X

-2x
2

y+3X

-2x
2

Y+3X

x

3

y
2

-2x
2

y+3x

2

-2x y+3x

+1X
3

1

2

-2x
2

Y+3x

2 2
6X Y

27

1

1

i

0

1

2

-2x-7x

2

1

-2-1-5

-5

-7

4

2

-3
----
15

7

:1

1

) 2

1:2_1

il

_32
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SECTION III - Related Research on Uses znd Representation
of Knowledge in "Intelligent" CAI



CHAPTER 5
TOWARD A MORE FLEXIBLE INPUT MEDIUM

Existing constraints on how a student can communicate
his thoughts to a machine have unwittingly shaped our views
on the range of tutorial interactions and strategies that
are possible in CAI systems. The effects of theSe
limitations are abundantly clear in the various mathematical
teaching systems in use today. Simply stated, algebra is
not naturally done on a typewriter! The kinds of algebraic
expressions that a student manipulates cannot be
conveniently represented (or even thought about) in a

one-dimensional medium. Maemaca
I

th ti l expressions are
inherently two-dimensional: exponentiation is represented
by superscripts, fractions are represented b_ vertical
arrangements of numbers and the fraction bar, etc. In

addition many of the manipulations in algebra are described
in terms of a two-dimensional layout of expressions.
Consider cancellations. Without a two-dimensional
representation the rule for cancelling the same factors
above and below the fraction line would hove to be expressed
more awkwardly and then relearned to be applied on
expressions written in standard two-dimensional language.

Tc avoid introducing these artificialities we have been
designing a two-dimensional tablet based input system for
the algebra tutoring system. It is our intent that with
this system the student working on an algebra problem can
use this tablet input mechanism just as he would se scratch
paper for working out his intermediate results. This would
allow a student to work in a natural way (i.e. just as he

would without the computer) This increased view of the
student's work improves the bandwidth uf information being
passed to the student modelling system. It actually alln,w
the computer to look over his shoulder and watch what he is
doing in order to provide .hints and develop a better
understanding of the processes that the student employs.
For this to work, however, the recognition system must be
robust and natural to use or it will interfere with the
thought process of the student.

The task of rcoRnizing handwritten algebra expressions
can be thought of in two parts: 1) the recognition of the
individual characters, symbolF,, numbers, and digits, and 2)

the putting together of these symbols into larger
expressions, that is, parsing the string of characters into
mathematical expressions. As mentioned above, this parsing
must take into consideration two dimensional information,
since many of the algebraic operations are expressed as
two-dimensional relationships.
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Before going on, a word of caution may be in order.
The concept, and some of the techniques, for using a tablet
to do limited character recognition of mathematical
expressions is not new. Indeed one of our prototype systems
(to be described later) draws heavily upon some of these
existing techniques. However, nearly all existing systems
have suffered from two constraints: first, they were
designed during a period in which dedicated computers of the
power of LSI-11 (PDP-11 costing around $700) were alerely
pipe-dreams and hence the designers of these systems were
forced to make many compromises solely because of the lack
of computational resources. Secondly, and much more
importantly, none of these systems had any effective way of
using higher-order knowledge such as semantics and
pragmatics of the given domain to help resolve ambiguities
that inevitably appear in the input. In fact, simply
segmenting a stream of character strokes into meaningful
characters often requires knowledge about the likely intent
or meaning of the expressions, as does coping with any
sloppiness in the way these characters are written. The net
result has been tablet based input systems that are awkward
to use and require a substantial amount of human
adaptability.

Another reason for our exploring how to design more
flexible and context-sensitive input mechanisms, concerns
our belief that a knowledge-based CAI system must be able to
use its knowledge to perform various tutorial tasks as well
as regurgitate factual information. It seemed to us that an
elegant and natural spin-off from having systems that can
engage in ,tutorial reasoning would be that these same skills
could be focussed inward to hel provide a dramatically more
flexible and "forgiving" input medium. Indeed many of the
same techniques for isolating, describing and even
correcting student errors are precisely what is needed for
deciphering ambiguous scribbles.

Experimental Input System:

During this contract we have devoted approximately one
man month to constructing a prototype system (that is
currently demonstrable) and the design and partial
implementation of a second more ambitious system. Both of
these systems use the IMLAC, a Computek tablet which is
interfaced to the IMLAC and a TENEX computer. The IMLAC
does the local and real-time processing of the character
strokes as they are drawn on the tablet. The IMLAC then
passes the parameterized stroke information off to the TENEX
where nearly all the computation is performed. Our
prototype systems are programmed mostly in LISP which means
we have sacrificed real-time performance for an extremely
flexible and powerful programming environment to develop and



Hxperiment, with our ideas. It is our intent that after We
Hive refined our algorithms Arid (.ontrol strategies we
then worry about implementinpT them on a system :1,-)mothino:
like LSI-11.

Our first prototype system was written by Daryle Lewis.
This system uses a character recognizer based on the Ledeen
algorithm which is described in Principles of Interactive
Computer Graphics <Newman & Sproull 73>. This cLaracter
recognizer is also trainable. During the learning session
the recognizer extracts simple features from each stroke and
stores the character in a decision table under these
features. Very briefly, during recognition it determines
the set of characters that the input character might have
been by comparing the features of the input character with
the features in the decision table.

This in'tial system also used a top-down syntax-driven
parser described in Andersods <Anderson 68> thesis as a
techninue to use some higher-order knowledge in interpreting
the input., In the appendix of this thesis, Anderson
describes an efficient parser for mathematical expressions
which is a specialization of his more general parser taking
advantage of certain features of expressions, namely that

the principal operator of an expression is always the
left-most character. It also uses the stronger assumption
that arithmetic expressions are almost linear, and that they
can be linearized. In fact, the scheme begins by

linearizing the expression. It does this by first sorting
the characters by their spatial location, th,- , assembling
strings with the notation for superscript and subscript.
Arithmetic expressions can be described as linear with the

exception of fractions and as previously mentioned,
subscripts and superscripts. Then a linearized expression
is parsed in a conventional top-down, left to right way with
backtracking. Lewis's prototype system currently recognizes
arithmetic operators, integral signs, summation signs,

fraction bars, numbers and variables. . Example of
expressions it's capable of parsing are shown in Figure 5.1.

This system demonstrates that a very simple system with

a minimal understanding of two-dimensional expressions can
do reasonably well in a highly constrained environment.
However the system has definite flaws and probably cannot be
extended to adequately fit the needs of our algebra system.

Some of its problems are as follows: Anderson's parser
ncver really had noisy real-world data. Instead he gave it

letter-perfect data: two dimensional coordinates of

characters, perfectly prerecognized characters, and

correctly assembled integers. Unfortunately, probably no
character recognizer can be good enough to present student

generated data in this clean a form. Since the string
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pArser is nondeterminisic, it could be extended to eover
the uncertainties present in the character recognition but
the linearizer is inherently deterministic and is very
sensitive to poor noisy data and therefore limits the
robustness, flexibility and strength of this kind of
recognition system. The character recognizer of Ledeen has
its limitations too. For exam.ple it does not address the

mentation problem, that is, partitioning the stream of
trokes into groups of strokes making up each character. To

eircumvent this problem our initial system required the
:;tudent to pause a half a second between characters in order
t,t unambiguously and correctly segment the strokes into the
characters. This technique works but represents an

unnatural and disturbing constraint for a student using the
tablet.

Rause of the psychological ramifications of these

constraints, the system was extended to the point where it
collects a stream of strokes without explicit indication of

the inter character segmentation and then attempts to fit
characters over the stream. Spatial information is used in

this segmentation. The overlap relationship between
adjacent strokes is used to strongly suggest that this pair

or strokes belong to the same character. Likewise a longer
sequence of strokes that makes up a character is preferred,

and a number of other heuristics help the segmentation.
Although these changes improved its likelihood of success,

we decided that a fundamentally different approach shoulild be

explored.

Views of Parsing

One view of parsing is that of translating strokes or

Jther input into a tree or other meaningful structure. In

this view, a grammar describes the bridge between two

representations. The meaning of an input travels over the
bridge into new, structured representations. Parsing is

grouping and rearranging information.

A more recent and more powerful view is that parsing is
not rearranging meaning but rather finding meaning, and just

as importantly, finding intention in a communication.

Consequently, an input may not be a correct realization of
the intended meaning, hut may be full of mistakes,

sloppiness and other noise. To translate the input without
any consistency or plausibil checks will further obscure

the meaning by introducing 'ore erroneous structure. It

is only by knowing what the c unicator could want to say

and what could be said that utterance can be understood.
A parser and a grammar must be much more a filter of what

inputs make sense. What the input seems to mean may be
nonsensical or irrelevant to the situation in which it is



said. It is only by understanding the situation that the
right interpretation can be found. The importance of the
situation of an input has only recently come to be
recognized. Communication always has a context and can only
be understood within it. Linguists have become painfully
aware of the weakness of syntax without semantics. What we
hope will distinguish our tablet understander from previous
ones is the constructive use of semantic knowledge as a

powerful constraint or filter for parsing.

There are many levels of knowledge to be applied to
input that will potentially help the parser disambiguate.
r- the simplest level, algebraic expressions have a syntax.
,)r example, the knowledge that parenthesis come in pairs
can help distinguish a "C" from a left parenthesis which can
be realized by the same input stroke. Only context
identifies which was meant. Nr,tural hand printing is not
prePise enough to distinguish between these two characters
or between many other pairs of characters. For this reason
many previous tablet systems have required the user to learn
new printing conver,ions such as slashing zeros. These
conventions shou7 ' not be necessary where the meaning is
"obvious" (to the cudent anyway). At another level of
knowledge, the :-tem knows which algebraic manipulations
are being taught lerefore, by knowing what exercises are
being performed, r student's input can be related to them
by the operations und manipulations being taught. The
system might even know of faulty manipulations that students
commonly use. For example if the distributive operation
were applied to (A+B)X and the parser found AX+13X it would
be able to see it as AX+BX. On yet another level the system
could use its model of the student to understand the input.
By being aware of the student's vocabulary of algebraic
symbols and manipulations some interpretations of input
become less likely. 31 might look like 3!, but if the
student doesn't know about "!", the factorial sign, then the
correct interpretation is easy to make.

So we have seen that there are many levels of knowledge
that can be applied to parsing. What makes this system a
challenge to design is that each of these sources of
knowledge is imperfect and will introduce errors.
Collectively they must correct their errors and arrive at
the best interpretation of imprecise input.

Chart Parser for Parsing Subeypressions

Using a straightforward topdown parser for rejecting
anomalous character identification is subject to serious
combinatorial problems because a purely backtracking parser
throws away the good information gathered under an
unsuccessful hypothesis. To overcome these 'Ind cther
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problems, another approach is being tried by Steve Purcell.

The second system uses the same character recognizer but

will employ a substantially different parsing algorithm.
The parser will be a chart parser like those developed by

Martin Kay and Ronald Kaplan. The chart is a data structure
to hold the fragments of successfully parsed expressions.
All the phrases that are ever noticed are remembered and are
available for building larger phrases. The chart holds the

entire utterance or expression. This allows parsing to
proceed from whatever islands of certainty there are. The

parser is not constrained to proceeding in chronological or

left to right fashion! The chart would correspond to the

notion in Woods' ATN grammars of the well-formed substring

table. This is a table of subexpressions which are saved

when the parser makes a mistake and backs up. The

weli-formed su' .-xing is a successful parse of a group of

words. It may be used by another path in the grammar other

thnn the one that first requested the phrase. This helps

th, top-down pnrser prevent the repeated parsing of lowest

level expressions.

The basic concept of the chart 'lust be adapted to two

dimensions. In addition, there are strong built-in

assumptions that the parser is parsing a one-dimensional

utterance. In one dimensional strings a phrase is

constrained to cover or include one interval (in time) of

input data. In two dimensions a phrase is, roughly, some

continuous neighborhood of a simple-connected set of the

two-dimensional plane. In one dimension the

simple-connected set is merely an interval and can be

described by its end points. In two dimensions there is no

such simple description of simple connected sets because the

sets can be very complicated. There can be very many

different connected sets.

This second system will not linearize the characters

into a string for the parser. It is felt that this would

destroy many of the two-dimensional relationships. A

mapping of two dimensions into one is always going to be

fragile and unstable. Small differences of interpretation

in two dimensions could lead to radically different one

dimensional strings.

The structure of a one-dimnsional grammar or parser

rises from the notion of phrases, coupled with the notion of

concatena.,ion. In one-dimensional strings there are two

kinds of concatenation: symbols are concatenated to the

left and to the right. Similarly, larger phrases are viewed

as concatenated with their left and right neighbors so the

constraint for forming a phrase in a string is that the

constituents be contiguous and non-overlapping. For a

phrase to become part of a larger phrase it must combine



either with its left or its right neighbor. In two
dimensions there are more possibilities; a phrase could
combine with another phrase in any direction. For our
purposes (in algebra expressions) we consider nine different
neighborhood concatenation relationships: above, below,
left, right, overlapping and the 4 diagonals. The model of
parsing will be to take the characters in their enclosing
rectangles, the coordinates of their centers, and to compute
the two-dimensional relationships between neighboring
characters to propose neighbors as potential phrases. It

will record the neighborhood relationship of the larger
constituents and grow larger arj larger phrases. The
constraints on this parser are similar to the string parser.
Two subphrases of a phrase must be neighboring and they must
be disjoint sets of strokes. The parse will be a tree with
one root and the leaves will be all the strokes or all the
characters of the input.

Some phrases may cause expectations to be set up which
will affect interpretations of neighboring phrases. For
example, the presence of an integral sign would cause the

character "d" to be interpreted as part of the integral
derivative. The parser will reach decision points as it

builds phrases. This refle2ts the local ambiguity that will
not be resolved until hopefully later in the parse. The

chart has to hold all the possibilities or the
representation of the possibilities so far encountered.

The chart is constructed so that decisions or

ambiguities in one area of the expression will not recombine
with the ambiguities of another, as long as these phrases
are disjoint. This is in contrast with the back-up parser.
If two independent assumptions or decisions are made and the
first proves false, then the second is needlessly undone and
remade. In this way the backtracker multiplies out
ambiguities even though they are essentially in phrases that
do not overlap or interact.

But even a chart parser still has the potential of

exploding. There may be an ambiguity in a subphrase of a
much larger phrase. This ambiguity could be preserved and

larger phrases constructed which may be similar in every way
except in one subphrase of a subphrase, etc. To prevent
this kind of explosion we hope that the parser can converge
its idea of the parse and merge alternative parses as soon
as there is a resemblance.

For example there is the ambiguity between the letter B
and the number 13 which participates in a large phrase
4(A + 13) versus 4(A + B). The parser would build two

independent large structures differing only in the B versus
13. The Purcell parser as planned will merge these two
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3triwturen into the same structure where the representation,
the H or the 13, will have a decision marker ,u1 it. When

alternative phrases arise which do not merge soon, the
parser will stop growing the phrase in that direction and

wait for expectations to be established to give it better
guidelines for choosing between ambiguous phrases.

The algebrai context is another source of information

that the parser must make use of. In a series of

expressions written in the course of solving an algebra

problem, there is much similarity from line to line as

expressions are manipulated and rewritten. For example,

there are many expressions that the parser should be able to

recognize once it encounters the phrase 4(A + B). If

4(A + 13) is then input, the 13 should be forced back to B

or the original B should be reworked as a 13.

In other words the parser will attemp to recognize

expressions that it has encountered before. This is an

example of how the semantics of algebra augment the

syntactic grammar in the parser. To do this, equivalence
relations on several levels will be recognized. There are

many graphical realizations of any given number. For

example, 4 can be written with an open or closed top. There

are equivalences in the algebraic vocabulary. Dlivision can

be indicated by a minus sign with a dot above and below, or

it can be realized by a diagonal slash as in a fraction or

as a horizontal bar as in a large fraction. Any occurrence

of one of these will have associatLd with it the canonical

form of division so that, in successive expressions,

division realized in one way will correspond to division

realized in another. This correspondence can guide the

parser to the right interpretation.

There is also the notion of a canonical expression.

For example, let's say the parser has already encountered

the expression A + B and now encounters A +. It maps A to

the canonical A which has already appeared in previous

expressions. It will also see, among other things, "A + B".

This will motivate the parser to look for B on the other

side of the +. This is one way that expectations are

generated. The advantages of looking for common

subexpressions are that an expression which has been written

clearly and carefully once, can then be written more

sloppily and the parser will be more robust and able to

recognize it.

There are even stronger semantics to guide parsing.

Another level of equivalence that the parser can look for is

algebraic equivalence under the legal transformations of

algebra.: cancellation, solvinp: equations, dividing through

both si.des of an equation, etc. Through the series of steps



in solving an algebra problem, the variables and expressions
can be traced from line to line, transformed slightly but
largely remaining the same. There is hope that the parser
.can do this in conjunction with the understander which is

monitoring a student. The trouble that the parser has may
be trouble that the student has, and may be worth commenting
on.

We've said that the character recognizer used in the
Lewis system will probably be used in the Purcell system.
It has, however, a few defects. The recownizer is a feature
extracter and thc features that it extracts are not
sufficient for distinguishing some characters that it should
distinguish. The recognizer confuses u's and v's, 2's and
z's, c's and parentheses, 7's and parentheses, l's and

parentheses, integral signs and l's, etc. One feature that
probably could be added to the recognizer that could be very
useful in distinguishing many of these otherwise ambiguous
characters would be some kind cf inflection point

recognizer, some second derivative of the curve, or some
measure of curvature to recognize sharp corners of v's, 7's,
etc. Extra feature extraction may be desirable after an
initial guess at the letter has been made. If the letter

falls into a certain kind of ambiguity, a second feature
detector might be invoked. Alternatively all the features

might be extracted initially on all the strokes. Either

method would work.

Where are we in the construction of the Purcell system?

Most of the system is still on the drawing board. What has

been implemented is a program to grow a network of

two-dimensional neighbor relations between characters. By

using the enclosing rectangles of pairs of characters which

are near each other and locations of their x and y centers,
the pairs are put into spatial relations such as above or

below. The first relation builder is being interfaced with
a tablet to see how it can handle simple expressions. The

relations are easy to find for very simple, carefully drawn
data and it is expected that it will degrade gracefully,
still finding most relations correctly. Some of the partial
strategies have been experimented with by hand. Samples of

data from a large number of subjects have been used to
design the . ystem described above. A lot of implementing
lies ahead, but there is every reason to expect that the
parser will be able to understand algebra expressions from

the tablet. The open question is how much the user will
have to adapt to the computer co make the task easier for

it. We hope that as few conventions as possible will be

necessary so that the tablet can be as natural and

unobtrusive as possible. We hope, for example, that O's or
z's will not have to be crossed to distinguish them from o's
and 2's. Perhaps this convention can be used as a backup in
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the absence or context, but we hope the user will not view

the tablet as any different than paper.

There are many things that c..an be done, with the

dynamic medium of a graphics display and a tablet, that
can't be done with pencil ,Ind paper. For the time being, we
plan to avoid these so that the tablet can he as similar to

paper as possible. It is tempting to put in some kind of

editing facilities to the tablet, but this will not be

pursued.

We have high hopes that the tablet will be a large
improvement over typewH.ter input of algebra. We think that
tablet understanding will touch on many interesting issues

in its own right; issues of using context to disambiguate a
noisy environment, and developing more general notions of

parsing. Related to this graphical input is the graphical

output of expressions. The Lewis system also included an

expression ".pretty printer" that transformed expressions
into two-dimensional text. It handled layout successfully,

but had trouble expressing superscripts and subscripts
because characters had to lie on a line or clearly up on the

next line above and subscripts could not be made smaller.
Perhaps characters muld be scaled and translated to form

nice expressions. Some expressions or characters could be

transformed by rule, not merely by shrinking or stretching.

Square roots for example have a definite width and height

and could merely have a rule to extend the root sign. We

don't see it as important to rewrite the student input for

feedbck. If the pF.rser works, there's no need for it. The

origina input is most easily recognizable to the user;

after i.1 it's what he entered. But there is a time when

the tutor would like to give examples, and give them in as

similar a way as possiblP to the way the student would

perform tho same example. For instance, a demonstration of
canceliinF, fractions needs an expression printer.

In conclusion, we see the graphical medium for both

input and output as having the potential for greatly

improving the communication between computer tutor and

student.
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CHAPTER 6
SYSTEMATIC UNDERSTANDING

Synthesis, Analysis and Contingent Knowledge

Specialized Understanding Systems*

A fundamental challenge in the design of useful
knowledge-based CAI systems is to find ways to embed
knowledge and procedural skills into these systems in a
manner which renders them both efficient and robust
understanders (e.g. problem-solvers, question-answerers,
student modeller:, answer evaluators, etc.). The designers
of nearly all generative and/or AI-based CAI systems have
avoided facing the complexities inherent in substantive
domains of knowledge by tackling only small, well-defined
and closed subject domains. Indeed there are few, if any,
knowledge-based systems in existence that honestly face the
challenge of completely modelling a realistic body of
knowledge! This is due in part to the shortcomings of
current computer technology (which is rapidly and
dramatically improving) and in part to the lack of any
comprehensive and viable theory of how large and complex
bodies of knowledge can be represented in computer-based
systems.

As an attempt to remedy this deficiency we have
combined the collective experience gained in building
various knowledge-based CAI systems, and have constructed
the beginnings of a theory for how to represent complex
bodies of knowledge. It is our intent that a fully
developed theory will not only establish some guiding
principles for how to build practical CAI systems that
really can "act" as intelligently as a human tutor, but that
such a theory will also provide us with a new and more
powerful methodology for understanding 1.1e structure and
content of the particular knowledge needed to carry out a

collection of tasks. If so, we will have a new handle on
how to view the skills that must be imparted to a student
and how the student is to use this knowledge in executing
his assigned tasks!

(*)This chapter is to appear, in a slightly altered form, as
a chapter in Rebresentations and Understanding -- Studies in
Cognitive Science edited by D. Bobrow and A. Collins,
Academic Press 1975.
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In the design of a knowledge-based system, careful

attention must be paid to the choice of representations for
different components of that knowledge. Clearly, the best

representation for a body of knowledge depends on how that

knowledge is to be used by the program, and thus better

characterization of the uses of knowledge is likely to lead

to better ways of designing knowledge representations. In

this chapter we present the SCA model, a framework for

describing the structure of "conceptually efficient"
understanding programs, based on a characterization of three
fundamentally different ways in which knowledge is used in

such programs. Even though the SCA model is not full-
developed, we feel that it can be of use both to those who

are designing understanding programs, and to those who wish

to study existing programs to develop insights into

different approaches to representing knowledge.

The version ef the SCA model described in this chapter

applies to a class of programs that we refer to as

speLialists or expert understanders. These programs

understand the world in the sense that they can take in a

collection of data describing some situation, and then

answer questions about that situation. The programs are

referred to as specialists because they are only able to

deal with a limited class of situations, and can only answer
questions in some limited domain of specialization.

We are still in the process of developing the SCA

model, and many ideas are still in the form of

speculations and intuitions. In order to present

the essential aspects of the SCA model in the

clearest possible form, we have described a

simplified version of the model which does not
deal with a number of crucial issues in the design

of understanding systems. In particular, though
the systems to be discussed "learn" about their

environment in the simple sense of taking in

descriptions of the current state of the

environm,-nt, they do not learn how to improve

their performance, nor do they extend their

initial knowledge about those properties of their

environment which hold in all states.

Additionally, though we believe strongly that

complex problems in understailding will be solved

by programs built from many specialized modules
that communicate and interact within a complex

control structure, the model we describe consists

of two programs r.hat interact by simply creating

and accessing a common data-structure.
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Part cf our intent in articulating the SCA model is to
present a point of view on the design of expert
understanders which provides insight into how knowledge of
the expert's domain can be effectively used to design a
conceptually efficient understander. The SCA model provides
a framework for studying the structural similarities of a
variety of superficially dissimilar high-performance
understanding systems including perceptual understanding
systems, natural language data base management systems and
question answer'ing systems. It also provides a basis for
discussing many current knowledge-based research issues such
as the meaning of analogical representations, the pros anl
cons of different inference schemes (e.g. computational,
rule-driven...), ad hoc versus general knowledge
representations, and the integration of such tools as
simulation into knowledge-based systems.

The ramainder of this chapter is divided into two major
sections. The first section is an account and explanation
of the concepts invplved in the SCA model. This section
starts with a orief description of the general concepts of
the SCA model, and then gives three examples of systems so

organized, in order to provide an intuitive feel for the
meaning of the 'oncepts and their intended breadth. The
second section describes various ways in which the SCA model
can give insight into problems in the design of knowledge
representations.
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Section 1:
THE SCA MODEL

Prier Description or the SCA Model

For the purpose of providing an overview of this model,

let us consider a hypothetical expert understander who

obtains information about the world in the form of a

collection of basic uninterpreted "sensations" or raw input

data. The expert must answer questions about the world on

the basis of this raw data. Much like a human expert, our

hypothetical expert uses his specialized knowledge to

combine, organize and augment this data, and thereby

synthesize a substantially enriched world model or

contingent knowledge structure (CKS).

In its simplest form, this CKS might just be a

data base of assertions describing the expert's
current knowledge. In general, however, the CKS

is a =lex data structure that represents the
expert's current model of the world. This model

may include analog representations of some aspects
of the world, as well as semantic networks and

other knowledge representations.

The SCA model extends this idea and specifies that an

understander should be designed as two separate experts, one
to synthesize a CKS from the collection of raw input data

and the other to analyze the information in the CKS in order

to answer the questions posed to the understander. The raw

input data are the result of the operation of other programs

or input devices, and are not usually represented in terms

of concepts that are directly usable by the understander.

The first expert, or synthesist, converts this raw input

data into a form suitable for the understander to act on.

In addition to simply augmenting the information

contained in the raw data, and reorganizing this

data, the synthesis operation often changes the

elementary concepts in which the information is
expressed (e.g. changing from a representation of
a visual scene as an array of intensities to a

collection of boundary lines, or from a collection

of boundary lines to a set of three-dimensional
objects).

The second expert, or analyst, retrieves knowledge

explicitly represented in the CKS, and uses world knowledge

to infer facts not explicitly contained in the CKS, perhaps

using procedures as complex as general theorem provers.
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The efrecLiveness or the total understander depends
critically on the designer's ability 1) to provide the
correct balance of skills (and computational load) between
the synthesist and the analyst, 2) to design a class of
CKS's which represent just those aspects of the world state
needed to facilitate the operation of the analyst, and which
can be directly represented as efficient combinations of
procedures and data-structures, and 3) to use special
purpose techniques to enable the synthesist to fill in the
CKS in an efficient way.

3



Section II:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE SCA MODEL

The SYnthenist

The synthesist describes or accounts for a collection
of input data in terms of some acceptable structure which is
an instance of a class of structures specified by the

designer. It must impose the "best" acceptable structure on
the input data (which may already be organized in some
fashion). The imposed structure accounts for the original
input data in terms of concepts useful to the analyst, and

provides the only mechanism through which the analyst is
permitted to obtain information about the state of the

world. In general, the analyst never has direct access to
the information contained in the raw input data. In more
elaborate versions of the SCA model the analyst can request
the synthesist to synthesize a new CKS based on the current
needs of the analyst. This may change the effective
information that the analyst obtains from the raw input
data, by means of the CKS, but it does not remove the CKS as
a necessary intermediary.

There are three inter-related operations that may be

performed by the synthesist:
1) structure determination - determine which of
the potential structures (e.g. configurations of
blocks, parse trees, etc.) it knows about should
be used to represent the given raw data,

2) matching - determine the correspondence between
the raw data items and the parameters of the
chosen structure, and,

3) auRmentation - determining parameters of the

CKS not directly corresponding to raw data items,
but which must be chosen to satisfy some set of

constraints.

These operations may require a coordinated search through

both the entire set of facts and the possibly infinite set
of potential structures, in a matching or parsing phase.

The synthesist may put the given facts in a canonical form,
for example by algebraic simplification, by reduction to a

structure composed of semantic primitives, or by using
hash-codThg and search to reduce an expression to a unique

internal str:oture <Reboh 73>. Finally, the synthesist may
fill in pa-a:.eters of the structure in a manner determined
by the input data and a set of constraints. The

synthesist hlay -)rly have to perform one or two of these
operations (for example, when the matching operation and
structure determination are trivial but the augmentation
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operation is diffiLult).

It is often possible to distinguish repositories or
knowledge corresponding to an active synthesis agent, a
description of the class oC possible contingent knowledge
structures, and a goodness measure which evaluates how well
a structure matches up with the raw input data. In the
LUNAR parser <Woods 73>, for example, the description of the
class of possible contingent knowledge structures (as well
as rules for searching for the "best" structure) is given as
an Augmented Transition Network and the active agcnt is the
general ATN parser. In many cases, however, it is
impossible to separate the synthesizing agent from the
description of the structures to be synthesized. In these
cases the synthesist is implemented as a specialized
procedure for instantiating a particular class of structure
- this is often more efficient, though less flexible.

It may seem possible to buiid in accessing functions in
the analyst and do away with synthesis, particularly where
the information used by the analyst only depends on a small
amount of raw input data. However, the choice of structure,
even for a small portion of the raw input data, often
depends on the entire collection of raw input data. In
these cases one cannot do without the synthesist by simply
putting extra processing in the analyst - the extra
processing needed is actually the complete synthesis
operation. For example in the blocks world the analyst need
only look at a structure Jetermined by a small part of the
input to answer questions about a single block, but the very
concept of a block depends on a synthesis process that takes
into account the entire set of line segments in the scene.

Contingent Knowledge S4.ructures

The contingent knowledge structure, (CKS) is a

data-structure which represents the understander's knowledge
of the state of the world. The CKS forms the interface
between the synthesist and analyst, and thus determines the
way which the characteristics of the world are
inte -ted by the specialized question-answering and
prob. -solving capabilities of the analyst. Because of
this, the capability and efficiency of an SCA understander
depends critically on the design of the CKS and its computer
representation.

CKS:
There are two distinct aspects to the design of the

1) the conceptwil structure which the CKS imposes
on the world
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2) the data struetures aHd proeedures chosen to

represent. the entities, properties and relations
which make up the conceptuai structure of a CKS.

Like a language, the class or possible CKS's define a

set of conceptual entities, relations and structures which
determine the way the analyst can most easily express its

questions and operate on its model of the world. It

determines the distinctions which the analyst can possibly

make between states ,r the world. For example, in the

blocks world understarvier the conceptual entities are blocks

with sizes, shapes, positions in three-dimensional space,
and relations depending on their positions - rather than

corners, connected sequences of line segments, or any other

possible structural entities.

Given several alternative conceptual structures for the

class of CKS's, it is tempting to choose the "most

expressive" one, to facilitate the description of the states

of the world and the questions of the analyst. However, the

analyst must be capable of dealing with any CKS within the

chosen conceptual framework, and more subtle and complex

frameworks require more complicated (therefore usually less

efficient) analysts. Thus there is a tradeoff between

expressiveness and efficiency, and a good conceptual

structure is one that can readily express those properties

of the world that are relevant to the analyst, but does not

lend itself to describing irrelevant details or impossible

states. An example of an unproductively rich conceptual

structure for the blocks world CKS would be one that could

represent all connected sets of line segments, including

collections of lines not corresponding to the boundaries of

a set of blocks. Such collections are impossible in the

blocks world and hence are irrelevant to the blocks world

analyst.

We believe this tradeoff is closely related to one

hypothesized by Dr. Frederick Thompson of Caltech <Thompson

72, Randall 70, Greenfeld 72>. Thompson's conjectured

"Fundamental Theorem of Information" says, roughly, that

given a collection of observations of the world, and a

sequence of progressively richer languages, there is an

intermediate language in which the descriptions of the

observations carry the greatest information. This most

informative language is not rich enough to express all the

details of every observation - the concepts that make up its

semantics are broader and more abstract than the details of

the observations, and thus it captures the i-nportant

properties of the observations without allowing the

expression of unnecessary or irrelevant detail.

1 3.3
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ht, pt. v 1 o i.ht! only mochan ism for the
inalyst to refer to the properties ur the world 'Itate. The
CKS recilloo:: the eomplexity of the analyst by providing a
rsrm Jr eanonical representation rot world states. States
or the world which ean be treated similarly by the analyst,
Are mapped into similar CKS data structure!:. Thus, t!ss
e.snceptual structure must be designed to facilitate both the
expression or the questions whieh the analyst must answer
and the operations which the analyst.. must perform in r-o-e-

to answer the questions,

We 1 lieve 'hot in most cases the CKS is best viewed as
a model for the state or the .orld, rather than a

description of the state, so that tie operations of the
analyst correspond more tn observations of the world than to
manipulation of the representation of assertions. We use
the term "observation" in the sense of an operation on the
world that produces information as a result, and whics does
not shange the state of the world (this is in accord with
the simple version of the SCA model, but is not a general
restriction). We do not mean to imply that such
observations are simple operations, or that the Analyst is
simply an information retrieval mechanism that observes what
is explicitly present in the CKS.

Much of the understander's knowledge the state of
the world is not contained explicitly in the CKS, but is
embedded in a set of tacit agreements between the synthesist
and analyst as to the way in which the data-structures that
form the fl,KS are to he interpreted. For example:

a) A linear sequence of links between several
items can be interpreted as a transitive relation
if the analyst determines that two items are
related by seeing if there is a chain of links
joining them.

b) A sot of pointers to objects from elements of a
three-dimensional array is sufficient to represent
many oF the three-dimensional relations among a

group of physical objects if both the synthesist
and analyst interpret the existence of a pointer
from an array element A(I,J,K) tso an object 0 as
meaning that 0 is lies within a box -entered at
coordinates (I,J,K).

c) A list structure can be used to represent a

procedure for answering a question, given a set of
rules such as those used to interpret LISP forms.

3 6
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Given a particular choice of conceptual structure and a

set of operations (defined in terms of the conceptual
structure) which the analyst must perform, the designer must
choose a collection of computer data-structures to represent
the CKS, which maintains the comprehensibility of the final

program and its overall efficiency. The distinctions we
draw between the conceptual structure of the CKS, the

implementation of the conceptual constructs in terms of

programming language constructs and the eventual
implementation of these constructs in terms of machine-level
primitive operations are an attempt to deal with the problem

that Hayes <Hayes 74>. poses:

a representation which appears to be a direct

model at one level ... may be itself
represented in a descriptive fashion, so that it

becomes impossible to describe the overall
representation as purely either one or the other.

It seems essential, therefore, to use a notion of
level of representation in attempting to make this
distinction precise."

The Analyst

An analyst derives information from a CKS in order to

answer questions posed by some other process. Informally,

if the CKS represents a state of the world viewed from a

perspective defined by the conceptual structure of the CKS,

then the analyst infers answers to specific questions about

the state of the world using information in the CKS and a

set of rules. These rules include laws of the world and

laws of logical inference, so that the answers provided by

the analyst correspond to true propositions about the state

of the world. The CKS is of necessity a finite collection

of information, but the set of questions one can ask about

the context usually come from an infinite set defined by

linguistic rules. Thus, the analyst is an inference

mechanism for bridging the gap between the finite set of the
properties of the world which are explicitly represented in

the CKS and the infinite et of valid assertions (answers

to questions) about the world which are implicitly
determined by the CKS.

The simplest analytic operations consist of the

application of compositions of functions and relations to
elements of a CKS, for example forming the sum of the

lengths of several lines in a geometric structure, or

comparing such a sum with the distance between two points.

More complicated analytic operations might consist of using

the results of such simple operations, along with general

world knowledge to deduce further properties of the world
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state represented by the CKS. In many cases the
understander need not explain or explicitly iustify its
answers so explicit logical deduction can be reLlaced by
other forms of inference or computation. For example, in a
CKS which consists in p.'t of a semantic network, properties
of an element can be inferred by tracing a path to some
other element and then applying simple computational rules
to a description of the relations in the path and the
properties of objects on the path.

The fact that "John's uncle is Jane's grandfather"
could he derived from a chain "John SON-OF Peter
HUSBAND-OF Mary SISTER-OF Isaac FATHER-OF Ellen WIFE-OF
Jack FATHER-OF JANE", by the application of a set of
simple rewriting rules to the sequence "SON-OF
HUSBAND-OF SISTER-OF FATHER-OF WIFE-OF FATHER-OF".

138
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Section III:
COMMENTS ON REPRESENTATION ISSUES

Universal and Ad Hoc Contingent Knowledge Representations

A theory such as the one which we hope underlies our

SCA model would make it possible to discuss rationally the
representation of knowledge at the interface of the

synthesist and analyst, as well as the design and operation
of synthesists and analysts for particular problem domains.
It would permit us to phrase meaningful questions about the
relative merits of different contingent knowledge

representations from the point of view of efficiency of
synthesis, analysis and original design, and could thus

clarify the debate over the relative merits of "general
purpose" and "ad hoc" representations of knowledge.

Let us take a superficial look at this debate in terms
of the SCA model. Given that all understanding systems must
convert their raw input data into data structures used to

meet goals of the understander, the more goals that can be
met effectively with a single structure, the fewer times

must a synthesist be invoked to create another one.

However, building a single structure to serve many

independent goal-oriented procedures may be more difficult
than building several different specialized structures. In

addition, the improvement in efficiency of the goal-oriented
analytic operations may be brought about by the availability
of specialized contingent structures to make up for the
extra time spent in building them.

One must also take into account the resources necessary
to maintain consistency and compatibility among multiple
representations, or allow for the problems of potentially
inconsistent actions by different analysts*. These problems
are particularly difficult to resolve in understanding
systems which generate and deal with multiple contexts, such
as planning and problem solving systems.

One must also evaluate the impact of "generalized" and

"ad hoc" representations on the problem of designing

systems. Clearly, having a single, highly efficient and

effective knowledge representation would substantially
reduce the time necessary to design new under.?tanding

systems. Even a unified conceptual framework like "the
omega ord-2r predicate calculus" (as in QLISP) can ease the

designer's task. On the other hand, the usefulness of
engineering handbooks attests to the fact that an organized

collection of specialized structures with capabilities and
limitations clearly spelled out can be quite as good a

(*)There is certainly evidence that human understanders have
inconsistent representations of knowledge, and that they can

come to inconsistent conclusions by using different
techniques for solving problems or answering questions.
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design aid as a single generalized technique.

Contingent Knowledge Structures and the
Antecedent/Consequent Boundary

In building understanding systems with procedural
representations of knowledge, there is a serious design
problem in the distribution of expertise between the
antecedent ("if-added") and consequent ("if-needed")
procedures (as in PLANNER, <Hewitt 72>, CONNIVER, <Sussman
72> or QLISP <Reboh 73>. Roughly speaking, if-needed
procedures are triggered by the introduction of specific
goals and sub-goals to be met by the understander, while
if-added procedures are triggered by addition of new facts
to the contextual knowledge base.

The if-added procedures clearly correspond to the
operations of synthesis. It may not be clear that
if-needed procedures correspond to a combination
of synthesis and analysis, and not simply to
analysis. Simply speaking, the If-added
procedures correspond to data synthesis, while the
if-needed procedures correspond to goal synthesis,
since they replace a set of goals with a structure
of goals and sub-goals that combine to satisfy the
original goals.

One could conceivably avoid the use of if-added
procedures entirely, by making all procedures goalLoriented,
and "reasoning backward", so that nothing is done until it
must be done to meet a specific goal. This runs into
difficulty since it allows for little coordination between
the goals and the context, so that it is possible to
generate vast numbers of irrelevant, impossible and costly
sub-goals. Additicnally, unless the results of sub-goals
are added to the knowledge base one can needlessly repeat
many sub-goal computations.

Alternatively, one can "reason forward", taking the
contents of the context and applying if-added procedures to
derive all the goals which could be met given the context.
I this approach is implemented in an unrestrained fashion
one can end up swamping the data base in irrelevant results
before getting around to meeting the specific goals posed to
the system.

The concept of a CKS for a class of goals provides a

handle on the problem of how far to let the if-added
procedures run. In essence, the if-added procedures become
"potential goal" directed, as compared to the "specific
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goal" directed if-needed procedures. The CKS to be produced
by the if-added procedures stands in for the entire set of
potential goals. While it may be said that if-added
procedures are always directed towards satisfying a set of
potential goals, the explicit design of a CKS for a given
set of goals provides a mechanism for keeping track of
decisions as to whLtt knowledge is to be encoded in the

if-added as opposed to the if-needed procedures. Given a
set of goals, one needs only to define a class of CKS to

or;anize contextual information and simplify the execution
of the corresponding if-needed procedures. If-added

procedures then implement a synthesis procedure to build
such structures from any of the expected contexts. One can

even package such compatible sets of if-needed and if-added
procedures into "demon teams" (as in QLISP, <Reboh 73>)

There is a catch to the above suggestion - how does one
find a compatible set of if-needed demons whose operations
are facilitated by a single contingent knowledge structure?
While we have no general answer to the problem, the

technique used in system understanders is suggestive.
Essentially, one replaces the search for a CKS and
compatible set of if-needed demons with a search for a query
language in which all the demons' information needs can be
expressed. Starting with a rough idea of these basic

semantic entities relevant to the demons (e.g. some

"objects", "structures", "relations", etc.) one considers

the types of questions about such semantic entities whose
answers would help meet the demons' goals. This can often

be refined to a well-defined set of primitive questions and
composition operations which can be used to answer all of

the needed questions. One can then design data structures
and procedures that facilitate answering all the questions
in the query language, and the data structure and procedures
form the class of CKS's.

Hiaher-Level Structures (Frames) and World Knowledge

The raw input presented to an understander is

insufficient to tell the understander all it needs to know
about the specific situation it is in. There is always a

need for world knowledge in the understander to fill in the
meaning of the input. Several chapters in this book discuss
the problems of how to organize such higher-level knowledge,
how to find knowledge relevant to a given collection of

inputs, and how to use this knowledge to provide an

interpretation of the input. We refer below to the process

of combining higher-level knowledge with input information
as frame-instantiation, and call the resulting structure an

instantiated frame (even though the higher-level knowledge
may be a script r)r scheme, etc.).
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The SCA model prefl0nted in this [.aper does not say much
about finding knowledge that is relevant to a given
situation, but it does say something about
frame-instantiation and the use and structure of
instantiated frames. In fact, the process of
frame-instantiation is a synthesis operation, and the
resulting instantiated frame is a CKS. The primary use of
the instantiated frame is to provide the information needed
by analysis procedures, in the best organized form.

The view of parsing and perceptual processing as
synthesists (and hence cousins to frame instantiation) leads
to the realization that different instantiations of the same
frame can be as different in structure as two distinct
sentences, or two distinct arrangements of blocks. Many
descriptions of frame instant.tation give the impression that
gll instantiations of a given frame have similar structures,
differing primarily in values that fill in slots in the
frame. Since slots can be filled by instantiated frames
this can indeed lead to a structure as complicated as a
parse tree, but not obviously to a network-structured entity
like a model for a collection of blocks. Simply expanding
slots into subordinate frames i: equivalent to top-down
parsing. For complicated structures, a combination of
top-down and bottom-up approaches may be advisable, and one
might usefully apply many of the techniques of natural
language parsing, including well-formed substring tables or
charts for handling local ambiguities until they are
resolved by more global constraints.

The use of synthesists for relaxation techniques and
other methods for simultaneous constraint satisfaction
extends the range of frame-instantiat:on operations beyond
those commonly considered. Much attention has been given to
the problem of determining which frame is to be

instantiated, and how to switch from attempting to
instantiate one frame to the instantiation of another. frame
when difficulties arise (see the working paper by S.

Fahlman quoted in Minsky 1975). This suggests that choosing
the correct frame is difficult, but instantiating it is
simple. Once one realizes that frame instantiation may
involve complicated simultaneous constraint satisfaction or
expansion of structures as complex as natural language parse
trees, it is clear that complicated synthesis techniques are
needed for frame instantiation.

The literature on frame instantiation, and the
structure of frames, gives little idea about the uses to
which instantiated frames are put. The SCA model suggests
that it is vital to know the questions which are to be
answered with the help of the instantiated frame. A

synthesist, CKS and analyst are designed together, as
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interdependent modules suggesting that both frame
instantiation and the structure of instantiated frames must
rake into account the set of operations to be performed on

lilt instantiated fraag. The conceptual structure and
machine representation of a CKS depend heavily on the
expected inputs to the synthesist, on the design of the
synthesist, and especially on the operations to be performed
hy the analyst. Even when the inputs and their reel-world
meaning are fixed (e.g. where the inputs are always line
segments corresponding to the edges of blocks) the
information in the CKS must depend on the questions to be

asked by the analyst (e.g. do they ever refer to position,
volume, etc.).



Section IV:
CONCLUSION

The straightforward SCA model presented above is not a

complete description of our current concept of the design of
an understanding system. A more complete one is hinted at
in the section on the LUNAR question-answering system, in
which the synthesist is itself viewed as an expert which is
broken down according to the SCA model. In general we hold
a belief similar to that of Hewitt, in which programs are
composed of interacting active procedural elements or ACTORS
<Hewitt 73>. We feel that individual ACTORS should each be
organized in terms of the SCA model, with separate
synthesis, analysis and contingent knowledge structures.
The synthesist (or analyst or CKS) of a more complicated
ACTOR is built up by the activity of a collection of
cooperating ACTORS. The crucial issue then becomes the
design of the sociology of ACTORS, that is, the
communication and control strategies used to organize the
efforts of the independent ACTORS. The SCA model itself is
a partial (very partial) answer to this organization
problem, since it suggests that the ACTORS composing a

complex ACTOR are organized into three separate groups that
interact by well-defined means. We believe that another
valuable source of ideas for the sociology is the work of R.
Kaplan <Kaplan 75> on the GSP natural language system, in

which the components that make up a parser are organized
into consumer and producer modules that interact with one
another.

Given the changing economics of machine architecture,
in which it is becoming possible to think of machines with
hundreds of itIerconnected micro-processors, the ability to

view AI processes in a way which leads to parallel
decompositions may be quite useful. Viewing synthesis as a

constraint satisfaction operation leads naturally to
implementing it by groups of parallel processes which
cooperate to find the best structure to match the given set
of constraints. We should point out that the economics that
we are approaching is not a new one - it is the economics of
genetic systems, the economics of constructing a brain.
Given the information needed to define one type of neuron
and its pattern of interconnections, it is not substantially
more difficult to grow millions or billions of copies. Many
of the underlying intuitions that led to the SCA model stem
from a study of the interactions of neurons in terms of a
model for neuron function suggested by Dr. J.Y. Lettvin
<Lettvin, personal communication>. We hope that it will
someday be possible to unify these disparate sets of ideas.
Possibly some of the ideas arising from extensions of the
SCA model to arrays of interacting SCA modules may be useful
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as way of viewing the operation of the brain.
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